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Zusammenfassung 

 

Intrinsisch halbleitende Polymere stellen eine interessante Klasse an Materialien für 

verschiedene elektronische Anwendungen dar. Die elektrischen / elektronischen und 

morphologischen Eigenschaften dünner Filme der Polymere können durch Parameter der 

organischen Synthese feinabgestimmt werden. In dieser Arbeit wurden Thiophen basierte 

Copolymere mit niedriger Bandlücke und ähnlicher Struktur in zwei Paare (anhand der 

Elektronenakzeptor-Einheit) unterteilt, PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT und PCPDTBBT & 

PCPDTTBBTT und als aussichtsreiche Donor Materialien für photovoltaische Anwendungen 

untersucht.  

Hauptaugenmerk der Untersuchung war es, Einblick in das Verhältnis zwischen der chemischen 

Struktur der Polymere und ihrer elektronischen Struktur, Ausrichtung und Wechselwirkung der 

Energieniveaus an verschiedenen Grenzflächen und Selbstorganisation der dünnen Filme zu 

ermöglichen. Zunächst werden die dünnen Polymerfilme auf einer Vielzahl verschiedener 

Substrate (Modellelektroden) präpariert und ihre elektronische Struktur sowie 

Wechselwirkungen an den Grenzflächen mittels UV-vis-NIR-Spektroskopie, Röntgen- und 

UV-Photoelektronenspektroskopie untersucht. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die unterschiedliche 

elektronenakzeptierende Einheit im monomeren Baustein (z.B. PCPDTBT vs. PCPDTBBT) 

einen größeren Einfluss auf die elektronische Struktur des Polymers hat als das Vorhandensein 

zusätzlicher (Hexyl)Thiophenringe (z.B. PCPDTBT vs. PCPDTTBTT). Weiterhin wurde 

gezeigt, dass die beiden Polymere eines Paars ähnliches (energetisches) Verhalten an der 

Grenzfläche zeigen, während Abweichungen zwischen den Paaren vorliegen. Diese 

beobachteten Unterschiede beeinflussen und bestimmen die Wechselwirkungen mit 

organischen Akzeptor Materialien an den untersuchten Donor/Akzeptor Grenzflächen. 
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Für den Fall eines dünnen Films von PCPDTBT auf ITO, für den eine Lochinjektionsbarriere 

von 1,0 eV gefunden wurde, wurde nach der durchgeführten p-Dotierung des PCPDTBT mit 

F4-TCNQ Molekülen aus den Ergebnissen eine verbesserte (deutlich niedrigere) 

Lochinjektionsbarriere ermittelt, so dass eine  günstigere Ausrichtung der Energieniveaus für 

die Anwendung in Solarzellen erhalten wird. 

Letzten Endes wurde eine Serie von Messungen der Röntgen-Nahkanten-

Absorptionsspektroskopie (NEXAFS) der reinen, getemperten und (mit PCBM) vermischten 

dünnen Filme von PCPDTTBTT und PCPDTTBBTT durchgeführt und mit einer ähnlichen 

Serie von PCPDTBT und PCPDTBBT verglichen. Als hauptsächliche Folgerung konnte 

geschlossen werden, dass die Anwesenheit von Seitenketten einen starken Effekt auf die 

Fähigkeit zur Selbstorganisation der untersuchten Polymere im dünnen Film haben könnte. 
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Abstract 

 

Intrinsically semiconductive polymers are a promising class of materials for the application in 

various electronic devices. Their electrical/electronic and morphological properties in the thin 

films can be fine-tuned by the methods of organic synthesis. Hence, in this work, the low band 

gap thiophene-based copolymers with related chemical structure are selected into two pairs 

(according to their electron accepting subunit): PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT 

& PCPDTTBBTT, and studied as promising donor materials for photovoltaic devices. 

The main focus of the study was to provide an insight into the relationship between the chemical 

structure of studied polymers with their electronic structure, energy level alignment 

(interaction) at different interfaces, and self-organization properties in the thin films. The thin 

films of polymers are firstly prepared on the plethora of different substrates (model electrodes) 

and their electronic structure and interaction/energetics at interfaces were probed by means of 

UV-vis-NiR , X-ray and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy. It was found that the presence 

of different electron accepting moiety in the monomer unit of the polymer (e.g. PCPDTBT vs. 

PCPDTBBT) has a greater influence on the electronic structure of polymer than the presence 

of additional (hexyl)thiophene rings (e.g. PCPDTBT vs. PCPDTTBTT). Also, it was found that 

polymers within pair show similar behaviour (energetics) at interfaces, but rather different 

between pairs. This observed differences further effect and determine the interaction with 

organic accepting materials in studied donor/acceptor interfaces. 

Moreover, for the case of the thin film of PCPDTBT on ITO, where the hole injection barrier 

of 1.0 eV was found, the p-doping of the PCPDTBT thin film by F4-TCNQ molecule was 
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performed, and collected results showed an improved (much lower) hole injection barrier value, 

thus favourable energy level alignment for the application in solar cells was obtained. 

Lastly, a series of near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) 

measurements were done on the pristine, annealed and blend (with PCBM) thin films of 

PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTTBBTT polymers, and compared with the same for PCPDTBT and 

PCPDTBBT polymers. As a main conclusion, it was inferred that the presence of the side chains 

may have a strong effect on the self-organization ability of studied polymers in thin films. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction  

 

 

For the symbolic beginning of the field of (conjugated) polymers as materials for electronics, it 

can be taken the end of 1970s when it was discovered that doped trans-poly(acetylene) can 

behave like a semiconductor (although the neutral polymer is an insulator).5-6 Based on this 

discovery, the later experiments brought for the iodine doped poly(acetylene) conductivity of 

105 S/cm, which is comparable to that of copper.7-8 This pioneering work, about two decades 

later led towards The Nobel Prize in Chemistry, awarded in 2000 to Hideki Shirakawa, Alan 

Heeger, and Alan MacDiarmid, for the discovery and development of the conductive polymers. 

The initial research done on poly(acetylene) paved the way for the later coming conjugated 

polymers which found a wide range of application in electronic devices such as: light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs),9-12 photovoltaic cells (PVs),13-15 field-effect transistors (FETs),16-18 

photodetectors,19-20 RFID sensors,21-22 and other.  

The conjugated polymers as organic materials mainly consist of carbon atoms, with other low 

atomic number atoms often present, such as oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, silicon, etc., and their 

intrinsic semiconductive behavior is based on the presence of sp2 hybridization and alternation 

of single and double bonds along the polymer backbone.23 After poly(acetylene), other 

conjugated polymers such as polyaromatic homopolymers poly(p-phenylene) (PPP), 

polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PTs) as well as polyaromatic copolymers poly(p-phenylene 

vinylene) (PPV), polyaniline (PANi), were in the focus of research interest. These polymers 
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greatly helped in an understanding of the relationship between chemical structure and 

physicochemical properties of conjugated polymers (especially electronic structure); still, they 

demonstrated a limited potential for the application in electronic devices. Hence, the 

polythiophene group of conjugated polymers emerged as one of the most studied and applied 

materials for the organic electronic devices.24-27 Generally, they possess promising physical and 

chemical properties reflected in good thermal and environmental stability, solubility, 

processability, and high conductivity when doped. These unique, electronic, optical, charge 

transport and self-organization properties (on solid surfaces and in bulk) qualify them for a 

broad application in the organic electronic devices. Additionally, polythiophenes have shown 

huge potential for the structural modification which allows tuning of their physicochemical 

properties. Thus, all above-listed advantages deepen research interest in polythiophene 

polymers, and among them especially has been interesting poly(3-hexylthiophene) or 

abbreviated P3HT, which is, saying without gross exaggeration, the workhorse among 

conjugated semiconducting polymers in the field of organic electronics for last two decades. 

However, during the last years, in the field of organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) has increased 

interest in the low band gap polymers (LBG polymers). They were perceived as promising 

materials for the improvement of the efficiency of photovoltaic devices, due to improved 

absorption of sunlight in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. Methods, such as 

grafting of various side chains to the monomer unit28 or exchange of the heteroatom in 

conjugated ring29  have been demonstrated as useful methods for tuning the HOMO-LUMO 

energy gap (the band gap Eg).
30 Here, the HOMO stays for the Highest Occupied Molecular 

Orbital (π-molecular orbital), while the LUMO is the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital 

(antibonding π*-molecular orbital), which are together called the frontier orbitals.30 

Additionally, size (width) of the band gap can be influenced and modified by various factors: 

substituents effect, π-conjugation length, intra-chain charge transfer, and so on.31 
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Considering all the aforementioned factors, the need for low band gap polymers led to the new 

generation of conjugated polymers, called donor-acceptor polymers or shortly D-A copolymers. 

These conjugated copolymers are rendered by coupling an electron rich and an electron 

deficient organic subunits into the polymer monomer unit. The fusion of these different subunits 

lowers the band gap due to several reasons. It is expected that in D-A polymers intra-chain 

charge transfer between subunits with a different electron affinity,32-33 increases double bond 

character between the repeat units. As a result, the polymer backbone is expected to be more 

planar, providing a greater delocalization of π electrons, i.e. the narrower band gap (HOMO-

LUMO gap).34-35   

Hence, we may infer that the synthesis of new polymers is a steady continuous process, with 

the idea to get materials with overall better characteristics which will improve the performance 

of the electronic devices, among them OPVs as well. For these new materials to be utilized in 

devices, the strong correlation between the chemical structure on the one side, and electronic 

structure and morphology in thin films (pristine and blends) on the other side, should be as 

better as possible understood. Because, it is known that the electronic structure parameters of 

an organic semiconductor such as work function, ionization potential, electron affinity or 

organization in the thin films are not constant, but rather depend on the material preparation, or 

contact (interaction) with other materials in the OPV cell. Thus, for the better understanding of 

the electronic structure (properties) and self-assembly characteristics of polymers in the thin 

films, a study should be done via mimicking real device architecture, i.e. when they are in 

contact to other materials found in solar cells, such as electrodes or other functional layers. It 

has been shown that interfacial energetics has a significant influence on the performance of the 

OPV device, thitherto an optimization of the energy level alignment through the whole device 

should be done. Therefore, it necessary that electronic structure parameters, such as the work 

function of the electrodes in contact with organic material(s), the ionization energy of the donor 
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and electron affinity of the acceptor in contact with electrodes, interface dipoles at all interface, 

are determined with respect to a specific configuration of the device. The simple assumption of 

the energy level alignment upon interface formation, based on separately determined material 

parameters, can be highly misleading.     

In this work, the four low band gap D-A copolymers with related chemical structures, potential 

donor materials for the OPV device, are presented. The work tried to provide an insight into the 

correlation between the chemical structure of four particular polythiophene LBG copolymers, 

with their electronic structure and ability for self-organization in the thin films. Firstly, the 

experimental determination of the energy levels of polymers, relevant for their interaction at 

interfaces, is done via preparation of polymers’ thin films onto five different model electrodes. 

Then, the interaction at interfaces with representative acceptor materials are studied, as 

application-relevant interfaces for the polymer-based OPVs. Afterwards, briefly, as an inset, 

effect of the molecular p-doping of polymer thin film, on the energy level alignment with the 

substrate and acceptor organics in a prototype organic solar cell structure, is studied. Finally, it 

is tried to connect the difference in the chemical structure between polymers to their self-

ordering characteristics in the neat and blend thin films. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Surfaces, interfaces and thin films of organic 

semiconductors 

 

 

Chapter 2 introduces a reader to the electronic structure of the solid state surface, electronic 

structure of interfaces made by organic semiconductor thin films, and models for understanding 

and interpretation of the interaction and ELA at latter interfaces. Moreover, in this chapter, the 

physicochemical properties of the exemplary thin films of organic semiconductors, will be 

reviewed.  

 

2.1. Electronic structure of conductive surface 

 

Before considering processes of interaction at the interfaces of organic semiconductors with 

different types of substrates (model electrodes), firstly, the electronic structure of the conductive 

solid state surface will be reviewed. Currently, metallic electrodes are commonly encountered 

in organic electronic devices. Although there has been implemented different organic (for 

instance PEDOT:PSS) or metal oxide (such as ITO, FTO) electrodes, it would be useful to 

adopt a few ideas about metallic (i.e. highly conductive) surface, which can be further adapted 

to other types of electrodes (substrates). One of the fundamental parameters for describing a 
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metal surface is the work function, which is defined as the energy needed to take away an 

electron from the metal Fermi level into the rest at the vacuum level.36-37 The work function is 

characterized by two components. The first is the chemical potential (μb) of electrons in the 

bulk, while the second one is the change in electrostatic potential (φ) felt by electrons when 

passing from the bulk towards the surface and furthermore into the vacuum. For every metal 

surface there is an existing probability of electrons to reside outside of the surface, hence, some 

electron density is present in the vacuum, beyond the surface up to several angstroms. As a 

consequence, the lack of negative charge i.e. the excess of positive charge density is present 

below the surface, in the bulk. The outcome of this charge distribution is created surface dipole 

(SD), perpendicular to the surface and pointed towards the bulk of the material. In Jellium 

model38 which describes well this phenomenon, the bulk of metal is considered to consist of 

the positive ion cores. This positive charge density is described by the step function, that drops 

from the constant value inside the metal to zero at the metal surface.39 On the other hand, at the 

same point where the step function declines abruptly (at the surface), electron charge density 

decreases exponentially leaving the tail on the vacuum side. How the electron density profile at 

the surface looks like according to Jellium model, is depicted in Figure 2.1.  

Figure 2.1: In the upper graph are shown positive uniform background charge n(z) and negative 

electron density ρ(z) as a function of vertical distance (z) relative to the metal surface. In the 

lower graph is shown a dependence of potential energy φ(z) on distance z across the 

metal/vacuum interface. 
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In the same figure in the graph below, is shown that according to Jellium model, the difference 

between the potential energy within bulk (φI) and outside (φO) of the metal, defines SD which 

is actually absolute change in the potential energy of electrons. The potential energy difference 

between φI and Fermi level (EF) is defined as the above-mentioned chemical potential (μb) of 

electrons.  A corollary from Figure 2.1 stems that the work function of the metal surface equals: 

  Ф = −μb + SD                                                            (2.1) 

The last equation suggests that an increase in SD gives a higher value of the work function Ф. 

Indeed, electrons on their way towards the surface and then to the vacuum, move against the 

electric field created by the surface dipole. Thus, higher SD would imply the higher value of 

the electric field, and as a consequence, the higher energy is needed to extract an electron from 

the bulk of metal to a point in the vacuum, on microscopic distance from the solid surface. It 

can be noticed here, that the last part of the previous sentence is actually the definition of work 

function.  

The connection between the surface dipole and work function can be directly observed in 

studies of different crystal planes of the same metal. Due to different tailing of electron density 

outside of the metal surface and corollary different SD, for the (111) and (110) planes of W 

(tungsten) crystal was observed the difference of 0.78 eV in the work function values.40 

Moreover, it is theoretically predicted that the contribution of SD to the work function is higher 

for transition metals in comparison to other metals such as alkali metals.41  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum
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2.2. Interfaces of organic semiconductors 

2.2.1. Interaction at interfaces of organic semiconductors 

 

In this section, an insight into the interactions which may occur at interfaces formed by organic 

semiconductors will be presented. Generally speaking, which energy level alignment (ELA) 

scenario will occur at the interface of an electrode and organic semiconductor, and which values 

of interface parameters will emerge, depends highly on the type/strength of interaction among 

materials involved at/in the interface.  

Firstly, the phenomenon colloquially called “push back” or “pillow” effect will be discussed. It 

has been noticed that upon deposition of organic semiconductors onto clean metal or metal 

oxide surface, the work function of this type of electrode is reduced. In the previous section we 

have seen that certain electron density spills out of the metal surface, hence, upon deposition of 

organic semiconductor it is expected that the electron tail is shortened, i.e. pressed back towards 

the metal bulk. As a result, SD is reduced, which corresponds with a decrease in the work 

function of the metal electrode. This phenomenon is attributed in the greatest deal to the 

physical effect which occur upon adsorption, caused by Pauli repulsion between electron 

densities of the electrode and adsorbate, due to overlapping of the electronic wave functions of  

two materials.42 The work function reduction assigned to the push back effect can be as large 

as ~1 eV (organic molecules on metal surfaces), but substantially smaller for the organic 

molecules on metal oxide surface, due to reduced charge density in the conduction band of an 

oxide as compared with a metal. The good example for depicting the push back effect is the 

physisorption of noble gas xenon (Xe) atoms onto various metallic substrates, keeping in mind 

that noble gases have filled electronic shells. Adsorbed Xe monolayer, for which is expected to 

interact weakly with substrates via van der Waals forces, decrease substantially work function 
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of the used substrates.42-43 The push back effect can be also nicely observed by the deposition 

of molecules such as cyclohexane, benzene, organic semiconductor pentacene, etc. onto metal 

surfaces.44-47 Thus the push back effect is always, up to a certain degree, present upon deposition 

of the organic conjugated semiconductor on the metallic (inorganic) electrode. It is worthy of 

note that the work function reduction by the push back effect is not an interface dipole which 

will be explained in the following text, it only reduces the surface dipole and does not indicate 

a potential change across the interface. However, the interface dipole may yet occur 

additionally. In general, the interaction between an organic semiconductor and surface on which 

it is deposited might be defined as physisorption or chemisorption, or the interaction with mixed 

characteristics of the latter two. When physisorption occurs at an interface, the interaction is 

regarded as a weak and no hybridization between orbitals of involved materials is expected to 

take place. The physisorbed molecules preserve their chemical integrity and orbital structure 

after adsorption happens, and the charge transfer between two materials at this type of interfaces 

may occur via quantum mechanical tunneling process. Examples of physisorption can be found 

at interfaces made by solution processed polymer films on metal oxide and organic substrates.48-

49 On the other side, if chemisorption takes place at the interface, interaction is regarded as a 

strong. When chemisorption occurs, a chemical bond is formed between two materials. In the 

case of an organic semiconductor deposited onto the atomically clean metallic electrode 

surface, the hybridization between molecular orbitals of the organics and electron wave 

functions of the metal electrode occurs, leading to the chemical bond among two materials as 

well as partial (non-integer) charge transfer. Hence, the established chemical bond between 

materials possesses partially covalent and partially ionic character. The chemisorbed species to 

some extent lose their chemical integrity which consequently changes their electronic structure. 

Chemisorption, especially the strong one often occurs upon deposition of the strong donor or 

acceptor molecules, (for instance F4TCNQ and other derivatives of TCNQ), or upon deposition 
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of organic conjugated semiconductor molecules on the atomically clean reactive metal surface 

(sputter cleaned), as in the case of Alq3 on Al substrate.50 Additionally, molecules with the 

intrinsic dipole may strongly interact with the surface onto which are deposited, and they are 

used for the fine tuning of the underneath electrode work function. Frequently used a group of 

molecules with intrinsic molecular dipole moment are self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), 

based on alkyl chains with thiol end groups. Covalent bond with the metal electrode surface 

due to the presence of the thiol end groups has been reported for these SAMs.51-52  

Thus, the two outermost cases of the interaction of organic semiconductor at an interface, 

according to the strength of interaction, are weak physisorption and strong chemisorption. 

However, there should be a number of cases of physisorption and chemisorption with a different 

interaction strength, in between above-named extremes. Hence, interactions with the mixed 

character of physisorption and chemisorption are expected also to occur. Types of interfaces 

and potential interactions which can be found in organic electronic devices are listed in Table 

2.1 (adapted from ref53), according to the strength of interaction present between materials at 

the interface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of interface Interaction type 
Saturated hydrocarbon molecules and  

noble gas atoms onto clean metal surfaces 

Physisorption with  an absence of charge 

transfer 

π-conjugated molecules and polymers 

onto organic or passivated metal surfaces 

Physisorption with possible integer 

electron charge transfer through tunneling 

π-conjugated molecules prepared on non-

reactive clean metal surfaces 

Weak chemisorption with  possible partial 

charge transfer 

π-conjugated molecules  deposited on 

reactive clean metal surfaces 

Strong chemisorption with covalent 

bonding between molecule and metal, 

present (partial) charge transfer 

π-conjugated molecules with intrinsic 

dipole and anchoring groups  deposited 

on clean metal surfaces 

Strong chemisorption occurs with 

covalent bond at specific sites of the 

molecule and metal, present (partial) 

charge transfer and surface dipole 

Table 2.1: Examples of interfaces with interaction types found to be dominant at them. 
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Ending up this section, the remark should be made that in the case of strong chemisorption at 

the surface, at the moment there is a lack of unified model which can precisely predict electronic 

structure and parameters of the interface. Hence, each interface should be studied as a singular 

case. 

 

2.2.2. Models for description of interfaces made by organic 

semiconductors 

The Schottky-Mott rule 

 

Interface formation and consequent energy level alignment for the organic semiconductors 

(conjugated polymers and small molecules) do not comply with the same rules as for their 

inorganic counterparts. Preparation conditions (vacuum, inert or ambient atmosphere) and 

techniques may have a huge impact on the electronic structure of an interface, hence, on the 

device performance in which this interface is present. For a gradual introduction into the 

subject, as a primary example, in Figure 2.2 is schematically depicted the energy level 

alignment (ELA) between the metallic electrode and organic semiconductor, the frequent 

interface in organic electronic devices. Established ELA scenario between materials at the 

presented interface follows Schottky-Mott rule (SM model), where the vacuum levels of both 

materials are aligned. This model, suitable for the description of non or only weakly interacting 

interfaces of the organic semiconductors, was firstly introduced in the middle of the last century 

for metal-inorganic semiconductor interfaces.54 The SM model was perceived as the prevalent 

ELA scenario at the interfaces of organic semiconductors at the beginning of research in the 

field of organic electronic devices. Nonetheless, today is known that this ELA scenario is just 

one of the outcomes which may occur at the interface of organic semiconductor and electrode, 
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where electrode might be either inorganic or organic.53, 55-56 However, the last figure may give 

a good insight into the basic electron structure parameters at the interface, which are defined by 

the vacuum level alignment (VLA) between the metal electrode surface and organic 

semiconductor. 

 

Firstly, the energy distance between the Fermi level of electrode (EF) and vacuum level (EVL) 

determines the value of work function (Ф) of the electrode, where Ф is, as mentioned above, 

the energy needed to take away an electron from the metal Fermi level into the rest at the 

vacuum level.36-37 Further, the energy distance from the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to the vacuum level defines 

ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) of the organic semiconductor, respectively. 

Here, it will be recalled that for a molecule, the energy distance from the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), is regarded as 

the band gap (Eg). On the other side, in the solid state picture, the band gap can be defined as 

the energy distance between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction 

band.30
 Within the band gap, the density of states is expected to be zero. However, it has been 

found for the thin films of organic semiconductors, that some density of states can be present 

within the band gap. These states might be induced by the different structural imperfections of 

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation on the energy level alignment diagram of the organic 

semiconductor on electrode interface, with relevant electronic structure parameters. 
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the involved polymers and molecules, or the presence of impurities in the material, and they are 

named trap states.57-60,61 It has been shown that trap states have a detrimental effect on the 

charge transport of these materials.62 Turning back to the above discussion, after the contact is 

made between the electrode and organic semiconductor, new electronic structure parameters 

characteristic for the interface and substantial for the performance of organic electronic devices, 

are defined. As can be seen in Figure 2.2 for the case of VLA, the energy offset between EF of 

the electrode and HOMO level of the organic semiconductor determines/defines (energy of) 

hole extraction barrier (Δh). On the other hand, the energy offset between the LUMO of organic 

semiconductor and Fermi level of the electrode determines the electron extraction barrier (Δe). 

Δh and Δe can be calculated, according to Figure 2.2.: 

   Δh = IP – Ф and Δe = Ф – EA = Eg – Δh                                     (2.2) 

Hence, if the vacuum level alignment (Schottky-Mott limit) occurs for the certain range of 

electrode Ф values (i.e. several different electrodes), then, for the Δh and Δe is expected to 

linearly scale with the work function of the electrode, as shown in the equation 2.2.63 Generally, 

in the case of VLA no charge transfer is expected to happen across the interface, i.e. the 

electrical potential is not changed across the interface. As a consequence, energy levels on both 

materials involved in the interface can be calculated to the common vacuum level, and an 

energy level alignment can be predicted from the properties of individual materials. Although 

it has been shown that Schottky-Mott limit is not the only scenario which may be found at 

interfaces of the organic semiconductors, SM limit has been confirmed for a plethora of 

organic/inorganic and organic/organic interfaces.64 
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The Induced Density of Interface States (IDIS) model 

 

Subsequently, another model was proposed for the interpretation of interaction and corollary 

energy level alignment at interfaces made by organic semiconductors.65-67 The Induced Density 

of Interface States (IDIS) model was developed for weakly interacting metal-organic and later 

for organic-organic interfaces. In this model, moderate chemical interaction (without strong 

covalent bonds) is perceived at an interface, as it is often the case for interfaces formed by vapor 

deposited π-conjugated molecules on clean but nonreactive metals such as gold. As a 

consequence, weak hybridization between the molecular orbitals of π-conjugated molecules 

with metal substrates is expected to occur.68 At this type of interfaces, the charge transfer across 

the organic/metal interfaces is governed by the alignment of Charge Neutrality level (CNL) of 

the organic semiconductor with the Fermi level of metal. CNL presents the continuum density 

of states (DOS) induced in the energy gap (Eg) of organic semiconductor by broadening of 

molecular orbitals due to electrostatic polarization at the metal surface. The direction and size 

of charge transfer, hence, the energy level alignment at the organic semiconductor/metal 

interface is driven by the relative position of the CNL and EF, with respect to the common 

vacuum level. If CNL is positioned below the metal Fermi level, charge transfer will occur from 

the metal to organic semiconductor. Latter scenario is presented in Figure 2.3. Vice versa, if 

CNL is located above the Fermi level of the metal, charge (electrons) will be transferred to the 

metal.  The CNL of surface states is the position for the Fermi level which renders the surface 

without a net charge. CNL is calculated considering all molecular levels (rather than just the 

HOMO and LUMO). As mentioned above, at an interface, CNL would align with the Fermi 

level, still, the difference between last two is reduced by the interface slope (screening) 

parameter SMO. The SMO (1 > SMO > 0) is a screening parameter which depends on the interfacial 
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properties, i.e. it is a measure of the strength of interaction at the interface via reflecting the 

ability of the materials forming the interface to screen electrostatic potential differences.  

 

Hence, the position of EF at the interface as well as interface dipole can be calculated via 

equations (see Figure 2.3): 

EF – CNL = SMO (ФM – CNL)                                          (2.3a) 

ΔMO = (1 – SMO) (ФM – CNL)                                          (2.3b) 

It has been shown that the interfaces formed by the thin films of organic semiconductors such 

as 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylicdianhydride (PTCDA), 4,4’,N,N’-dicarbazolyl biphenyl 

(CBP), tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3), 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic 

bisbenzimidazole (PTCBI), deposited onto gold film substrates, are well explainable via IDIS 

model.64, 69-70 Moreover, since the organic/organic interfaces are perceived as weakly 

interacting, the IDIS model as mentioned above is also used for elucidation of the energy level 

alignment at these interfaces. The ELA at the organic/organic interface is expected to be driven 

by CNLs of the two organic semiconductors, simplistically depicted in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.3: Illustration of one energy level alignment diagram for weakly chemisorbed organic 

semiconductor on inorganic electrode, according to IDIS model. Interface dipole is represented 

in the figure by the vacuum level shift, i.e. break of the line which represents the vacuum level. 

It is complex phenomenon which arises due to electrical polarization effect at junction between 

materials.2 
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Hence, from the latter figure, the electronic structure parameters such as a difference between 

CNLs and their positions before and after contact, and interface dipole can be calculated the 

following way: 

(CNL1 –  CNL2)final = SOO (CNL1 –  CNL2)initial                                                (2.4a) 

 

ΔOO = (1 – SOO) (CNL1– CNL2) initial                                                         (2.4b) 

Here also, the Soo presents the screening parameter, obtained the semiempirical way for these 

type of interfaces, nonetheless, the model has shown good reliability in reproducing 

experimental data. 

 

Integer Charge Transfer (ICT) model 

 

The last model for the description of interaction and energy level alignment at interfaces of the 

organic semiconductors, which will be presented is the Integer Charge Transfer (ICT) model. 

The ICT model has shown to be well appropriate for the description of interfaces prepared by 

deposition of the organic semiconductors (polymers) from the solution.48, 53, 71  Considering that 

Figure 2.4: Energy level alignment at one organic/organic heterojunction, governed by the 

difference of CNLs of materials at the interface.  
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the polymer thin films studied in this work are solution processed, the explanation of the ICT 

model is especially emphasized. The preparation of organic semiconductor/substrate interfaces 

via some solution coating technique is done either in the controlled atmosphere of inert gas (N2 

or He filled glove box) or even under ambient conditions. Thus, it is expected that the electrode 

surface before polymer deposition is already pre-covered by simple hydrocarbons, CO2, H2O 

and other molecular species from the atmosphere, and undergone the push back effect. Also, in 

the case of the metal electrode surface, a native oxide might develop on the top. Therefore, the 

electronic structure of the electrode surface during this thin film preparation procedure is 

expected to differ from the pristine one. Contamination (passivation) and formation of the oxide 

layer on the top of the electrode surface reduce interaction between the electrode and organic 

semiconductor, increasing the probability for VLA at the interface. Nonetheless, for the 

different types of substrates (electrodes) such as Au (111) (metal), ITO (metal oxide), 

PEDOT:PSS (organic), it has been shown that the VLA scenario at interface occurs only 

between two limiting values of the substrate work function. This occurrence/phenomenon is 

explainable by the ICT model.49, 53, 72-74 The model was developed to explain the energy level 

alignment at organic/inorganic interfaces, where the negligible hybridization of π-molecular 

orbitals and substrate electronic wave functions is expected to be present. Also, the ICT model 

is used for the elucidation of organic/organic interfaces where only weak physisorption is 

expected. In this model, two new electronic states, within the band gap (HOMO-LUMO gap) 

of the organic semiconductor are defined. These states are called positive (EICT+) and negative 

(EICT–) polaron levels, and occur above the HOMO and below the LUMO, respectively. Their 

values are expected to be unique and specifically determined for every organic semiconductor. 

Polaron levels (states) are interpreted as the fully relaxed charge transfer states (both electronic 

and geometrical relaxation is included), which are created upon integer “amount” of charge is 

transferred (electron or hole) to the organic semiconductor, taking into account screening from 
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the electrode (substrate).49, 53, 72, 75-77
 Three different energy level alignment regimes, which may 

happen at the interface according to the ICT model, are presented in Figure 2.5a (adapted from 

ref.53).   

First takes place, when the work function of electrode ФS is smaller than the energy of formation 

of the negative polaron level (EICT˗) of the organic semiconductor, or shorten ФS < EICT-. After 

contact of materials is made, a charge transfer occurs across the interface. The integer number 

of electrons (holes in the opposite direction) is transferred via quantum mechanical tunneling 

from the electrode Fermi level to (close to) the LUMO of an organic semiconductor, creating 

EICT- state/level. Spontaneous charge transfer across the interface occurs until thermodynamic 

equilibrium is established. It results in the formation of positive Δ at the interface, alignment of 

the electrode Fermi level with EICT- level, and an increase of the work function of the new 

organic semiconductor on electrode system which is named now the effective work function 

Фorg/sub. This alignment of the electrode EF and EICT˗ level is denoted as the Fermi level pinning 

(FLP) regime at the negative polaron level. Hence, the value of newly created Фorg/sub stands 

exactly the energy difference between the EICT- level and the vacuum level (EVL). By the same 

token, if ФS > EICT+ stands, the integral amount of electrons (holes in the opposite direction) is 

transferred close to EF of the electrode from the HOMO of an organic semiconductor. Interface 

dipole is again created, here in the opposite direction to the first case. The work function Фorg/sub 

of the organic semiconductor/electrode system is now lower than the work function of the 

electrode ФS, due to pinning of the electrode EF at EICT+, and is equal the energy difference 

between EVL and EICT+. Lastly, if the value of ФS is in between two threshold values of the 

formation energies the positive and negative polaron levels, written in short EICT+ > ФS > EICT−, 

no charge transfer occurs across the interface and the vacuum level alignment (Schottky-Mott 

limit) is established, with the common vacuum level for two materials and consequently ФS = 

Фorg/sub. The ICT model predicts for the energy level alignment of an organic semiconductor 
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with a substrate (electrode), so-called “Mark of Zorro’’ or “Z’’ characteristic dependence, 

depicted in Figure 2.5b.  

 

a) 

Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the evolution of the energy level alignment when a π-

conjugated polymer or molecule is physisorbed on the surface of organic or passivated 

inorganic substrate (a). General dependence of work function of organic semiconductor coated 

on different substrates, the solid line illustrates expected for vacuum level alignment. The 

dashed red lines symbolize dependence expected for the Fermi level pinned regime (b). 

b) 
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As can be seen from the graph, the work function of the organics/electrode system as a function 

of the electrode work function levels off for ФS values smaller than EICT-.  As long as ФS is 

smaller than EICT- level, the value of Фorg/sub is a constant which equals the EICT- value. When 

the value of ФS is increasing, and at some point becomes higher than EICT-, Фorg/sub starts linearly 

growing with ФS, until again saturates for ФS greater then EICT+. Similarly, as long as ФS has a 

higher value than EICT+ level, the value of Фorg/sub is a constant which equals the EICT+ value, 

due to the Fermi level pinning phenomenon. Intuitively it can be inferred, that for the system in 

the Fermi level pinning regime with constant Фorg/sub, the Δh and Δe hold constant values as well. 

On the other hand, for ФS having values between EICT+ and EICT˗, the Δh and Δh linearly scale 

according to Equations 2.1. This Z graph, theoretically possible for every organic 

semiconductor to be plotted in praxis is rarely achievable, due to a limited number of 

appropriate model substrates, especially stable electrodes with the small work function value. 

Nonetheless, the complete Z graph has been reported for polyfluorene APFO-Green-1low band 

gap polymer,  which is used for the fabrication of organic solar cells, light emitting diodes and 

field effect transistors.78 

 

Application of ICT model to multilayer systems 

 

According to Table 2.1, at the interface of two organic semiconductors, a pronounced chemical 

reaction is not expected, also due to lack of dangling bonds at the surface of organic 

semiconductors. Nonetheless, in the architecture of organic electronic devices, layers of organic 

semiconductors are often sandwiched between electrodes. Thus, the energy level alignment and 

parameters at the interface made by deposition of the organic thin film onto organic film(s) 

precovered electrode (substrate), is expected to heavily depend on the interface made by the 

first organic layer and electrode.53, 79-80 As explained above, after deposition of the organic layer 
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onto the electrode, the work function of electrode ФS might change due to an interaction 

between materials. The interaction is caused by the charge transfer and creation of the electric 

potential across the interface, i.e. the Fermi level pinning phenomenon occurs in the proximity 

of the HOMO or LUMO of the organic material. The present density of states in the proximity 

of frontier orbitals defines now, as explained above, the new work function so-called effective 

work function Фorg/sub. As the outcome, the organic semiconductor on electrode system acts 

now as a new substrate with the work function Фorg/sub, which is the reference level for the 

afterwards deposited organic film. According to the ICT model, the energy level alignment and 

consequent electronic structure parameters at the organic/organic interface are governed by 

above-explained conditions. In Figure 2.6a, is depicted scenario at the organic/organic which 

may occur in an OPV device. The donor organic semiconductor is deposited on the electrode, 

and the Fermi level is pinned close to the HOMO level. In subsequently prepared organic 

acceptor thin film, due to condition Фorg/sub < EICT˗, the Fermi level pinning happens close to the 

LUMO. Nonetheless, if the condition was not fulfilled, i.e. EICT+ > Фorg/sub > EICT˗, the vacuum 

level alignment would take a place at the acceptor/donor interface. The ICT model also predicts 

that the Fermi level pinning in the second organic layer is not expected if it does not occur in 

the layer below, hence, if there is no charge transfer at the first interface. This potential situation 

is depicted in Figure 2.6b. Although the work function of donor/electrode system is (taking into 

account common vacuum level with the acceptor) smaller than the acceptor LUMO, the vacuum 

level alignment occurs because no FLP regime occurred in the first organic layer. In this case, 

no charges are present at the energy symbolized by line extension of the electrode EF at the 

organic/organic interface, hence, no Fermi level pining is expected to take place in the acceptor 

organic layer. Even if the FLP would have occurred, this most likely would depend on the 

thickness of the first organic layer, as explained in the work of Brocks et al.79 Nonetheless, the 

interfacial dipole at organic/organic interfaces, has been reported for numerous systems,53, 79-82 
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such as C60 deposited onto P3HT coated SiOx/Si substrate,80 or good example of C60 evaporated 

on 6T covered polycrystalline Au electrode and in the same set of experiments 6T on C60 

covered Au electrode.83 Situation with energy level alignment and electronic parameters at 

organic/organic interface becomes even more complicated when the new electrode (cathode) is 

prepared on the top of acceptor/donor/electrode stack. Then, the built-in field defined by the 

difference of two work functions of electrodes has a significant influence on the electronic 

structure of the acceptor/donor interface, and ELA throughout device.84 

 

a) 

Figure 2.6: Two energy level alignment diagrams of the acceptor/donor bilayer stack, with 

different alignment outcome scenarios. In (a) as a consequence of FLP at the donor/electrode 

interface FLP occurs at acceptor/donor interface, while in (b) due to VLA at the first interface 

also VLA occurs at the acceptor/donor interface. 

b) 
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2.3. Thin films of organic semiconductors 

2.3.1. Thin films of conjugated polymers 

 

Conjugated copolymers with the alternating donor and acceptor moieties in their backbone 

structure, in the last years, have gained great research interest, demonstrating improved charge 

transport properties and efficiency in OPVs, in comparison to conjugated homopolymers. 

Nevertheless, understanding and control of the thin film morphology are still a great challenge.  

It has been shown that properties (electronic, transport, etc.) of organic thin films do not depend 

only on involved materials (small molecules and polymers) properties but also on the thin film 

morphology, where intermolecular and molecule-substrate interactions play a crucial role.85 

Now, among conjugated copolymers in the focus of the research community, the low band gap 

polymer PCPDTBT is one of the most scrutinized,86-88  demonstrating the huge potential for the 

utilization in OPV devices. Thus, on the example of PCPDTBT will be reviewed notions of the 

morphology and molecular orientation in the thin films of conjugated copolymers, regarding 

that PCPDTBT and other polymers used in this work possess similar chemical structure. 

Generally, the morphology of the thin films of PCPDTBT was found to be semicrystalline, with 

crystalline and amorphous patches present in the film,89-90
 whereby the polymer is perceived as 

marginally crystallizable. However, in the literature different approaches have been reported 

how to improve the crystallinity and ordering of the thin films, hence, to get better charge 

transport and gain higher efficiency of the inbuilt device. Some of these methods are post-

deposition thermal annealing, the inclusion of additives such as 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) or 1,8-

octanedithiol (ODT) into the polymer solution,89, 91 choice of the solvent considering its polarity 

and boiling point and etc. Also, intrinsic polymer properties such as molecular weight (Mw) and 

polydispersity (PDI) may also have a huge influence on the morphology of their pristine and 

blend films.92-95 Observed crystalline phases in the thin film of PCPDTBT are described as fiber 
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or worm-like looking crystallites.89 In order to elucidate ordering and molecular orientation in 

the thin films of PCPDTBT (in crystalline phases), different techniques such as NEXAFS, 

GIWAXS, TEM/ED, XRD have been employed.96-99 Within oriented domains of PCPDTBT 

thin films, the edge-on orientation of the polymer backbone, has been suggested.99 For the edge 

on orientation, illustrated in Figure 2.7, the charge transport is expected to dominantly occur 

along z and x-axis of the figure. Charge transport in the z-direction is denoted as intrachain 

charge transport, and it takes a place along the covalently bound polymer backbone (band 

transport).  

 

Although the charge transport is highest along the polymer backbone, the intrachain charge 

transport has shown to be a short distance charge transfer. On the other hand, in the x-direction 

of the presented edge on orientation is expected to occur interchain charge transport. It occurs 

due to the overlap of pz orbitals which jut out of the polymer backbone plane, and this interaction 

among different polymer chains is called π-π stacking. Interchain charge transport which occurs 

by the charge hopping is perceived as a long distance charge transport, and it is shown to be the 

greatest part of the charge transport in solid state devices based on the thin films of conjugated 

polymers.100 The hopping transport may occur also along the polymer chain, especially when 

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of three favorable molecular crystallite orientation, in the 

thin films of conjugated polymers.  
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there are defects in the chain. Generally, the hopping probability depends on the spatial and 

energy separation of hopping sites (for instance kinks and coils) involved in this transport 

mechanism. Furthermore, the less reported molecular orientation of PCPDTBT chains is face-

on orientation,101 also shown in Figure 2.7. In the case of face-on molecular orientation, 

intrachain charge transport is expected to occur in the direction of the z-axis, while, interchain 

charge transport along the y-axis, due to above-listed reasons. Lastly, for conjugated polymers 

has also been reported end-on (chain-on) orientation,102 where the backbone of the polymer is 

standing perpendicular to the substrate, as shown in Figure 2.7. Here, the interchain charge 

transport along the z-axis, whilst intrachain charge transport is expected to occur in the direction 

of the y-axis. Additionally, different orientations with polymer chains tilted for some angle in 

respect to the substrate were also observed.98   

 

2.3.2. Thin films of conjugated polymer/PCBM blends 

 

The morphology of the polymer thin film is generally controlled by two processes: 

thermodynamically driven self-assembly and the dynamics of self-organization. The first one 

leads to steady-state structures with the energy minimum, whilst the second process is 

responsible for various non-equilibrium thin film structures that may occur. Control of the thin 

film morphology becomes even more complicated in multicomponent thin films, such as bulk 

heterojunction (BHJ) thin films. The BHJ represents a mixture of two (at least) organic 

molecules or polymers, where one is acting as electron donor and other as an electron acceptor, 

and it is employed as an active layer in the organic photovoltaic devices. Prepared by mixing 

conjugated polymer as a donor material and fullerene derivative PCBM as an acceptor, the BHJ 

approach has emerged as a promising way to create highly efficient organic solar cells.103-106 

Considering that charge generation, separation and transport happen in the BHJ thin film of 
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OPV device, the optimization and control of the BHJ film nanostructure is perceived as the 

crucial for the functioning of the device. After casting of the polymer:PCBM blend solution 

onto a substrate, it was shown that before formation and solidification of the thin film, phase 

separation first takes place in the liquid mixture.107-108 The BHJ morphology formation is 

influenced by interaction and ordering of each component of the blend, and this interplay is 

regarded as crucial. For example, vertical phase separation in the blend films can occur due to 

the stronger interaction of one material of the blend with the used substrate,109 or by the 

increased solubility of one component in the solvent, and its accumulation at the surface of the 

film during the solvent evaporation.110-111 If we first concentrate on one component of the blend, 

initial nucleation of a conjugated polymer as the primary step of crystallization is the process 

with an energy barrier, and upon crystallization, semicrystalline and amorphous domains of the 

polymer can be found in the polymer:PCBM blend thin films. This is recognized as a favorable 

scenario to get BHJ with high-performance characteristics.112 Considering now the acceptor 

material, after processing of the blend thin films, PCBM shows a lower rate of nucleation, 

giving disordered nanostructure sometimes with large lateral domains (even micrometer size) 

within polymer:PCBM blend films. These huge patches which protrude from the film surface 

are detrimental for the performance of BHJ in solar cells.113 Thus, thinking about conjugated 

polymer:PCBM blend films, one should consider it as a three-phase system with domains of 

pure polymer and fullerene and third which is a mixture of latter two materials. Pictorial 

representation of one BHJ (polymer:fullerene blend) thin film is shown in Figure 2.8.  In order 

to obtain BHJ with a morphology which can lead to efficient charge generation and transport 

i.e. efficient solar cell, enough domains of pure (semi)crystalline polymer and fullerene should 

be present in the thin film as a counterbalance to domains with mixed materials. It has been 

demonstrated that an improved crystallinity of the blend constituents increases π-π stacking (π 

overlap) within them, which increases electronic delocalization and charge mobility within 
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these phases.27, 114 Increase of the polymer crystallinity improves connection and charge 

transport with the pure acceptor phase, knowing that the proximity of fullerene phase is 

necessary for exciton dissociation. Hence, in order to improve crystallinity and ordering of the 

polymer in polymer:fullerene blends, post-processing treatments such as thermal and solvent 

annealing, or the inclusion of small amounts of an extra solvent so-called additive, have been 

successfully used for various conjugated polymers such as P3HT, PCPDTBT etc. 115-117 118-121 

In general, presence of the fullerene derivative in the BHJ, suppresses ordering of the used 

polymer, hence, decreases quality of the polymer network important for the performance in 

OPV device. 

 

2.3.3. Thin films of fullerene C60 

 

Fullerene C60 presents the prototypical molecular organic semiconductor (n-type material), 

which has been frequently used in high performance organic electronic devices: organic thin 

film transistors (OTFTs)122-124 organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)125-126 and organic 

photovoltaics (OPVs).127-128  Because of the specific chemical and electronic structure (open 

shell configuration of π-electrons and high electron affinity), C60 and its derivatives (PCBM, 

Figure 2.8: Presentation of the three dimensional network of the bulk heterojunction thin film, 

within the simple solar cell architecture. 
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ICBA etc.) are up to now the electron accepting/transport materials of choice for organic 

photovoltaic devices.13, 129-130 Thin films of fullerene C60 were studied on a plethora of different 

inorganic and organic substrates (electrodes). The symmetric structure of C60 molecules with a 

quasi-spherical shape, makes thin films of this material easily processable, with well-ordered 

often face-centered cubic structure (fcc). The Van der Waals diameter of a C60 molecule is 

about 1.01 nm, thus, a monolayer might be roughly approximated to be 1 nm thick. Usual 

preparation method for C60 thin films is organic molecular beam deposition abbreviated OMBD 

(sublimation of microcrystalline C60 powder), but other methods such as supersonic molecular 

beam deposition131-132 or ionized cluster beam deposition,133 were successfully employed. It has 

been shown, that the structure and morphology of the thin films of C60 depend very much on 

the used substrate, i.e. C60-substrate interaction. Ordered polycrystalline films of C60 were 

successfully prepared on various substrates, where fullerene-substrate interaction is expected 

to be relatively weak (physisorption with eventual charge transfer). Used substrates were Au,134-

135 Ag,134 Si (111) single crystal136 and ITO136 where the substrate temperature was kept high 

enough to provide sufficient mobility of C60 molecules during nucleation of the monolayer and 

the following film growth. Well-ordered thin films of C60 have been also deposited successfully 

onto substrates, pre-covered with other organic semiconductors such as pentacene,137-138 

copper(II)phthalocyanine (CuPc),139 para-sexiphenyl (6P),140-141  diindenoperylene (DIP),142 

P3HT.143 Unlike for the first set of substrates, substrates pre-covered with organics were at 

room temperature during deposition of fullerene C60, which gives to C60 certain freedom in 

motions at the top. For these “organic” substrates, fullerene-substrate interaction is expected to 

be even weaker than in the case of the aforementioned inorganic substrates. Furthermore, self-

assembling monolayers, for example, alkyl-thiol144-145 or 11-phenoxyundecanethiol146 were 

also used for the growth facilitation of fullerene C60 thin films. Overall, the C60 films 

demonstrate all three growth models: layer by layer (or Frank-Van der Merwe),147 layer plus 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_der_Waals_diameter
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island growth mode (or Stranski-Krastanov)148 and island growth mode (or Volmer-Weber).149 

Which growth mode will dominate, in general, depends on C60-substrate interaction as a 

primary factor.150 Moreover, it is known that ordering of the thin film of C60 may have a high 

impact on its electronic properties.151
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Chapter 3 

 

Experimental methods 

 

 

The experimental methods employed for the characterization of the thin films of organic 

semiconductors, substrates (model electrodes), and their interfaces presented in this work, are 

listed in the upcoming chapter. The chapter begins with a description of main principles of 

photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and used experimental setup, followed by the same agenda 

for X-ray absorption spectroscopy, more precisely its subtype called near edge X-ray absorption 

fine structure (NEXAFS). Because the latter two experimental methods provided the majority 

of experimental data, the focus of this chapter will be entirely on them.  

 

3.1. Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) 

3.1.1. Principles of photoelectron spectroscopy 

 

Currently, photoelectron spectroscopy is one of the most prominent experimental methods used 

for studying the electronic structure, bonding states and chemical properties of materials in the 

different aggregate state, their surfaces, and interfaces. The PES is based on photoelectric effect 

discovered and described first by Heinrich Hertz in 1887, and then later in 1905 theoretically 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Hertz
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elucidated by Albert Einstein. The Nobel Prize in Physics 1921 was awarded to Albert Einstein 

also “for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect“. For the development of 

photoelectron spectroscopy as an experimental technique, colossal acknowledgment goes to 

Kai Siegbahn and his coworkers, who during the 1960s constructed a high-resolution 

spectrometer. Because of this achievement, PES became a well-recognized technique for 

qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis, still frequently called electron spectroscopy for 

chemical analysis (ESCA), the name given by Kai Siegbahn. We turn back now to photoelectric 

effect as the essence of PES, where the matter is irradiated by a (monochromatic) light beam of 

energy hν (h-Planck constant, ν-frequency). If hν is higher than binding energy which keeps 

electron bound inside of material (matter), the electron is emitted with specific kinetic energy, 

leaving ionized entity (molecule, atom) behind. This process formulated according to the law 

of conservation of energy is written: 

hν + S → S+ + e-                                                         (3.1)  

Here, S stands for the total energy of the neutral system (atom, molecule), e-
 for the (kinetic) 

energy of the emitted electron, while S+ accounts for the total energy of the ionized system 

(atom, molecule). Depending on the radiation energy (hν) and energy level from which 

photoelectron is emitted, the kinetic energy (velocity) of photoelectron may vary. Hence, the 

difference in energy between S and S+ quantities can be related to the energy necessary to 

photoionize studied material, which is frequently defined as the binding energy of an electron, 

formulated as: 

Eb = S+ – S                                                              (3.2) 

Considering that the radiation of different energy can be used in an experiment, and 

photoexcited electron might belong to the different energy level of an atom (molecule), the 

emitted electron may have different kinetic energy leaving studied material.  
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The kinetic energy of the escaping electron is written as: 

 Ek = hν – Фs – Eb                                                                         (3.3) 

In the latter equation with Eb is designated the binding energy of the emitted electron, while 

with Фs the work function of the studied material. Thus, an electron is emitted from the sample 

material upon irradiation with the monochromatic light beam of the excitation energy hν, if hν 

is greater than the sum of the binding energy of the electron and work function of material (Eb 

+ Фs). This can be intuitively comprehended from Figure 3.1, where the kinetic energy (Ek) of 

photoexcited electrons is related to their binding energy in the solid material, i.e. photoelectron 

distribution I(Ek) is related to the occupied density of electronic states N(Eb) in the sample. In 

photoelectron spectroscopy, as the reference level in measurements is usually taken the Fermi 

level (EF) of the sample, which is aligned with the spectrometer Fermi level.  

 

In Figure 3.2, the energy level alignment between the conductive sample and spectrometer is 

depicted. The sample and spectrometer are electrically connected and in thermal equilibrium. 

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the photoemission process in the single-particle picture.1  
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As can be seen in the figure, which is most often the case in practice, work functions of the 

sample and spectrometer have different values. In this situation, all electrons with Ek smaller 

than difference Фa – Фs, are unable to reach analyzer part of the spectrometer, and a constant 

negative potential is applied to accelerate electrons in order to obtain SECO (which will be later 

discussed). 

 

Also, the difference between Фs and Фa is the reason for a variation in the vacuum level EVL 

along the path of electrons, as depicted in the latter figure. When the equilibrium is established 

between the sample (Фs) and spectrometer (Фa), the photoemitted electron from the irradiated 

sample has a kinetic energy E’k. Hence, the kinetic energy of photoelectrons measured by the 

analyzer can be expressed in the following way: 

E’k = hν – Eb – Фs – (Фa – Фs) = hν – Eb – Фa                              (3.4) 

As a consequence, when the excitation energy (hν) and spectrometer work function are known, 

a measurement of the kinetic energy of emitted electrons can be related to the binding energy 

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the energy level alignment between a conducting sample and 

spectrometer. Due to electrical contact between the sample and spectrometer, the Fermi level 

of the sample is aligned to the Fermi level of the spectrometer, hence, the Fermi level of 

spectrometer is the reference level for measurements due to a much higher amount of electrons 

present in apparatus. 
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of these electrons referenced to EF. Problems might occur if the conductivity of the solid sample 

is low, and positive charges which are left behind emitted electrons are accumulated at the 

surface and cannot be dissipated and neutralized. This phenomenon is known as the static 

charging or charging effect, and in this case, the common Fermi level of the sample and 

spectrometer presumption is no longer valid. The Fermi level of the sample is shifted versus 

the spectrometer Fermi level, so that measured binding energy of photoelectrons (peak) is 

always higher than in the case when charging does not occur.  

Generally, PES can be divided into the two main subtypes, Ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In UPS is used excitation 

energy of ≈ 10-100 eV to probe valence energy levels of materials. On the other side, in XPS 

is used hν > 100 eV, for the excitation of electrons from core levels in order to study film 

compositions and chemical reactions. Although, if used excitation energy is above 2000 eV, 

then the technique is denoted as Hard X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES). 

 

3.1.2. Short theory of photoemission process 

 

The brief theory of the photoelectron emission process will be reviewed in this section. Firstly, 

the single-particle model will be considered, where the principle of conservation of energy 

connects Ek of the photoemitted electron to the excitation energy, as shown in Equation 3.3. 

Koopmans’ theorem approximates that the binding energy of an electron is equal to the ground-

state energy of the emitted electron.152 It is best applied for the free-electron band-like electronic 

states, assuming that excitation does not change any other orbital, hence, it disregards the 

relaxation energy. Hence, the binding energy of an electron in PES is actually the energy 
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difference between the total energy of ionized final state with N–1 electrons (E(N-1)) and  total 

energy of the initial state with N electrons (E(N)): 

Eb = E(N – 1) – E(N)                                                    (3.5) 

However, to obtain the total energies of these states is not an easy task, and quantum-chemical 

calculations must be employed, regarding that eigenstates of the system in the initial state are 

not the same with the eigenstates of the system in the final state. The reason is that the 

photoexcited electron and the hole left behind are interacting with the surrounding charges in 

the solid. Upon hole creation, the system is affected by the existence of the created core-hole 

and reacts by minimizing the energy of its ionized state. Energy reduction caused by this 

rearrangement is the relaxation energy of the molecular electronic wave function (relaxation 

energy).153 

Although the PES does not probe the ground state directly, it is recognized as one of the most 

powerful experimental tools to study the electronic structure of materials. For the description 

of the photoemission process in PES, as an inherently quantum mechanical phenomenon, the 

semi-classical model proposed by Berglund and Spicer might be used.154 In this model, the 

photoemission process is divided into three independent and sequential steps, with each being 

associated with a specific parameter. In the first step, after the absorption of a photon, an 

electron is excited within the bulk of solid. The photoexcitation of the electron from the initial 

to the final state can be described by the transition probability given by Fermi’s golden rule: 

ωfi = 2π/ħ |⟨Ψf|H|Ψi⟩|2δ (Ef – Ei – hν)                                  (3.6) 

where H is the Hamiltonian which describes the interaction between the electromagnetic 

radiation and the electron. The Ψf and Ψi are the wave functions of the final and initial states 

with energies Ef and Ei, respectively. If using the correct wave functions for the initial and final 

states and the dipole operator as H, Fermi's Golden Rule gives a correct description of the 

photoelectron process, however, approximations are needed to solve it.155 
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The second step describes diffusion of the excited electron through the sample bulk towards the 

surface. On its way, the emitted electron might undergo elastic and inelastic scattering 

(collisions) with other electrons or even with atoms. Inelastic collisions lead to loss of the 

energy of photoelectrons on their way towards the surface, and as a result, the depth from which 

a piece of information can be obtained is reduced. That is why photoelectron spectroscopy is 

regarded as one of the most surface sensitive analytic methods.  

The last step explains the transfer of photoelectron through the solid surface into the vacuum, 

where it will be detected. During the escape through the surface, an electron has to overcome 

barrier grown by the difference in potential inside and outside the solid at the surface (see 

Section 2.1.), i.e. to exceed the work function of the solid sample. This barrier can also cause 

the additional scattering at the surface, which may introduce problems in detection especially 

in the angle-resolved measurements. 

In spite of some simplifications which were adopted for the description of the individual 

processes in the three-step model, the photoionization process can be well explained by the 

three-step model.155  

 

3.1.3. Interpretation of XPS spectra 
 

 

 

In Figure 3.3, the XPS overview spectrum of indium tin oxide (ITO) film on glass is shown, 

where different signals (peaks) can be observed. The photoemission spectrum is basically a 

replica of the electronic structure (distribution of occupied states) of the solid material, shifted 

on the energy scale by the excitation photon energy (hν). Due to generally well-separated peaks 

of photoelectrons stemming from different atoms, PES is recognized as a reliable technique for 

the composition analysis of the specimen surface. The intensity of a particular XPS core level 
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peak is proportional to the content of element the peak represents, and its photoionization cross 

section (this will be explained later in the text). Most of the signals, such as In3d, In3p, O1s and 

Sn3d in Figure 3.3a, come from the photoelectrons created according to the simple illustration 

of photophysical processes shown in Figure 3.3b, where core-level electron is ejected by 

irradiating the sample with X-rays, leaving an ionized atom in the ground state.   

 

Figure 3.3: Overview spectrum of ITO surface, recorded with Mg Ka radiation (hν= 1253.6 

eV) of a standard source, with marked various contributions to the spectrum (a). Illustration of 

corresponding photoionization processes, which leave the studied system in different finale 

states upon photoionization (b). 

a) 

b) 
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Nonetheless, as stated above, photoelectrons along their path towards the outside of the sample 

interact with their surroundings, causing different photophysical processes. They might 

undergo one or more inelastic scattering processes, which will result in the loss of their kinetic 

energy and as a consequence the loss of information about their initial state. These electrons 

are called secondary electrons, and they are the major contribution to the background signal in 

XPS. The background signal in the XPS spectrum is designated in Figure 3.3a and presents one 

of the main problems in the quantitative chemical XPS analysis.156  Thus, it can be inferred that 

a signal in PES stems from both types of electrons, those which elastically interacted with 

surroundings and preserved their Ek (i.e. information about their initial state), and others which 

due to inelastic interaction have reduced kinetic energy (loss or limit information about their 

initial state).  

Additionally, the photoexcited electron traversing inside the bulk of a material, excite valence 

electrons of an already ionized atom which will consequently reduce its kinetic energy. The 

outcome of this process is depicted in the spectrum as a so-called shake-up peak, with a few eV 

higher binding energy comparing to the main signal (peak). Also, the photoexcited core electron 

may pass enough energy to the valence electron to be ejected from the sample. This 

phenomenon is regarded as a shake-off process, which also gives an additional peak with higher 

binding energy in comparison to the main line (peak). The shake-up and shake-off processes 

are regarded as two main final state effects in XPS.157 Moreover, the created core hole can be 

filled with an electron from the outer core level, and as the outcome, a photon with energy equal 

to the difference in energy between involved levels is emitted. On the other hand, that difference 

in energy can cause another electron from the outer level to be ejected, leading again to the 

doubly ionized atom. The last process is called Auger decay of the hole, which is non-radiative 

multi-electron decay process, which results in a filled core hole and ejected electron with known 

kinetic energy independent on the variation of the excitation energy. Thus, the peak from Auger 
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electron in the spectrum plotted with the kinetic energy on abscise, always show the same 

position, independent on the value of excitation energy. Signals of photoemitted and Auger 

electrons, as well as, implications on the spectrum look of shake-up and shake-off processes, 

are summarized in Figure 3.3, together with corresponding energy level schemes of produced 

final states. Additional contributions to the XPS spectrum are so-called X-ray satellite peaks, 

marked in Figure 3.3a, which may appear if the sample is irradiated with the non-

monochromatic X-ray beam (from so-called standard source) which possesses minor resonance 

lines of higher energy and lower intensity in its spectrum. Therefore, resulting satellite peaks 

pattern with lower and defined intensity in comparison to the main signal, are displaced on the 

lower binding energy side from the main signal (peak). On the other hand, some 

physicochemical phenomena which influence the core level peak appearance in the XPS 

spectrum are inherent to every system. One of them is the spin-orbit coupling which stems from 

the electromagnetic interaction between an electron's spin angular momentum and its orbital 

angular momentum. Thus, energy levels with the same principal quantum number (n) and non-

zero angular momentum quantum numbers (l), (all orbitals but s-orbitals) show spin-orbit 

coupling. The spin-orbit coupling of the orbital and spin angular moment results in the splitting 

of the energy levels with same n and l quantum numbers. Hence, the photoelectron peak 

stemming from an orbital other than s, appears as a doublet peak in the XPS spectrum. The look 

of the In3d doublet peak is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4: The In3d core level spectrum from ITO sample. 
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The relative intensity of peaks in the doublet is defined by the total angular momentum quantum 

number, expressed by j = l + s where s is the spin angular momentum quantum number which 

can be ± 1/2. Hence, the photoelectron signal stemming from some d-orbital (l = 2) such as the 

case in Figure 3.4, will have j = 3/2 or 5/2. A single peak of the doublet will have multiplicity 

defined by expression 2j+1, which in the considered case will be 4 and 6, hence, the ratio of 

intensities will be 2:3. For example, in the case of the photoelectron signal from the p-orbital (l 

= 1), from the calculation above, the intensity ratio would be 1:2. Generally, the probability of 

transition between the initial and final state wavefunctions, expressed by Fermi's golden rule in 

Equation 3.6 (see above section), determines the intensity of signals in PES. If the photoelectron 

cross section is known, the intensity of a particular signal can also be written as:157 

I = J * ca * αpc * Kf * IMFP                                                  (3.7) 

where J represents the X-ray flux striking the sample; ca is the concentration of the 

photoelectrons emitted from an atom (ion) within the sampled volume (a is the element of 

interest). The αpc is the photoelectron cross section, while Kf includes all instrumental factors 

such as the transmission function, and λIMFP is the inelastic mean free path of the photoemitted 

electron. 

The inelastic mean free path (IMFP or λ) also called the escape depth, stands for the average 

distance passed by an electron between two inelastic collisions in particular single-layered 

homogeneous amorphous solid. The IMFP of an electron from a certain electronic level depends 

on its kinetic energy, which on the other side depends on the excitation energy. Therefore, 

varying the excitation energy, the depth from where electrons escape can be tuned. Yet, the 

very high surface sensitivity of the photoelectron spectroscopy technique comes from the 

relatively short IMPF of electrons in the condensed matter,158 knowing that even for the 

electrons with high kinetic energy (> 1000 eV), IMPF does not exceeds 10 nm. The IMPF 

measured for different materials as a function of the electron kinetic energy forms the universal 
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curve, presented in Figure 3.5. Another important parameter in Equation 3.7 is photoionization 

(photoelectron) cross section. The photoionization cross section in the photoemission process 

is defined as the probability of an electron to be emitted from its electronic level.155, 159-160 It 

may vary from the element to element and from the level to level, but stays constant for a 

particular set of analytical conditions, such as excitation energy.161 As mentioned above, 

relatively short IMPF of electron limits the sampling depth of XPS, which is highly obscured 

by the absorption of the studied material. Hence, the absorption of a certain medium is a 

complex issue, which depends on the kinetic energy of photoelectrons and properties of the 

studied material.162  

 

Nonetheless, in XPS measurements, for the determination of the thickness of an organic layer, 

the exponential equation, similar to Lambert-Beer law, is used. In this work, it is used for 

assessment of the thickness (d) of prepared overlayers (thin films) of the organic 

semiconductors. The equation stands:  

IO/IS = exp (-d/(λO * cos θ)) from which stands, d = λO * cos θ * ln (IS/IO)            (3.8) 

here, IS stands for the intensity of substrate signal (particular substrate peak) when no organic 

layer is deposited onto the substrate, while IO presents intensity of the same peak after 

Figure 3.5: The universal curve of inelastic mean free path of electrons, based on experimental 

data for various materials, as a function of the kinetic energy. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_state
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deposition of the organic thin film. The θ denotes the takeoff angle measured with respect to 

the surface normal and its relationship with angle φ shown in Figure 3.6 holds: θ = 90°- φ. The 

inelastic mean free path in the organic material is designated with λO, while with Ek is marked 

the kinetic energy of the photoelectron peak.158, 163 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

3.1.4. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)  

 

In order to get insight into the physical phenomena which occurs at the interface of two 

materials, Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is frequently used. The UPS 

measurements provide valuable information about the electronic structure of studied material 

such as the origin of specific orbitals and bands in the valence band, work function, and 

ionization potential. For UPS measurements in home labs, it is often used Helium (He) gas 

discharge lamp with excitation photons of energy hν = 21.2 eV or 40.8 eV, called He Iα and He 

IIα lines, respectively. Both α-excitation energy lines are followed by β and γ lines with higher 

excitation energy and lower intensity. Thus, the main signal produced by α line is followed by 

signals from excitation lines β and γ, which possess lower binding energy and lower relative 

intensity. Hence, signals in the UPS spectrum produced by β and γ lines, called satellites, should 

Figure 3.6: Geometry of measurements, depicted for the sample aligned perpendicular to the 

analyzer (central illustration) and tilted to the analyzer (right illustration). By tilting the sample, 

the exit angle of the detected photoemitted electrons and thus the surface sensitivity of the 

measurement can be changed. The path d that an emitted electron has to travel within the sample 

before it reaches the sample surface depends on the angle φ. If the measuring geometry is tilted 

(0° < φ < 90°), this changes by the factor (sin φ)-1 in comparison to the vertical outlet (φ = 90°). 
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be removed during the spectrum evaluation procedure. Due to very short inelastic mean free 

path of photoelectrons in UPS which is approximately 2-3nm, the technique is regarded as very 

surface sensitive, with the depth resolution ≥ 2nm. In Figure 3.7 are presented principles of the 

UPS study of the interface prepared via deposition of the organic thin film onto the conductive 

substrate. For the UPS measurement of the organic thin film (and any other), as can be inferred 

from at the last figure, the position of the substrate Fermi level (in equilibrium with EF of the 

spectrometer) is also used as the reference for measurement of the kinetic (or binding) energy 

of photoelectrons. Going down the axis of the kinetic energy of the organic film spectrum, a 

signal which first arises (with highest kinetic energy) stems from various σ and π molecular 

orbitals for small molecules or valence bands of an extended conjugated system for polymers. 

The valence band signal (peak) from the organic thin film with the highest kinetic energy 

(lowest binding) energy stems from the HOMO level. The energy distance between the onset 

(leading edge) of the first HOMO peak (Eb(HOMO)) and Fermi level of the substrate defines 

the interface parameter called the hole injection barrier (Δh) (introduced in Section 2.2.2.). As 

can be seen in the figure, for a broader purpose of understanding UPS technique and electronic 

structure of an interface, with a dashed line is shown part of the conduction band, i.e. the LUMO 

signal. Here should be mentioned, that the LUMO position cannot be obtained by UPS since it 

is unoccupied molecular orbital. For that purpose, and corollary to obtain values of the band 

gap of organic material (Eg) as the energy distance between the HOMO and LUMO levels, and 

electron injection barrier (Δe) as the energy distance between the Fermi level and LUMO level, 

e.g., inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) might be employed. Broaden signal at the 

lower kinetic energy arises from secondary electrons, which does not carry information about 

the initial state they originate. The secondary electron signal with the lowest kinetic energy 

finishes with tail-like abrupt cutoff, which is frequently denoted as the secondary electron cutoff 

or shorten SECO. The SECO stems from the photoemitted electrons with the lowest kinetic 
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energy, still higher than the vacuum level, which are capable to leave the sample. The SECO 

position represents a direct measure of the local vacuum level (EVL) position. Thus, change in 

the SECO position after measurement of an overlayer would mean the formation of interface 

dipole (Δ) at that particular interface. According to Figure 3.7, the difference between excitation 

energy and SECO, stands the value of the work function (Ф), i.e. Ф = hν – SECO. On the other 

hand, ionization potential (IP) of the organic material is obtained through the equation IP = Ф 

+ Eb(HOMO) = hν – W, where W stands for the spectrum width from the Eb(HOMO) to SECO. 

This way obtained IP value is based on Koopmans’ theorem (briefly discussed above), hence, 

the calculated binding energy of photoelectrons emitted from the HOMO is considered as a 

threshold ionization potential of the studied material.  

It is worth noting here, what can be seen in Figure 3.2, that if the sample has higher work 

function than the spectrometer which is seldom the case, EVL can be measured directly from the 

low kinetic energy electron onset. On the other hand, if opposite, the vacuum level of the 

measured sample cannot be obtained from the low energy electrons tail. In that case, the sample 

is biased to a known negative voltage with respect to the analyzer, in such a way that sample 

EVL is higher than EVL of the spectrometer. The BIAS voltage is applied since the complex 

electric field in the spectrometer chamber affects electrons with the low kinetic energy with 

respect to the analyzer. This way the low kinetic energy electrons get additional energy to reach 

the analyzer. After UPS spectra of the substrate (electrode) and sequentially deposited organic 

or inorganic overlayers are collected, obtained information might be converted into the energy 

level alignment diagram (introduced in Section 2.2.2.). The hypothetical situation at one 

interface, depicted by taken UPS spectra, is also shown in Figure 3.7 by integrated energy level 

alignment diagrams. From the ELA diagram can be more readily comprehended position and 

meaning of the interface structure parameters, important for the understanding of operation of 

the organic electronic devices such as OPVs and OLEDs. 
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3.1.5. Experimental equipment  

 

Upon X-ray or UV irradiation of the sample, electrons are ejected and separated in the analyzer 

according to their speed (kinetic energy) and, depending on the analyzer, according to their 

angle of incidence. At the detector, the number of electrons is registered with the respective 

energy and then processed. The central part of the UHV system used for photoemission 

measurements is the energy analyzer. In Figure 3.8 is shown a simple illustration which explains 

the basics of photoemission measurements, where can be seen that the analyzer consists of three 

elements: the (electronic) lens system, concentric hemispherical analyzer (CHA) (two 

hemispheres at different voltages, within which electrons travel and separate according to their 

Figure 3.7: Principles of UPS presented on example of interface made by deposition of organic 

thin film onto conductive substrate. 
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kinetic energy) and detector. It should be mentioned here that cylindrical mirror analyzer 

(CMA) and other analyzer constructions are also often used in PES setups. 

 

Nonetheless, every analyzer has its own specific advantages which can be used dependently on 

the demand and goal of the experiment. The PES spectrometer is a sealed system which most 

of the parts are kept under high or ultrahigh vacuum! In this work, XPS and UPS measurements 

were performed in a multichamber UHV system with the analyzer made by Omicron 

NanoTechnology, located at the Institute of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry at the 

University of Tübingen. The photo of the UHV system can be seen in Figure 3.9. The system 

is equipped with an X-ray tube type DAR 400 and a hemispheric analyzer type EA 125. The 

base pressure of the analysis chamber and the subsequent preparation chamber separated is 

about 7 * 10 -10 mbar. In the X-ray tube, an Mg/Al twin anode is available, thus non-

monochromatic Mg Kα and Al Kα radiation of the energies 1253.6 eV and 1486.6 eV, 

respectively, might be used. The UHV system is also equipped with a helium gas discharge 

lamp of the type UVS 10/35, which emits UV radiation with energies of 21.22 eV (He Iα) and 

40.81 eV (He IIα), for Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy measurements. During the UPS 

Figure 3.8: Cross section of the main part of PES spectrometer. The emitted electrons first pass 

through the lens system, where they are focused and decelerated to the pass energy. Due to the 

potential difference of the two hemispheres, only electrons whose kinetic energy corresponds 

to the pass energy can reach the detector. 
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measurements, the pressure in the analysis chamber is ~ 2 · 10-8 mbar. For the work function 

determination via UPS measurements, a bias voltage of ˗10.0 or ˗12.0 V was applied to the 

sample. 

 

3.2. Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 

3.2.1. Principles of NEXAFS and its application 

 

The X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a widely used technique for a determination of the 

local geometric and electronic structure of matter, which like photoelectron spectroscopy, roots 

in the photoelectric effect. In this technique, a sample is irradiated with monochromatic X-ray 

photons from the tunable source of high intensity, such as radiation provided in synchrotron 

facilities. In XAS, after absorption of radiation, the transition of an electron from the initial to 

the final state is the subject of well-defined quantum mechanical selection rules based on the 

symmetry of the final and initial states. Thus, the selection rules apply such as a change in the 

angular momentum quantum number (Δl = ± 1) or the orientation of the electric field vector E 

Figure 3.9: Photo of the photoelectron spectrometer used for our UPS and XPS measurements. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absorption_spectroscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selection_rules
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of the linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. After the sample is irradiated with X-rays, 

transitions of electrons from occupied core levels to unoccupied valence levels are recorded as 

a function of the excitation energy, as shown in Figure 3.10. As can be seen in the figure, XAS 

can be generally divided into two main subtechniques, based on the studied region of the XAS 

spectrum, and studied physicochemical phenomena behind the spectral features in the particular 

region. The subtechnique which studies region about 10 eV before and up to ~ 50 eV above the 

atomic absorption edge is called near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) or X-ray 

absorption near edge structure (XANES), and it is the subject of the following text. In 

NEXAFS, the energy of soft X-ray excitation beam is varied around the ionization threshold of 

the certain atom of the investigated sample. The resonance energy of transition in NEXAFS 

spectrum is depicted by the absorption edge, denoted usually according to the electronic shell 

from which excited electron originates (i.e. K-edge, L-edge) or just core level (i.e. 1s-edge, 2s-

edge). The first near edge X-ray absorption fine structure experiments, with used acronym 

XANES, were published around the beginning of the 1980s.164-166   

 

Figure 3.10: Different regions of the XAS spectrum, with designated subtechniques which 

study corresponding parts of spectrum. 
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The physicochemical principles of NEXAFS are depicted in an illustration, shown in Figure 

3.11. Let us, for instance, imagine a diatomic organic molecule to be the subject of study in the 

latter figure. There, the core levels are almost unaffected keeping their initial structure and 

identity from the atom they belong, whilst electrons from the outer shells (valence electrons) 

take part in the formation of molecular orbitals, bonding σ and π, and antibonding σ* and π* 

orbitals. When the sample (molecule) is irradiated with the soft X-rays of enough energy, an 

electron is ejected from the core level. In the proximity of the absorption edge, the kinetic 

energy of photoelectron is small and approximated by equation Ek = hν - Eb, where hν stands 

for the excitation energy, while Eb for the binding energy of the electron in the core level (shell).  

 

Thus, the ejected core level electron is excited into the unoccupied π*- molecular orbital of 

discrete energy which is below the atomic ionization potential (the vacuum level) and excited 

states with energies that follow the Rydberg formula (Rydberg states), as shown in Figure 3.11.  

Hence, the aforementioned transition of the electron from the 1s core level to π* antibonding 

orbital is named π* transition, which is usually reflected in the NEXAFS spectrum as a sharp 

peak just after the absorption edge. On the other hand, increasing the energy of X-rays from the 

tunable source, photoexcited electrons may finish above the ionization threshold (potential) in 

Figure 3.11: Illustration of fundamental physicochemical principles of NEXAFS. 
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the unbound continuum-like states, denoted in Figure 3.11 as σ* state. In the continuum, a 

photoemitted electron is regarded as “free”, and can take any energy value, not only discrete. 

The σ* transition in NEXAFS spectrum is reflected as a broader peak (series of peaks) which 

arises on the higher photon energy side than the π* transition peak.167-168 The probability of 

transition, for a photoexcited electron from the initial state i (core level) to the final state f 

(unoccupied level), is quantum-mechanically described by Fermi’s Golden rule. The transition 

probability of the X-ray absorption ωfi is proportional to the product of the absolute square of 

the matrix element of the perturbation operator and the density of states ρ(𝐸), where the 

perturbation operator H’(t) considers the photon field as a time-dependent perturbation. 

The transition probability is described by Equation 3.9: 

                                                       ωfi ~ |⟨Ψf|H’|Ψi⟩|2 ρf(E)                                                    (3.9) 

where H’(t) can be presented by product of the electric field vector E of the incoming light 

beam at the excitation place and transition dipole moment μ, which furthermore might be 

approximated by product of the elementary charge e and radius vector r. Hence, the above 

equation might be rewritten: 

                                                    ωfi ~ |⟨Ψf|E e r|Ψi⟩|2 ρf(E)                                               (3.10) 

The NEXAFS, as relatively young technique, has shown to be proven experimental surface 

science method to explore the electronic structure of different kinds of molecular species, 

especially their unoccupied density of states. It allows studying particular atomic species, 

charge distribution and bonding properties. Moreover, by probing the orientation of specific 

bonds by NEXAFS, the conclusion about orientation of the entire molecule may be drawn. This 

is commonly used for studying the orientation of the thin films of organic semiconducting 

molecules (small molecules and polymers) on different substrates.169-175 The highly oriented 

thin films of the organic semiconductors are very important for the efficient exciton diffusion, 
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charge separation and charge transport in organic electronic devices.176-178 As can be inferred 

from the above-presented equations, the magnitude of X-ray absorption depends on the 

component of polarization vector (electric field vector) of the incoming linearly polarized X-

rays parallel to the transition dipole moment of the molecule. Thus, for the studied system which 

shows pronounced structural order, the measured NEXAFS spectra show a strong dependence 

on the angle between the incident light and sample surface, which can be observed in the change 

of intensity of the probed transition peaks. If the signal in NEXAFS spectrum is associated with 

the transition to particular antibonding orbital, which position is known in the structure of the 

studied molecular system, a conclusion about that orbital orientation, hence, the whole molecule 

orientation might be inferred.174-175 Figure 3.12 shows the effect of the mutual orientation of 

the polarization electric field vector and transition dipole moment of the probed molecular 

orbital, on the appearance of NEXAFS spectra. 

 

The latter physical phenomenon observed in NEXAFS spectra is called linear dichroism. The 

determination of the molecular orientation as briefly indicated above, is based on the general 

notion of dipole selection rule.167 Because, the π* orbital have maximum orbital amplitude 

Figure 3.12: Dependence of NEXAFS spectra on the relative orientation of polarization vector 

and transition dipole moments, depicted by the hypothetical example of benzene. 
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normal to the bond direction (molecular plane), from this can be inferred that the dipole moment 

of the π* transition is oriented normal to the molecule plane, for the flat-lying π-conjugated 

carbon system. On the other hand, the maximum orbital amplitude of the σ∗ orbitals is along 

the bond axis, hence, the σ∗ transition is aligned in parallel with the molecular plane. Thus, the 

intensity of π* or σ* transition is the strongest if the electric field vector of the linearly polarized 

X-ray beam is along π* or σ* orbitals, respectively, which is further related to the orientation of 

the probed molecular system. The NEXAFS has shown to be a convenient technique for probing 

the molecular orientation of the π-conjugated molecular systems (small molecules and 

polymers). For that purpose, NEXAFS spectra should be obtained for at least for two extreme 

values of θ angle, where θ is defined as the angle between the sample surface plane and the 

incident light. For example, in this work are used θ = 15o and θ = 75o, defined as grazing and 

normal incidence angles, respectively. Hence, from the NEXAFS measurements, the tilt angle 

between the substrate surface and molecular plane might be determined.171 The intensity 

expression, might be reduced to cos2θ for perfectly lying (“face on”), or sin2θ for perfectly 

standing (“edge on”) planar π-conjugated system, orientations which could be seen in the 

graphical representation in Section 2.3.1. 

In the NEXAFS technique, different detection methods can be used to record a spectrum. If the 

transparent sample us used, then the detection of the transmitted X-ray beam might be applied. 

However, it is rarely the case to deal with transparent samples, hence the other indirect methods 

of detection have to be used. Upon X-ray absorption, the core hole is created, and afterwards, 

it is filled by an electron from the higher energy level. The created excess of energy, after falling 

of the electron from the higher energy level into the core hole, might be released either 

radiatively or nonradiatively. In the former case, the fluorescence radiation is emitted, whilst in 

the latter Auger and photoelectrons are ejected.179-180 Detection modes based on emitted 

electrons are named: Total Electron Yield (TEY), Partial Electron Yield (PEY) and Auger 
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Electron Yield (AEY). While in the TEY mode, the signal is composed of all emitted electrons 

including Auger and secondary electrons, in the PEY detection mode electrons with lower 

kinetic energies (secondary electrons) are filtered out. In the AEY mode, only Auger electrons 

are detected. Thus, considering the depth from which different electrons originate in the solid 

sample (Auger electrons ~ 1 nm and ~ 5 nm for secondary electrons), the surface sensitivity 

increases for these three detection modes the way they are presented. The AEY mode is the 

most and TEY the least surface sensitive. Yet, all three detection modes based on electrons 

collections are much more surface sensitive (used for NEXAFS studies of the ultrathin films) 

than mode based on the detection of fluorescence radiation, named Fluorescence Yield (FY).  

In comparison to electrons which cannot travel far in a matter being prone to interact with their 

surroundings, photons may travel much longer. The mean free path of fluorescence X-rays is 

more than 1μm hence, the FY is much more bulk sensitive, i.e. less surface sensitive.21 In 

general, for soft X-ray region such as K-edges of C, N, O and F, detection modes based on 

electron yield are superior to the Fluorescence Yield (FY), although signal to background ratio 

is much higher in FY, the probability for the fluorescent decay process decreases with atomic 

number of the atom. On the other hand, for the higher energy soft X-ray region, such as K 

absorption edges of elements in the third row of the periodic table of elements (such as Sulfur 

K-edge), the FY mode is frequently used due to a higher probability to occur and much better 

signal to background ratio. 

Hence, the FY mode in comparison to above-listed detection modes is the most bulk sensitive, 

which qualified the FY mode as a detection mode of choice for studying the polymer thin films 

in this work.179 
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3.2.2. Experimental equipment  

 

The XAS measurements are performed at high-performance X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) beamline on a bending magnet source at ANKA (abbreviation for 

“Angströmquelle Karlsruhe”), the synchrotron light source facility at the Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology (KIT). The beamline covers an energy range of 2.4 - 27 keV. Hence, the K-edges 

from sulfur to cadmium, and up till the L-edge of uranium can be probed. The double crystal 

monochromator with two parallelly mounted Si(111) and Si(311) crystals, exchangeable within 

minutes, is available for measurements. The beamline at the sulfur K edge has a typical energy 

resolution of about 300 meV (Si(111)) and a polarization degree higher than 0.95 (p-polarized). 

For the experiments presented in this work, the fluorescence detector of type 5 element LEGe 

(Canberra-Eurisys) is used. The standard sample holder (manual) used for our fluorescence 

measurements, is designed for plate samples (max. 8 mm thickness, 4 cm length, 5 cm high). 

Spectra are taken using a setup that enables the variation of the incidence angle to the sample 

surface, in the chamber filled with Ar gas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchrotron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_Institute_of_Technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_Institute_of_Technology
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Chapter 4 

 

Materials and sample preparation techniques 

 

 

In this chapter, organic semiconducting materials and substrates (model electrodes) used in this 

work, will be reviewed. Also, the preparation techniques, used for the fabrication of samples of 

latter organic polymers and molecules, will be presented. 

 

4.1. Organic semiconducting materials 

 

Since presented for the first time some 25 years ago, the bulk heterojunction based on the 

conjugated polymer as the donor and fullerene as the acceptor material is still a deep inspiration 

for researchers around the world, to find the “winning” combination(s) of donor and acceptor 

materials. What will be regarded as the winning combination depends on a lot of factors, where 

the electronic structure of constituent materials is one of the most fundamental. The electronic 

structure of the donor and acceptor materials, especially condition their mutual interaction as 

the crucial point for functioning of organic photovoltaic devices based either on planar (PHJ) 

or bulk (BHJ) heterojunctions. Moreover, the interaction of donor and acceptor materials with 

other materials embedded in the photovoltaic device (such as electrodes, hole and electron 
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transport layers, dopants, additives, etc.), is affecting the overall device performance. The 

electronic and chemical structure of the used materials in a photovoltaic device may have a 

substantial influence on the morphology of the prepared films. This is of highest importance 

knowing that the architecture of current photovoltaic devices is based on stacking of differently 

functionalized layers (films), and that transport properties of the π-conjugated polymers and 

molecules highly depend on the molecular orientation and ordering in thin films. In this work, 

fullerene C60 (Sigma Aldrich) and its derivate PCBM (Solenne) are used as acceptor materials. 

In the doping experiments as a dopant is used a strong electron accepting (oxidizing) molecule 

(molecular p-dopant) F4-TCNQ (Sigma Aldrich). Lastly, as the donor materials in this work 

are used four π-conjugated donor-acceptor copolymers, named by acronyms: PCPDTBT, 

PCPDTTBTT, PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT. All four polymers are based on dithiophene 

(PCPDT) as the electron donating (electron rich) subunit and, benzothiadiazole (BT) or stronger 

benzobisthiadiazole (BBT) as the electron withdrawing (electron deficient) subunit. Also, 

studied polymers differ by the presence of the additional thiophene rings (T) (with and without 

side chains) within their monomer unit, as can be inferred from the above presented abbreviated 

names. These subtle changes in the chemical structure of polymers may have an influence on 

their electronic structure, and the complexification of the monomer unit structure might affect 

organization properties of these in the thin films. All copolymers presented here except 

PCPDTBT (purchased from Sigma Aldrich), were synthesized and kindly provided by the 

research group of Prof. Ullrich Scherf (Fachbereich C-Makromolekulare Chemie, Bergische 

Universität Wuppertal). Full names and chemical structures, of all organic semiconducting 

polymers and molecules used in this work, are listed below in Table 4.1. 
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Acronyme Chemical structure Full name 
Molecular 

weight 

PCPDTBT 

 Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-

ethylhexyl)-4H-

cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-

b’]di- thiophene)-alt-4,7-

(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] 

Mw = 56 

kg/mol 

PCPDTTBTT 

 Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2- 

ethylhexyl)_4H-

cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]-

dithiophene)- alt-4,7-(bis 

(thiophene-2-yl)-2,1,3-

benzothiadiazole)] 

Mw  = 7.7 

kg/mol 

PCPDTBBT 

 Poly [2,6-(4,4-bis(2-

ethylhexyl)-4H-

cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-

b’]dithio- phene)-alt-4,8-

(benzobis[1,2-c;4,5-

c′]thiadiazole)] 

Mw = 18 

kg/mol 

PCPDTTBBTT 

 Poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-

ethylhexyl)-4H-

cyclopenta- [2,1-b;3,4-

b’]-dithiophene)-alt-4,8-

(bis(thiophene-2-yl)-

benzobis [1,2-c;4,5-

c’]thiadiazole)] 

Mw = 12 

kg/mol 

C60 

 

Fullerene C60H60 

Mw = 

0.7206 

kg/mol 

PCBM 

 

[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric 

acid methyl ester 

Mw = 0.911 

kg/mol 

F4-TCNQ 

 (2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-2,5-

cyclohexadiene-1,4-

diylidene)dimalononitrile 

Mw = 0.276 

kg/mol 

Table 4.1: Acronyms, chemical structures, full names and molecular weights of the organic 

semiconductors used in this work. 
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4.2. Substrate materials  

4.2.1. Indium tin oxide (ITO) 

 

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is a wide band gap n-type semiconductor extensively studied for the last 

couple of decades in the optoelectronic industry. Its unique properties, notably low resistivity 

and high transparency in the visible and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 

made ITO the material of choice for a transparent electrode in the organic optoelectronic 

devices.181-183 For experiments presented in this manuscript, the ITO coated glass samples with 

the sheet resistance R=10 Ω/□ (Hoya Corporation) were used for the NEXAFS and AFM 

measurements, whilst samples with R=33.1 Ω/□ (unknown producer) for the photoemission 

measurements. The ITO plates were cleaned prior to deposition of organic semiconductors in 

the glove box or introduction into the UHV system. The cleaning procedure consisted firstly of 

the sweeping of ITO plates with the nitrogen gas stream in order to remove all mechanical dirt 

from the surface. Then, the sonication in acetone for 15 min. and subsequently in isopropanol 

for the same time is done. This wet chemical prepared ITO substrate results in the work function 

value of 3.8 eV. On the other hand, if the additional step of 5 min. UV/ozone treatment is 

included as the last step in the above explained cleaning procedure, the obtained Φ stands 4.0 

eV. It was shown that UV irradiation step if included enough long in the preparation procedure, 

may produce an atomically clean ITO surface.184-185 

Here, it should be mentioned that the preparation/cleaning procedure of the ITO plates has a 

great influence on its surface stoichiometry, hence, the work function value.184-185 The approach 

to tune the surface properties of the ITO film, for application in the organic electronics, is also 

the introduction of an ultrathin film overlayer of another chemical compound. Those 
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compounds being chemically or physically adsorbed on the surface of an ITO thin film, due to 

their intrinsic physicochemical properties modify the surface electronic structure properties of 

the substrate beneath. In Figure 4.1 can be seen the chemical structure of the branched polymer 

poly(ethylenimine) or abbreviated PEI. The PEI polymer due to its large band gap (it is an 

insulator) and dipole moment associated with amine groups, recently has been extensively used 

as an overlayer with the task to lower the work function of conductive substrates beneath. Cast 

as a thin film up to 10 nm thick, PEI substantially reduces the work function of a wide range of 

conductive substrates, such as transparent metal oxides, metallic and organic substrates.186-188 

For the experiments presented in this work, PEI films on ITO (PEI/ITO) from 1 mg/ml PEI 

solution in isobutanol were prepared by doctor blade casting and subsequently annealed at 110 

°C in N2 atmosphere for 10 min. Here, it is important to consider this compound as a surface 

modifier and its thin film on ITO as a modified surface of the used substrate, rather than a newly 

introduced substrate. 

 

Being a wide band gap polymer, for the technological application as a surface modifier in the 

organic electronic devices,188-192 thickness of the PEI film should be kept under around 10 nm, 

for the reason that tunneling of charge carriers is possible between substrate and overlayer.186 

Strong XPS signals which originate from the used substrate (In3d, Sn3d, O1s) suggest us that 

the PEI is present in ultrathin film on ITO (not shown here), in experiments presented in this 

manuscript. The calculated thickness of the PEI layer using Equation 3.8, and the intensity of 

Figure 4.1: Chemical structure of polyethylenimine or abbreviated PEI. 
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In3d peak of the XPS overview spectrum before and after a PEI casting, brings a thickness for 

the PEI layer ≈ 6 nm which might advocate that the tunneling of charges is possible between 

the ITO substrate and subsequent polymer overlayer.186 This way modified ITO substrate by 

the ultrathin film of PEI, shows Фs of 3.2 eV measured by UPS. Hence, clearly can be seen that 

ITO work function is decreased by 0.8 eV due to PEI deposition (ITO with Фs of 4.0 eV was 

exclusively used for PEI deposition), as a result of physic-chemical phenomena explained in 

Section 2.2. 

 

4.2.2. Zinc oxide (ZnO) 

 

The method to decrease the work function of the substrate/electrode beneath greatly exploited 

in the preparation of inverted solar cell structures is the deposition of ZnO thin films as 

interfacial electron transport layer.193-194 ZnO is a wide band gap n-type semiconductor because 

of the presence of oxygen vacancies or zinc interstitials, which possesses high transparency, 

environmental stability, and relatively high electron mobility. Due to its high natural abundance 

and inexpensive solution-based thin film deposition at low temperatures, a thin film of ZnO is 

in the focus of recent research efforts, as an electron transport layer, which might be also used 

as electrode modifier.194-196 For the preparation of zinc oxide thin film on ITO (ZnO/ITO) in 

this work, zinc oxide nanoparticles sonicated in ethanol for 30 min. are used. The ZnO films on 

ITO were produced by the doctor-blade casting of ZnO solution, followed by an annealing step 

in N2 atmosphere (140 °C for 10 min) of the glove box. Although ZnO films in this work were 

prepared on ITO substrates, they are considered as new substrates. In XPS spectra, the signal 

from ITO beneath could not be observed due to the thickness of ZnO film. This way produced 
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ZnO substrates show Фs of 3.3 eV, which is lower than the original work function value of bare 

ITO substrate. 

 

4.2.3. Uv/Ozone treated polycrystalline film of gold (AuOx/Au)  

 

In order to determine energy levels of polymers relevant for their energy level alignment at 

interfaces in electronic devices, substrates with a wide range of the work functions are needed. 

The UV/ozone treated gold film (named AuOx/Au) due to its high work function is the substrate 

which may allow determination of EICT+ level, important for conjugated polymers which are 

considered as potential donor materials in OPVs or OLEDs. 

Although literature values for the gold work function are rather high (5.1-5.5 eV),37 this 

magnitude of values is usually reported for different atomically cleaned monocrystalline and 

polycrystalline Au surfaces. To achieve these work function values, usually, a long-term ion 

sputtering in UHV is necessary.37 On the other hand, ex situ prepared Au surfaces have 

substantially lower Ф values than 5 eV, due to adsorption of gasses from the atmosphere and 

well known “push back’’ effect.197 It has been reported, that original high work function can be 

recovered after treatment in the Uv/ozone (UV/O3) chamber, and stay the same for at least half 

an hour of ambient exposure.198  For experiments presented in this work, Au films were 

evaporated onto Si wafers in a specially assembled UHV system for that purpose, with a 

thickness around ≈ 200 nm estimated by monitoring Quartz microbalance. The film of Au on 

Si wafer was then transferred to UV Photo Surface Processor PL16-110B-1 by SEN LIGHT 

Corporation for 30 min. long treatment in UV/ozone atmosphere. Afterwards, the sample was 

exposed to the atmosphere for < 3 min. on the way to the glove box for the polymer casting or 
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insertion into UHV measuring system. The UPS measurements, bring the stable work function 

value of 5.0 eV for this substrate. 

 

4.2.4. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate 

(PEDOT:PSS)  

 

It has been demonstrated, that a thin film of  PEDOT:PSS conducting polymer coated atop ITO 

anode is a successful method to optimize the charge transport across the active material/ITO 

interface.199-201 One of the reasons is that PEDOT:PSS film has a high work function, which 

better matches with energy levels of the hole conducting material relevant for the charge 

transfer and energy level alignment at the interface. As a result, OPV and OLED devices 

fabricated with PEDOT:PSS layer atop an ITO anode, have a longer lifetime and better 

photovoltaic performance than those using only bare ITO anode.202 The PEDOT:PSS deposited 

on the ITO anode has shown to be an effective combination for the performance of organic 

photovoltaic devices, due to decrease of the surface roughness of  ITO (i.e. decreasing number 

of micro-shorts) and increase of the work function of system (which might lead to lower hole 

injection barrier), while minorly influencing the original transmittance of bare ITO.201, 203 The 

PEDOT:PSS is the dispersion of the π-conjugated, highly conductive and transparent polymer 

PEDOT, stabilized by charge balancing dopant PSS. Here, PSS behaves as a p-type doping 

counter ion which promotes hole mobility along the PEDOT conjugated backbone and 

improves the dispersion of the complex in polar solvents. Chemical structure of PEDOT:PSS 

can be seen in Figure 4.2. For the PEDOT:PSS thin film, it has been demonstrated that a lot of 

its properties, such as morphology and consequently conductivity and work function, tightly 

depend on the content of polymer mixture, i.e. the PEDOT to PSS ratio. Moreover, properties 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polystyrene_sulfonate
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of PEDOT:PSS can also be changed by blending with additives or by the chemical change of 

the structure of original compounds. Thus, on the market exists a wide variety of PEDOT:PSS 

analogs, with nuanced physicochemical properties. Generally, the film produced by deposition 

of PEDOT:PSS from the aqueous dispersion leads to the formation of grain like structures in 

the film, which surface is mostly made of PSS whilst core of PEDOT. Nevertheless, PEDOT 

and PSS distribution is expected to be more homogeneous throughout the film.204-205 It was 

shown that an increase of the content of PSS in the mixture improves the film morphology, but 

on the other side decreases the film conductivity.206  

 

Also, it has been observed that in the PEDOT:PSS thin film, PSS segregates at the surface of 

thin film205, and this excess of the nonconductive PSS part at the surface is expected to decrease 

the work function of PEDOT:PSS thin film207. For experiments presented in this manuscript, 

thin films of PEDOT:PSS were prepared via spin-coating (1000 rpm for 20 seconds) under 

ambient conditions on precleaned ITO, with Ф = 4.0 eV, from the solution with mixing ratio 

1:6 provided by H.C.Starck company. After coating of PEDOT: PSS, the film was annealed in 

N2 atmosphere of the glove-box at 120 °C for 20 min. The thickness of the PEDOT:PSS thin 

film obtained from the XPS overview spectrum using Equation 3.8, is ≈ 20 nm. In Figure 4.3, 

Figure 4.2: Chemical structures of consist parts of PEDOT:PSS blend. 
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are shown fitted XPS spectra of S2p and O1s signals, to particular contributions from PEDOT 

and PSS parts, according to approach published elsewhere.205  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fitting of signals is done in order to evaluate the exact ratio between PEDOT and PSS parts in 

the mixture. The PEDOT to PSS ratio obtained from integrated areas of  PEDOT and PSS parts 

of S2p and O1s signals is 1:6.2, which is in excellent agreement with the information provided  

from the supplier of 1:6 ratio. Obtained amount of sodium in the PEDOT:PSS thin film from 

the integration of signals in XPS overview spectrum is 2.1% in absolute atomic concentration. 

While the absolute stoichiometry of the PEDOT:PSS thin film is in agreement with the chemical 

formula of the PEDOT:PSS mixture, a considerable amount of sodium present at the sample 

surface might stem from Na2S2O8 oxidizing agent used during the polymerization of PEDOT.207 

Measured UPS overview spectrum of the thin film of PEDOT:PSS on ITO is shown in Figure 

4.4. The obtained spectrum somehow reminds on that measured for a neat PSSH film on ITO.205 

The intensity of the spectrum is extended close to zero (Fermi level) and then decreases rapidly. 

This observation is a clear sign of the Fermi level of PEDOT:PSS, stemming from the PEDOT 

Figure 4.3: Fitted spectra of S2p (left) and O1s (right), of PEDOT:PSS thin film prepared on 

ITO. 
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part, and a kind of metallic character of PEDOT:PSS material. For this way prepared 

PEDOT:PSS film on ITO substrate, the work function was found to be 5.2 eV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3. Sample preparation techniques 

4.3.1. Doctor-blade casting 

 

The doctor-blade casting is well known as a precise coating technique for preparation of the 

thin films on the large area surfaces, originating from the 40s of the last century when it was 

first used for the production of the thin sheets of piezoelectric materials and capacitors.208 In 

doctor blade casting technique, the thin film is created by spreading the solution of studied 

material over the substrate with uniform thickness at a constant speed, using “doctor” blade. 

The basic principle of doctor blading and setup of the used device in this work, are shown in 

Figure 4.5. Thin films are produced by the movement of the blade over the stationary plate onto 

which the substrate for coating is fixed. After casting of the material solution, evaporation of 

Figure 4.4: The UPS valence band spectrum of the PEDOT:PSS thin film prepared on ITO. 

Inset shows that density of states can be found up to the Fermi level (0 eV) and then abruptly 

vanishes. 
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the solvent is promoted or reduced by the temperature control of the plate on which substrate is 

placed for coating. This way experimenter has an influence on the morphology of the produced 

thin film. The polymer thin films produced in this work, according to experience based on 

combined AFM and UV-Vis absorption measurements are between 20 and 40 nm thick, 

however, it should be noted that the film thickness might vary depending on the different 

substrates used in this study. The thickness of the film can be varied by adjusting the space 

between the blade and substrate, via precise micrometer screw bolt.  

 

Additionally, the film thickness might be varied by change of concentration of the used solution, 

or by changing the velocity of the blade which spreads the solution. Doctor-blade casting 

technique is successfully used for the production of conjugated polymer-based photovoltaic 

devices, providing films of good quality and showing certain advantages in comparison to 

related solution coating methods, such as spin coating.209 This coating technique is more 

comparable to real device preparation conditions, using for example polymers and PCBM for 

application in OPVs, in comparison to other methods such as vacuum sublimation or 

electrospray deposition. For experiments presented in this text, the doctor-blade casting was 

always done within the nitrogen filled glove box. Solutions of polymers and polymer:PCBM 

blends were prepared as the 1 w% solutions in 1,2-dichlorobenzene 

Figure 4.5: Simple illustrations which depict principles of doctor blade casting are shown in 

left and central part of the figure, while photo of used apparatus is shown right. 
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(orthodichlorobenzene (ODCB)), stirred and heated at 80oC overnight (about 10h) before the 

casting. On the other hand, thin films of PCBM were prepared from the solution with 

chloroform (trichloromethane) used as a solvent, stirred and heated overnight at 50oC, before 

the film preparation. 

 

4.3.2. Organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) 

 

Organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) is a frequently used deposition technique for the 

preparation of the thin films of organic semiconducting small molecules, from submonolayer 

to multilayer films.210-213 The advantage of OMBD is that it enables fabrication of multilayer 

devices in which the thickness of each layer can be controlled more easily, in comparison for 

instance to the doctor-blade casting. In OMBD, molecules are thermally evaporated from the 

evaporation cell, usually in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condition. Preparation in UHV provides 

clean and controlled preparation conditions, which are crucial for the investigation of the 

interaction between the prepared film and surface onto which is deposited. The evaporation 

(effusion) cell designed on the basis of Knudsen cell is an especially suited tool for the well 

governable vapor deposition process, from the resistively heated crucible (container) filled with 

the deposition material.214-215 The control and monitoring of the deposition rate are done by the 

power supply, via adjusting the voltage or current, and also by monitoring pressure via pressure 

readout device. Finally, the deposition rate in praxis is almost always monitored by the quartz 

microbalance. Photo of the evaporation cell used for OMBD experiments is shown in Figure 

4.6. Thin films of fullerene C60 presented in this thesis, were prepared within the UHV system, 

at pressures lower than 1*10-8 mbar.  
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Figure 4.6: Photo of the evaporator used in experiments presented in this work. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

 

 

The polymer thin film solar cells have attracted great attention due to the wide diversity of 

potential fields of application, counting on their main advantages: low cost, light weight, 

environment friendly, simple and large-scale processability from solution. These advantages 

rely on π-conjugated polymers as promising semiconducting materials, which physicochemical 

and electronic properties can be tailored through versatile chemical modifications of their 

structure. These chemical modifications can be subtle, such as grafting of different subunits 

(electron donating or accepting) or side chains within/on the polymer backbone, or larger such 

as dimerization for example. In π-conjugated polymers, changes in the chemical structure can 

be used for fine tuning of the position (energy) of energy levels, interaction with light, 

solubility, chemical stability, thin film formation, and etc. It should be kept in mind that the 

improvement of one physicochemical property by modification of the chemical structure 

without affecting other(s) (even worsening) is a challenging task. Moreover, the knowledge of 

electronic properties of these materials and their interaction with materials found in electronic 

devices (such as organic or inorganic layers and electrodes) is essential for the understanding 

of their self-organization properties in (thin) films. This all would imply that physicochemical 

interaction at all interfaces throughout device should be comprehended, and the energy level 

alignment at the junction between different materials optimized and predictable, as well as 

consequential molecular orientation (of conjugated polymers) in the thin film based organic 
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electronic devices. Hence, the aim of this work is to relate how the distinction in the chemical 

structure between two low band gap (LBG) “polymer pairs” PCPDTBBT & PCPDTTBBTT 

and PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT (different electron withdrawing subunit) and within pairs 

(addition of extra (hexyl)thiophene rings) affects physicochemical properties important for the 

implementation of these polymers as electron donor materials (hole conductors) in OPVs.  

 

5.1. Donor/electrode interfaces 

 

Low band gap copolymers are widely used as promising donor materials for OPVs. One of the 

ways to improve the performance of polymer-based solar cells is a comprehensive 

understanding of the electronic properties of organic materials, especially when these materials 

are in contact with other materials. Hence, the predictability of their interaction (i.e. charge 

transfer, energy level alignment or even chemical reaction) at different organic-inorganic and 

organic-organic functional interfaces present in electronic devices is of high importance. 

Therefore, in this section, the thin films of four LBG polymers with similar and related chemical 

structures are probed, in order to grasp the interplay between their chemical structure and 

electronic properties at interfaces with different model electrodes. 

 

5.1.1. UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy of low band gap polymer 

films 

 

The focus of this section will be on the influence of changes of the chemical structure on the 

optical gap of four LBG polymers: PCPDTBT, PCPDTTBTT, PCPDTBBT, and 
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PCPDTTBBTT, studied via UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy. Thin films of polymers 

were prepared via doctor-blade casting of the 1 w% solution in orthodichlorobenzene on the 

quartz substrate, using the same parameters of the deposition technique as it is the case for 

polymer thin films prepared on different model electrodes. The UV-Vis-NIR absorption 

spectroscopy measurements were performed in order to assess the optical band gap (Eg
opt) of 

each polymer, where Eg
opt corresponds to the energy of the lowest (HOMO  ̶  LUMO) electronic 

transition accessible via absorption of a single photon.30 For a full understanding of the 

properties of organic materials and their implementation in electronic devices, it is very 

important to know the size of the optical band gap. In π-conjugated systems, the presence of 

C=C bond causes light absorption which initiates the electronic transition from the valence into 

the conduction band of the studied system. These are electronic transitions from the highest 

occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO, HOMO  ̶ 1, and etc.) to the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbitals (LUMO, LUMO+1, and etc.), where the lowest HOMO to LUMO transition is 

designated as electronic the π → π* transition. Hence, upon absorption of a photon, an electron 

is excited from the HOMO to LUMO level of the organic semiconductor, still being bound to 

the formed hole via strong Coulombic attraction force. This way formed, the bound electron-

hole pair is referred as exciton, with binding energy in organic semiconductors even up to 1.4 

eV,103 (for different conjugated polymers it has been reported in the range from a few tens of 

meV to 1 eV).216-220 The energy difference between the optical gap and the band gap (electronic 

or transport gap) of the considered polymer is regarded as the value of the electron-hole pair 

binding energy, i.e. the exciton binding energy (ɛb).
221-222 While the HOMO position of the 

polymer thin films is accurately accessible via ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (more 

precisely N ̶ 1 final state),30 the direct measurement of the LUMO position of polymers (more 

precisely N+1 final state) is not possible in our laboratory. Here, with N is represented N-

electron ground state of the molecule, while with N ± 1 is described electron ionized state of 
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that molecule. Therefore, the UV-Vis-NIR absorption measurements of four semiconductive 

LBG polymers were performed in order to be able to estimate LUMO positions of these 

polymers. Both the HOMO and LUMO level positions are equally important in order to 

correctly predict the energy level alignment at the functional interface in electronic devices.  

In Figure 5.1 the UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the thin films of four LBG polymers are 

shown. The thickness of produced films is expected to be in the range reported in Section 4.3.1. 

Generally, in the UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrum of D-A polymer, an alternation of subunits 

in the backbone rises two bands (spectral features). The one with lower energy which extends 

to NIR region of the spectrum belongs to internal charge transfer transition between subunits, 

while high energy band represents π-π* transition. First, what can be noticed in Figure 5.1 is 

that absorption spectra of PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT films are widened towards the NIR 

region (higher wavelength/lower energy) due to a presence of the stronger electron withdrawing 

subunit (BBT),223 bringing the half smaller value of Eg
opt for these in comparison to PCPDTBT 

and PCPDTTBTT, respectively. The optical band gap values are determined from the onset of 

an absorption peak in the spectrum. In the case of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, Eg
opt is 1.44 

and 1.58 eV, respectively, while, for PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT it is 0.69 and 0.78 eV, 

respectively. This substantial decrease of Eg
opt for the “polymer pair” possessing stronger 

electron accepting (BBT) subunit, could also mean that the band gap of this pair is also 

substantially lower than in the case of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT pair.  

It might be expected that a presence of BBT subunit in the polymer structure, more effectively 

reduces bond-length alternation and the HOMO-LUMO (π-π*) energy separation, hence, the 

width of the band gap.224 On the other hand, it is observed that the introduction of thiophene 

(hexylthiophene) spacer rings into the structure of PCPDTBT (PCPDTBBT), only slightly 

increases Eg
opt of the newly formed polymer structure PCPDTTBTT (PCPDTTBBTT). This 

might be a sign that the introduction of thiophene (hexylthiophene) rings does not have such a 
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strong effect on the electronic structure of polymers as the presence of different acceptor 

subunit.  

 

In Table 5.1 are listed values of Eg
opt obtained for four studied polymers.  

 

 

 

 

 

The UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy measurements presented in this work were performed in the 

transmission mode using Lambda 9/19 spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer). The apparatus 

possesses double monochromator. The wavelength range of the spectrophotometer is from 185 

  

  

  

  

  

Polymer  Optical band gap (Eg
opt) 

PCPDTBT 1.44 eV 

PCPDTTBTT 1.58 eV 

PCPDTBBT 0.69 eV 

PCPDTTBBTT 0.78 eV 

Figure 5.1: UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of (a) PCPDTBT (b) PCPDTTBTT (c) 

PCPDTBBT and (d) PCPDTTBBTT. Onset of the absorption is presented on figures by 

intersection of red lines, with also designated maximum of absorption. 

a) b) 

c) d) 

Table 5.1: Obtained values of the optical band gap for four studied polymers. 
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nm to 3200 nm. The step is settable to 0.1 nm, and spectral bandpass might be varied from 0.05 

to 5 nm in the UV/vis and 0.2 to 20 nm in NIR range. The scan speed can be varied from 0.9 to 

960 nm per min. The absorbance accuracy can be measured with ± 0.003%. 

 

5.1.2. PES study of interfaces between thin films of LBG polymers and 

different electrodes 

 

Chemical substitutions significantly affect the electronic structure of organic molecules; an 

impressive example is fluorination which results in a distinct increase of the ionization 

potential.225-226 Therefore, we study first, how the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene 

moieties affects the electronic structure of the polymers and their interfaces. In general, it was 

demonstrated for organic semiconductors that the energy level alignment (ELA) at interfaces 

does not necessarily follow the vacuum level alignment (VLA) regime. Rather, as previously 

mentioned, depending on electronic parameters of the organic thin film and substrate, the 

formation of an interface dipole (Δ) is observed, which is the outcome of the charge transfer 

across the interface.53, 227 Additionally it should be noted, that both the morphology and the 

molecular orientation may have a distinct impact on the interface electronic properties of 

organic semiconductors.74, 228 

In Section 2.2. models for the interpretation of weakly interacting interfaces formed by organic 

semiconductors were proposed. One of the proposed models is the Integer Charge Transfer 

(ICT) model,53, 73, 79 which is found to be the most appropriate for description and interpretation 

of interfaces formed via blade casting of polymer thin films onto substrates which are expected 

to possess nonreactive (due to preparation conditions) surfaces. In this model, depending on the 

relative position of the work function of the substrate (Фsub), pinning of the Fermi level at the 
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so-called ICT+ or ICT˗ levels (states) of the organic semiconductor may happen, i.e. charge 

transfer across the interface occurs until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. In order to gain 

more information about the energetic position of these pinning levels, we study by UPS, the 

ELA of four LBG polymers PCPDTBT, PCPDTBBT, PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTTBBTT on 

substrates with a wide span of the work function values (PEI/ITO = 3.3, ZnO = 3.5 eV, ITO = 

3.8, AuOx/Au = 5.0 eV and PEDOT:PSS = 5.2 eV). In Figure 5.2 (a-e), the corresponding UPS 

spectra of later polymers and substrates are shown, zooming into the region of the secondary 

electron cutoff (SECO, left window) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, right 

window). Values of the measured Фpoly/sub and position of the HOMO onset (Eb(HOMO)) are 

summarized in Table 5.2, together with the ionization potential IP = Eb(HOMO) + Фpoly/sub. It 

is interesting to notice here, that the appearance of the VB region (strictly, bands derived from 

dispersive states in crystals or periodic structures) spectra of four LBG polymers somehow 

reminds to the one of P3HT. In the case of valence band spectrum of P3HT (spectrum is shown 

in Appendix 1), an extended spectral feature with lower binding energy is subscribed to 

delocalized frontier π-states, while more pronounced peak on the higher binding energy side is 

expected to stem from localized π-states,229-231 which is reminiscent to what can be nicely seen 

for (for example) PCPDTBT on ITO. The reason could be, that for four LBG copolymers the 

valence band, hence, the VB spectral features have the major contribution from thiophene 

subunits.232 Nevertheless, the level of contribution of BT or BBT subunits to the VB spectral 

features of polymers cannot be realized without further theoretical and experimental studies. 

Importantly, it is clearly visible that the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene moieties 

only slightly changes the IP (averaged for all substrates) for the “polymer pairs” PCPDTBBT 

& PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT within the error bars of ± 0.1 eV, what can 

be seen in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: UPS spectra of studied LBG polymers (PCPDTBT, PCPDTTBTT, PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT) deposited on four different substrates with a wide range of work function a) 

PEI/ITO, Фsub=3.3 eV, b) ZnO, Фsub=3.5 eV, c) PEI/ITO, Фsub=3.8 eV, d) AuOx/Au, Фsub=5.0 

eV and e) PEDOT:PSS, Фsub=5.2 eV. Where SECO and HOMO onsets are designated with red 

lines. 

c) 

a) b) 

d) 

e) 
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Also, we could see in previous section that the increase of the optical gap (Eg
opt) is very small 

(0.09 eV from PCPDTBBT to PCPDTTBBTT and 0.14 eV from PCPDTBT to PCPDTTBTT) 

with the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene moieties. An increase of Eg
opt upon the 

introduction of thiophene moieties might be expected due to the enlargement of the electron 

donating subunits of the LBG polymer, nevertheless, the size of this effect is rather small as 

mentioned. 

 

             

             

 

Note that the IP cannot be generally regarded as a material constant, because, variations due to 

charge transfer, molecular orientation, and the morphology have been observed.233-235  

Nevertheless, the ionization potential of the polymer thin film, as an inherently “disordered” 

system, is not so prone to changes induced by the change in molecular orientation on different 

substrates (different interaction with the substrate), as in the case of thin films of small 

molecules.74, 235-236 This may explain the slight substrate-dependent variations in the sum IP 

(EHOMO) = Eb(HOMO) + Фpoly/sub (cf. Table 5.2), observed in this work. Thus, observed energy 

level alignment on the different substrates is very similar within two “polymer pairs” 

PCPDTBBT & PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT, but as we will see, highly 

different between them. The corresponding energy level diagrams are shown in Figure 5.3. For 

the low work function substrates PEI/ITO and ZnO (with Фsub = 3.3 eV and 3.5 eV, 

Polymer  IP (eV) 

Work function on substrate (eV) 

(Eb(HOMO) and Δh on substrate (eV)) 

PEI/ITO ZnO ITO AuOx/Au PEDOT:PSS 

PCPDTBT 4.8-4.9 3.4 (1.5) 3.5 (1.4) 3.8 (1.0) 4.1 (0.8) 3.8 (1.0) 

PCPDTTBTT 4.8-4.9 3.7 (1.1) 3.8 (1.1) 3.8 (1.0) 4.1 (0.8) 3.8 (1.0) 

PCPDTBBT 4.6 4.2 (0.4) 4.3 (0.3) 4.3 (0.3) 4.2 (0.4) 4.2 (0.4) 

PCPDTTBBTT 4.6 4.1 (0.5) 4.2 (0.4) 4.2 (0.4) 4.1 (0.5) 4.1 (0.5) 

Table 5.2: Collected electronic structure parameters of the LBG polymers PCPDTBT, 

PCPDTTBTT, PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBTT on five different substrates, as obtained from 

UPS spectra. 
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respectively), pinning is expected if the ICT˗ level exceeds the work function of the substrate. 

In many cases the ICT- level (i.e. the fully relaxed negative polaron level) is found 0.3-0.6 eV 

below the LUMO level referenced to the vacuum level (also labeled, ELUMO or electron affinity-

EA), where EA is determined from inverse photoemission.72, 237-238 Due to lack of inverse 

photoemission data for the studied polymers, we use for a rough estimation of the upper limit 

of the LUMO position, the optical gap according to ELUMO = IP ˗ Eg
opt. The difference between 

EA and ICT- level might partly compensate the neglect of excitonic effects (for instance, 

exciton binding energy ɛb = 0.5 eV for P3HT261) in the estimation presented above. We arrive 

now, for PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT at the LUMO level position of about 3.46 eV and 3.22 

eV below the vacuum level, respectively, i.e. values in the range of the substrate work function 

of PEI/ITO and ZnO, and thus a charge transfer is not necessarily expected. Indeed, in the case 

of the PCPDTBT thin film, no or minor interface dipole of 0.1 eV are observed on PEI/ITO and 

ZnO, respectively, from which we cannot unambiguously conclude that the system is in the 

pinning regime. Nonetheless, in the case of thin films of PCPDTTBTT polymer on PEI/ITO 

and ZnO substrates, interface dipoles of 0.4 and 0.3 eV are found, respectively, and the pinning 

position is found at 3.7-3.8 eV below EVL, which might be regarded as the ICT˗ level of the 

polymer. The FLP has been more expected in the case of PCPDTBT than for PCPDTTBTT, 

due to narrower Eg
opt of the former, hence, expected narrower Eg, higher EA, and potentially 

higher mismatch between the substrate Fermi level and potential polymer ICT˗ level. 

Nevertheless, to remind once again that rather simplified method to estimate LUMO position 

was used. Thus, in the case of PCPDTTBTT, it might be that the Fermi level of PEI/ITO is not 

above the LUMO position of the polymer, but in between the LUMO and ICT˗ level, still 

fulfilling conditions for spontaneous electron transfer from the substrate into the organic film 

at the interface.53 
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Figure 5.3: Energy level diagrams of LBG polymers PCPDTBT, PCPDTTBTT, PCPDTBBT 

and PCPDTTBBTT on five different substrates with a wide range of work function  a) PEI/ITO, 

Фsub  = 3.3 eV b) ZnO, Фsub = 3.5 eV, c) ITO, Фsub = 3.8 eV, d) AuOx/Au, Фsub = 5.0 eV and e) 

PEDOT:PSS, Фsub = 5.2 eV as obtained from the UPS measurements. The LUMO levels in the 

figure are approximated from optical band gaps of polymers. 
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Further, for the pair PCPDTBBT & PCPDTTBBTT the LUMO position (we calculate ELUMO 

(EA) at ~ 3.91 eV for PCPDTBBT, whilst at around 3.82 eV for PCPDTTBBTT) is significantly 

lowered due to the smaller band gap and consequently, we observe distinct interface dipoles for 

these polymers of around 0.9 and 0.8 eV, respectively, on PEI/ITO and ZnO substrates. We 

expect that the condition Фsub < EICT˗ is fulfilled at interfaces of the BBT polymers prepared 

onto PEI/ITO and ZnO substrates. The values of Фpoly/sub found for PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT are 4.2-4.3 and 4.1-4.2 eV, respectively, and they might be assigned to the 

pinning positions (negative polaron levels) of these polymers. We note that values obtained for 

Фpoly/sub and Δ are very similar for the pair PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT.  

In order to study the electronic structure relevant for four LBG copolymers as potential donor 

materials for OPVs, substrates with the higher work function value are subsequently used. 

Hence, the chemically cleaned ITO film on glass, with the work function of 3.8 eV, was the 

next used substrate. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, after deposition of the thin films of PCPDTBT 

and PCPDTTBTT polymers, no change in the SECO value can be observed. This finding 

implies that upon deposition, no change in the value of the work function happens (Фsub = 

Фpoly/sub), and interface dipole equals zero. Hence, the vacuum level alignment has occurred, 

due to the lack of charge transfer across the interfaces. Here, according to ICT model, the 

condition EICT+ > Фsub > EICT˗ is fulfilled. On the other hand, after deposition of the second 

“polymer pair” PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT, significant Δ values of 0.5 and 0.4 eV, 

respectively, are found. The Фpoly/sub value found for PCPDTBBT film was 4.3 eV, whilst for 

PCPDTTBBTT was 4.2 eV. Hence, the Fermi level pinning scenario occurred, with pinning 

positions very similar to what was found for these films prepared on ZnO and PEI/ITO.  

Since the investigated polymers are potential materials for the donor component in solar cells, 

in particular, the position of the positively charged ICT+ level is important. For the high work 

function substrates AuOx/Au and PEDOT:PSS (with Фsub of 5.0 and 5.2 eV), pinning at the 
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ICT+ level is expected since according to obtained results stands Фsub > IP for all polymers, 

thus also Фsub > EICT+ is expected. Indeed, the change of work function upon polymer deposition 

(effective work function Фpoly/sub) is observed, indicating the formation of an interface dipole Δ 

which corresponds to the difference Фsub – Фpoly/sub. Most importantly, within both “polymer 

pairs” (PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT & PCPDTTBBTT), values for Фpoly/sub 

and Δ are almost the same within the error bar of about ± 0.1 eV for a particular substrate (see 

also Table 5.2) suggesting that the position of the pinning levels is practically unaffected by the 

introduction of (hexyl)thiophene spacer rings. Nevertheless, for the polymer pair PCPDTBT 

and PCPDTTBTT, Фpoly/sub of thin films prepared on AuOx/Au has a higher value (in both cases 

4.1 eV) in comparison to films prepared on PEDOT:PSS (c.f. Table 5.2) (in both cases 3.8 eV), 

while being expected to have the same/very similar values. This difference in the ELA outcome 

may be due to particular interaction (n-doping) at the respective interfaces with organic 

substrate PEDOT:PSS. It has been shown that at the very top of PEDOT:PSS films, a non-

negligible amount of Na is present not only in the form of PSS-Na.239 In this work, sodium is 

also found to be present at the surface of PEDOT:PSS film. After blade casting of polymer 

films, might happened that due to the formation of an interlayer, close contact between materials 

is achieved and the reaction of electron transfer from Na to polymer overlayers occurred. As a 

result of n-type of doping at the interfaces, the HOMO and core levels which belong to polymer 

films are shifted towards higher binding energy for about same number of eV, as shown in 

Figure 5.4a, having in mind that the distance core level to HOMO should be constant in a first 

approximation. Nevertheless, the energy level alignment with the polymer PEDOT:PSS 

electrode, which is expected to be driven by the VB derived states of PCPDTBT and 

PCPDTTBTT, seems not affected by the difference in their chemical structure. Hence, the 

relevant electronic structure parameter at the interface with PEDOT:PSS, such as hole injection 

barrier, is found to be the same for PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT. The value found for the pining 
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position close to the HOMO level of PCPDTBT polymer on AuOx/Au (ICT+ level of 4.1 eV) 

is somewhat lower compared to the reported ICT+ level of spin-coated PCPDTBT (4.37 eV),73 

which could be due to the different preparation procedure.  

 

On the other hand, interestingly, in Figure 5.4b is presented that S2p signals of PCPDTBBT 

and PCPDTTBBTT films on AuOx/Au and PEDOT:PSS substrates do not show the difference 

in the binding energy position in magnitude observed for BT carrying polymers on the same 

Figure 5.4: The XPS S2p signals of (a) PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, and (b) PCPDTBBT 

and PCPDTTBBTT polymer films deposited on AuOx/Au and PEDOT:PSS substrates. 

b) 

a) 
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substrates. This finding is very interesting, considering that electron affinity is anticipated to 

have higher values for the BBT polymer pair, hence, n-doping might be expected to have a 

more pronounced effect than in the case of BT polymers. Still, the effect of n-doping, in 

particular, might depend on an electronic structure of the LUMO level of the molecule. It has 

been noticed that for the p-doping of conjugated polymers, the same amount of the same dopant 

has a different influence on the ELA pictures for different polymers.27,32 Also, it has been 

observed that p-doping of conjugated copolymers with the same/similar electron donating 

group has a similar effect on electronic structure, i.e. the formation of the HOMO derived 

states.33 Thus, in view of aforementioned things, and expected very small band gap of BBT 

polymers, the effect of n-doping is less observable in the case of BBT polymers than for the BT 

counterpart polymers where Eg is expected to be wider. It should be mentioned here, that in 

XPS spectra of all studied polymers, there is no evidence of signals which stem from the 

products of a strong chemical reaction (chemisorption, hence, the covalent bond formation) at 

presented polymer/substrate interfaces. Thus, physisorption like interactions are regarded to be 

prevalent at studied interfaces, and responsible for observed ELA at them. 

As a brief conclusion, electronic structure parameters IP (HOMO level and derived states) and 

Eg
opt, and the energy level alignment at interfaces are very similar within each “polymer pair”, 

suggesting that the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene moieties has only minor effect 

on these electronic parameters of polymers relevant for the application in OPVs. 

 

5.1.3. Summary of Section 5.1. 

 

At the very beginning of this section, information collected by UV-Vis-NIR absorption 

spectroscopy done on polymer thin films were presented. Afterwards, UPS and XPS data of 
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four LBG polymers doctor-blade cast on five different substrates with a wide span of the work 

function (Фsub), were considered. Polymers were selected in two groups, according to the 

electron-withdrawing moiety in the structure of the monomer unit. The first polymer pair 

consists of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, while PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT polymers 

represent the second pair. In Section 5.1.1. could be seen that BBT subunit holding polymers 

have about twice smaller optical band gap in comparison to their BT carrying counterparts. The 

Eg
opt values found for PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT are 1.44 and 1.58 eV, whilst for the second 

pair PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT are 0.69 and 0.78 eV, respectively. From this finding, 

two things can be clearly comprehended. First one is that the presence of stronger electron 

accepting subunit benzobisthiadiazole (BBT) in the structure of PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT narrows their optical band gaps in comparison to similar polymer systems 

PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, as a result of the extended conjugation length along the backbone 

of the BBT polymers. Lower Eg
opt values of PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT polymers were 

also commented as a sign of expected lower (electronic) band gaps for this polymer pair in 

comparison to benzothiadiazole (BT) subunit carrying polymers. The second thing is that the 

insertion of additional thiophene (hexylthiophene) rings into the structure of PCPDTBT 

(PCPDTBBT), which leads to derived structure PCPDTTBTT (PCPDTTBBTT), only slightly 

increases the optical band gap of the new polymer. Nevertheless, extended UPS measurements 

of thin films of four LBG polymers showed that last discussed change in the chemical structure 

within the polymer pair, has no influence on their EHOMO, i.e. ionization potential measured for 

both PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT was 4.8-4.9 eV, whereas for PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT was about 4.6 eV, for all used substrates. This might be supported by Density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations, which suggest that the electron accepting subunit in 

donor-acceptor copolymers has a generally greater influence on the position (energy) of the 

LUMO level, whilst the HOMO level is delocalized along the polymer backbone.232, 240 Thus, 
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very generally might be said that in a D-A polymer the LUMO level is determined by the 

LUMO of the electron accepting subunit, whilst the HOMO level mostly resembles in value to 

the HOMO of the electron donor moiety, altogether leading to lower band gap. Furthermore, in 

this section it could be seen, that the energy level alignment pictures obtained for the prepared 

interfaces show a high dependency on the electronic structure of the considered polymer and 

substrate. In general, a deviation from the Schottky-Mott limit (vacuum level alignment), 

formerly considered as a prevalent ELA for this kind of weakly interacting interfaces, was 

observed. The polymer/electrode interfaces within one polymer pair showed similar ELA 

outcomes, while in between pairs distinctively different. For the BBT polymer pair, where the 

band gap is expected to be smaller compared to BT moiety-holding polymer pair, the work 

function of polymer/substrate stack (Φorg/sub) shows almost constant value (within range of ± 

0.1 eV) independent of the work function of the substrate beneath (Φsub). On the other side, 

values of Φorg/sub show greater dispersion in the case of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT thin films, 

with a clear dependence on the underlying substrate work function value. How the work 

function Φorg/sub, of the four LBG polymers changes with the underlying substrate’s work 

functions Φsub, can be seen in Figure 5.5 where characteristic, “Z-like” dependence plots are 

presented. On the left-hand side, the plot for the BT polymer pair can be seen. In the black 

symbols drawn, we notice that obtained points for PCPDTBT follow the line of slope = 1 

dependence expected for the vacuum level alignment with three substrates with the lowest Φsub, 

while they deviate from this trend for two substrates with higher work functions, where the 

slope is expected to be zero. For the polymer film prepared on AuOx/Au substrate, it was found 

that Φorg/sub does not scale linearly with the substrate work function and that the Fermi level is 

pinned at 4.1 eV, what was regarded to be the ICT+ (positive polaron) level of PCPDTBT. 

Thus, according to the ICT model, for Φsub > 4.1 eV, we expect FLP regime at the ICT+ level 

in PCPDTBT film due to electron transfer at the interface from the polymer to the substrate. 
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We could not assess the ICT- (negative polaron) level of PCPDTBT film due to a limited range 

of the work function of used substrates, and it is expected to be lower than 3.3 eV. In the case 

of PCPDTTBTT polymer film, as we can see, the effective work function Φorg/sub shows 

independent behaviour from Φsub for the substrates with the lowest work function values, 

PEI/ITO and ZnO. The Fermi level pinning was observed at 3.7-3.8 eV which was perceived 

as the ICT- level of the polymer, and electron transfer from the substrate to the polymer film at 

the interface was expected. For the same polymer film, deviation from the slope = 1 is also 

expected for Φsub higher than 4.1 eV, as it was the case with PCPDTBT. The Fermi level pinning 

regime is established, and EF is pinned at 4.1 eV below the vacuum level (0.7 eV above 

HOMO), what can be regarded as an ICT+ level of the polymer. The vacuum level alignment 

at the interface of PCPDTTBTT was only observed for the thin film prepared on ITO with Φsub 

= 3.8 eV, which is similar/same to values found to be negative polaron level of the polymer. 

This might imply that for the thin film of PCPDTTBTT, VLA can be merely accomplished on 

substrates with the work function in the range of 3.8 - 4.1 eV, which is interestingly a small 

range of values. In Figure 5.5a can be seen that the data point for the effective work function of 

both polymers on the PEDOT:PSS substrate stands 3.8 eV (marked with a red circle). This 

divergence from the expected value of 4.1 eV, (the ICT+ level of BT-holding polymer pair), 

was explained by possible n-doping, occurred due to the specificity of interaction with 

PEDOT:PSS.241 At that point remark was made, that ELA with high work function substrates 

(anodes) which is important from the point of polymers application, is not substantially changed 

for the thin films of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, regardless of the difference in chemical 

structure. 

The “Z” dependence plot for the thin films of the second polymer pair PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT, is presented in Figure 5.5b. First thing, which can be immediately noticed for 

both polymers, is that Φorg/sub shows independent behaviour on Φsub in the whole range of used 
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substrates (work function values), i.e. the VLA was not observed for all prepared interfaces of 

these two polymers.  

 

The FLP regime was established at all interfaces of thin films of BBT polymer pair onto five 

different substrates with the 1.9 eV span of the work function. Values of the effective work 

function found for all substrates, in the case of PCPDTBBT is in the range 4.2-4.3 eV, whereas 

for the thin film of PCPDTTBBTT is 4.1-4.2 eV. For both polymer thin films, EF was always 

measured around the midgap position, where LUMO levels were estimated using optical 

absorption measurements. Thus, for two substrates with the lowest Φsub, PEI/ITO and ZnO, 

which work functions are expected to be smaller than LUMO level positions of BBT polymers, 

FLP was established with the integer electron (hole) charge transfer towards polymer thin films 

(substrates). The same ELA scenario with the same direction of charge transfer was observed 

for thin films prepared on ITO, where condition EICT˗ > Φsub is also expected to be fulfilled. On 

the other hand, for substrates AuOx/Au and PEDOT:PSS which work functions were measured 

to be greater than IP of polymers (automatically Φsub  > EICT+ realized), interface dipole and 

charge transfer of opposite direction were found. In the case of thin films of BBT polymers on 

PEDOT:PSS substrate, substantial shift of the valence band and core level signals towards 

Figure 5.5: Work functions of (a) BT polymer pair and (b) BBT polymer pair thin films  

prepared on different substrates, displayed as a function of substrate work function. 

b) a) 
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higher binding energies was not observed, as it was the case with BT polymer pair. This is 

understood as a consequence of the electronic and chemical characteristics of BBT polymers. 

Finally, based on the ultralow band gaps perceived for the BBT polymers, and Δh independent 

from the substrate work function observed at interfaces of these materials, it would be especially 

interesting to prepare and study OPV devices utilizing the BBT polymers as donor materials. 

 

5.2. PES study of organic donor/acceptor interfaces for OPV 

devices  

 

Among OPVs, devices based on bulk heterojunction (BHJ) active layer, where donor and 

acceptor materials are mixed into a three-dimensional interpenetrating network, have shown 

promising and constantly improving work efficiency.105 Since the concept of the organic 

heterojunction structure for organic solar cells was presented for the first time in 1986 by 

Tang,172 the donor/acceptor interface and its properties, are under the permanent scrutiny of 

researchers working in the field of OPVs. Generally, it can be said that if no significant 

interfacial chemistry occurs at the organic/organic interface, which is expected not to be the 

case in this work according to properties of used materials, the interaction between materials is 

regarded as a rather physisorptive. Hence, the physisorption is expected to control the charge 

exchange between materials at the junction and determine ELA with all interfacial electronic 

structure parameters. However, the presumption of the ELA at the organic/organic interface, 

based on the knowledge of energy positions of frontier orbitals of the donor and acceptor 

materials individually, and taking into account the common vacuum level, could be highly 

misleading. Verily, the vast amount of reported data, show that the upward and downward 
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vacuum shifts at the organic/organic interface, in the magnitude of tens of meV frequently 

occur.165, 290-291 Moreover, it has been reported, that the electrode (substrate) work function has 

a great influence on ELA throughout whole multilayer stack of an OPV device, hence, on the 

donor/acceptor interface as well.292-295 The energy level alignment at the acceptor/donor 

interface has a huge impact on different processes within the solar cell, among which, the 

efficiency of separation of the light generated charges and their transfer towards electrodes, are 

of the pivotal importance. Hence, the electronic configuration of the all-organic donor/acceptor 

interface determines the energy distances between HOMO and LUMO levels of donor and 

acceptor materials, called HOMO (ΔH) and LUMO (ΔL) offsets, respectively. These should be 

optimized in the solar cell in order to get effective charge separation at the interface.219 An 

important parameter, also defined by the donor/acceptor interface is the energy distance 

between the HOMO level of donor and LUMO level of acceptor material, called the 

photovoltaic gap (ΔDA). The size of the photovoltaic gap presents the potential upper limit of 

the open circuit voltage (VOC),84 i.e. the maximum voltage that solar cell can provide to an external 

circuit under open circuit conditions. Nonetheless, it has been demonstrated that the open circuit 

voltage is not fully independent on the work functions of the electrodes.184-185 Thus, a simple 

increase in the energy distance between the HOMO of donor and the LUMO of acceptor, does 

not necessarily lead to the higher open circuit voltage due to different obstacles. In the 

fabrication of polymer-based solar cells, one of the concepts is to use a conjugated polymer (as 

the donor material) with the low band gap to maximize the absorption of the solar radiation in 

the visible and near-infrared regions and to optimize energy distance between relevant frontier 

orbitals. Also, the higher photon absorption leads to an increased number of photogenerated 

charge carriers, which is reflected in a higher photocurrent. In the previous section, we could 

see that the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene rings only slightly affects the energy 

level alignment at interfaces with used substrates, in comparison to the presence of different 
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electron withdrawing subunit. Hence, it would be highly interesting to check, implications of 

these differences in the chemical structure of polymer pairs on ELA at the donor/acceptor 

interface. Moreover, the performance of solar cells based on polymer:fullerene BHJ depend 

heavily on the electronic interaction of the polymer and fullerene molecular species from which 

the BHJ is composed. The intermolecular interaction between the constituent polymer and 

fullerene species tends to be optimized in an efficient OPVs, as evidenced by efficient charge 

transfer processes and by large changes in the energetics of the polymer and fullerene when 

they are mixed on the molecular level. Since the bulk heterojunction is generally represented 

by the mixture of donor and acceptor materials, its interfacial electronic structure properties are 

not easily characterized, using established surface analysis methods such as UPS, due to 

potential overlapping/mixing of signals originating in different materials.  

Hence, in this work, we first tried to model this donor-acceptor interaction in BHJ via deposition 

of the thin films of fullerene C60 onto the thin films of PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT. The 

thickness of C60 thin can be easily tuned via deposition time and rate, and interaction at an 

interface can be closely monitored. Then, obtained/collected observations about ELA, 

electronic structure parameters and interaction at these planar heterojunctions are compared 

with the data collected in the study of BHJ prepared from PCPDTBT and PCBM materials.  

 

5.2.1. Acceptor/electrode interface 

Fullerene C60/electrode interfaces 

 

Before considering closely donor/acceptor interfaces, we should be familiar with the electronic 

structure of the constituent materials. In the previous section we investigated the electronic 

structure of four LBG polymers, hence, here we briefly show the study of the electronic 
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structure of two state of the art acceptor materials, C60 and its derivative PCBM. Obtained 

results are compared with the literature, where the plethora of data about the latter two 

molecules exists.  

Firstly, the photoemission data of fullerene C60 thin films prepared on three different substrates, 

with progressively increasing work function: PEI/ITO = 3.3 eV, ITO = 4.0 eV and AuOx/Au = 

5.0 eV, are presented. Thin films of fullerene C60 on all substrates were prepared via molecular 

beam deposition, using quartz microbalance to assess the nominal thickness of the obtained 

films. Nominal thicknesses of the deposited films were: 3 nm, 2 nm and 2 nm, following the 

order of the above-listed substrates. The UPS spectra of fullerene C60 overlayer thin films 

(plotted in black) on PEI/ITO, ITO, and AuOx/Au substrates (plotted in gray), are shown in 

Figure 5.6. From the SECO region spectra presented on the left-side panel of the last figure, it 

can be seen that the SECO substantially moves towards lower binding energy for the C60 film 

on PEI/ITO, much less for C60 on ITO, while for the fullerene film on AuOx/Au only a minor 

change in SECO position can be observed. On the right panel, where the valence band region 

is presented, we can see spectra of the vacuum deposited C60 thin film. The spectrum is 

dominated by two peaks, denoted as HOMO-1 (higher Eb)
 and HOMO (lower Eb). The HOMO 

peak with hu symmetry carries ten electrons, while HOMO˗1 has mixed hg + gg symmetry is 

occupied by 18 electrons, and both present pure π molecular orbitals.242 The absence of 

substrate signals suggests that the thin film of C60 is completely formed. This is supported by 

the measured ionization potential of ≈ 6.4 eV for all three studied C60 films, which corresponds 

to the value characteristic for C60 in bulk.243-244 Hence, briefly summarizing measured data here, 

for C60 films on PEI/ITO and ITO, the Fermi level pinning regime can be confirmed, where the 

obtained value of Φorg/sub = 4.3 eV in both cases can be regarded as the value of EICT˗, which 

shows good agreement with literature reported values.73 This is the scenario where the Fermi 

https://simple.wiktionary.org/wiki/plotted
https://simple.wiktionary.org/wiki/plotted
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level of an electrode is placed closest possible to the LUMO level of a molecule, creating the 

smallest possible Δe for the undoped material. 

 

On the other side, for the fullerene C60 on AuOx/Au, VLA can be inferred at the interface of 

materials. In Table 5.3 are listed electronic structure parameters obtained from UPS 

measurements of the C60 thin films deposited onto PEI/ITO, ITO and AuOx/Au substrates, while 

the ELA diagrams of corresponding interfaces are presented in Figure 5.7.  

 

 

 

Molecule 
IP 

(eV) 

Work function on substrate 

(eV) 

Expected LUMO onset and Δe 

on substrate (eV) 

PEI/ITO ITO AuOx/Au PEI/ITO ITO AuOx/Au 

C60 6.4 4.3 4.3 4.9 0.3 0.3 0.9 

Table 5.3: Summed up electronic structure parameters of the thin film of C60 on three different 

substrates with the wide span of the work function, as obtained from UPS spectra. 

Figure 5.6: The UPS spectra of the fullerene C60 thin films, and three corresponding substrates 

PEI/ITO, ITO and AuOx/Au, on which C60 was deposited. 
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PCBM/electrode interfaces 

 

While the solubility of C60 is generally low in organic solvents,245 its derivatives with attached 

side chains such as PCBM, have shown improved solubility in the wide variety of solvents, 

which give them a possibility to be processed on the large-scale from solution.31, 246-247 It has 

been also reported that side chains attached to C60 have an effect on the electronic structure of 

the molecule, as well as the morphology of the film.247-250 In this section, the UPS spectra of 

the fullerene derivative PCBM prepared on PEI/ITO (Φsub = 3.3 eV) and ITO (Φsub = 4.0 eV) 

substrates, will be presented. The thin films of PCBM are prepared by doctor-blade casting 

from 1 w% chloroform solution. As can be noticed from the left frame (SECO position) of 

Figure 5.8, after casting of the thin film of PCBM on PEI/ITO and ITO substrates, SECO 

position changes towards lower binding energy in both cases. This SECO decrease for the 

deposited PCBM film on both substrates depicts the rise of Δ at both created interfaces. In the 

right panel of Figure 5.8 can be seen UPS spectra of the upper valence levels of PCBM thin 

films prepared on PEI/ITO and ITO substrates, with corresponding substrate spectra. Obtained 

Figure 5.7: Energy level alignment diagrams of fullerene C60 thin films deposited on (a) 

PEI/ITO, (b) ITO and (c) AuOx/Au electrodes (substrates). The position of LUMO level of C60 

is deduced from the literature taken value of Eg. In cases depicted under a) and b), condition ФS 

< EICT- is expected to be fulfilled, whereas in the case under c), condition EICT+ > ФS > EICT-.  

a) b) c) 
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spectra resemble the spectrum of C60, with dominant HOMO (lower Eb)  and HOMO-1 (higher 

Eb) signals, which is the clear sign that valence band signals stem mostly from the C60 cage, 

rather than side chains present in PCBM. The HOMO onset values (Eb(HOMO)) are found to 

be 2.0 eV for PCBM on PEI/ITO and similarly 1.9 eV on ITO substrate, referenced to EF (0 

eV). The ionization potential (IP) of PCBM film obtained from measurements on the two 

substrates is 6.1 eV, the value which is in excellent agreement with values reported in the 

literature.73, 248  

 

 

The lower IP of PCBM in comparison to C60 can be subscribed to the presence of the attached 

side chains on buckyball. Furthermore, measured effective work functions (Φorg/sub) are very 

similar; 4.1 eV for PCBM on PEI/ITO and 4.2 eV for PCBM on ITO. These pinning positions 

of the Fermi level within the PCBM band gap are recognized as the negative polaron (ICT-) 

level of PCBM, and they show good agreement with literature reported value of 4.3 eV.73 Here 

we conclude that Fermi level pinning occurred due to fulfilled condition EICT˗ > Φorg/sub. As 

Figure 5.8: The UPS spectra of the fullerene PCBM thin films, and two corresponding 

substrates PEI/ITO and ITO, on which PCBM was deposited. 
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mentioned in the section above, this scenario where the Fermi level of electrode is pinned 

closest to the LUMO level of molecule, creates the smallest possible Δe. Electronic structure 

parameters obtained for two PCBM films, doctor-blade cast onto PEI/ITO and ITO are listed 

in Table 5.4, whilst resulting energy level alignment diagrams, are presented in Figure 5.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molecule 
IP 

(eV) 

Work function on 

substrate (eV) 

Expected LUMO 

onset and Δe on 

substrate (eV) 

PEI/ITO ITO PEI/ITO ITO 

PCBM 6.1 4.1 4.2 0.3 0.4 

Table 5.4: Summary of electronic structure parameters of the thin film of PCBM on PEI/ITO 

and ITO electrodes, as obtained from UPS spectra. 

Figure 5.9: Energy level alignment diagrams of fullerene derivative PCBM thin films deposited 

on (a) PEI/ITO and (b) ITO electrodes (substrates). The position of LUMO level of PCBM is 

deduced from the literature taken value of Eg. 

a) b) 
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5.2.2. Donor/acceptor interface in planar heterojunction 

 

Energetics at C60/PCPDTTBTT interface prepared on three different 

substrates    

 

In this section, the thin film overlayer of C60 is prepared onto three thin films of PCPDTTBTT, 

which have shown three different ELA alignment outcomes with substrates beneath. The thin 

film deposited on AuOx/Au has shown FLP close to the HOMO level, on ITO substrate has 

shown VLA, and on PEI/ITO substrate FLP close to the LUMO level. Now, it would be 

interesting to check how those differences may affect interaction at the interface with the 

acceptor material fullerene C60.   

Hence, in Figure 5.10 are presented UPS data which are recorded for the overlayer of C60 

deposited onto PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO), PCPDTTBTT/ITO and PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) 

stacks. Firstly, from the bottom left spectra for C60 on PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO) can be seen that 

SECO barely changes its position after evaporation of 3 nm (~ 3 monolayers, ML) thick film 

of fullerene. This means that no interface dipole is created at this C60/PCPDTTBTT interface, 

and the VLA regime is established. On the right-hand side panel, bottom spectrum, we can see 

fully developed HOMO peaks of C60, with onset located at 2.6 eV below EF (0 eV). Moreover, 

the weak interaction (vacuum level alignment) can be also perceived for the interface made of 

about 3 nm fullerene C60 vacuum evaporated onto the PCPDTTBTT/ITO stack. As can be seen 

from the middle spectra of Figure 5.10 (left panel), the SECO value shows no changes to what 

was observed for PCPDTTBTT covered ITO. The HOMO onset of fullerene on the 

PCPDTTBTT/ITO system is again located 2.6 eV below the Fermi level (0 eV), what can be 

seen in the right middle spectrum. Lastly, from the top left spectra of Figure 5.10 can be seen 

that after the evaporation of about 4 nm thick fullerene C60 film on the 
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PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) system, the SECO is shifted for 0.2 eV to the lower binding energy 

creating an interface dipole of the same size. Observed SECO shift (i.e. EVL upward shift), gives 

the new value of the work function, which is now calculated to be 4.3 eV. On the right panel 

where the valence band region spectra are presented, the top spectrum of C60 shows the onset 

value of 2.1 eV. It is interesting to notice here that in the case of the top spectrum, SECO and 

Eb(HOMO) are shifted for about 0.5 eV towards lower binding energy in comparison to lower 

two spectra. In all three cases of the thin films of C60, obtained ionization potential was found 

to be ≈ 6.4 eV, which matches very well with the literature and previously found values.   

 

The above presented UPS data are further converted into the ELA diagrams shown in Figure 

5.11, in order to determine the electronic properties of studied C60/PCPDTTBTT interfaces. In 

Figure 5.11 and all following ELA diagrams in Section 5.2.2., for the determination of energy 

level alignment scenarios at the mimicked p-n junctions for solar cells (donor-acceptor 

Figure 5.10: The UPS spectra of the fullerene C60 thin films, deposited onto three different 

PCPDTTBTT stacks. 
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interfaces), the optical band gap was used to approximate the position of the LUMO level 

(represented with yellow dashed line) of donor (polymer) materials, while the transport gap 

(from the literature) was used for the same reason in the case of the acceptor material (C60). 

Nonetheless, the approach used here can also give valuable insight into the comprehension of 

the nature of interaction, energy and charge transfer at these organic/organic interfaces, hence, 

provide an explanation of the obtained energy level alignment scenarios. Now, the obtained 

ELA alignment for the bilayer stack C60/PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO) is presented in Figure 5.11a. 

From the ELA scheme can be seen, that after casting of PCPDTTBTT thin film on PEI/ITO, an 

interface dipole of 0.4 eV was established at the latter interface. The Fermi level of the substrate 

was pinned at 3.7 eV below EVL what was at first regarded as the potential ICT- level of 

PCPDTTBTT polymer. After evaporation of C60, no interface dipole was observed at the 

C60/PCPDTTBTT interface. What can be also noticed in Figure 5.11a is that the HOMO 

position of the polymer is below the LUMO position of fullerene, hence, no direct spontaneous 

charge transfer is expected between materials at the interface. Additionally, a conclusion might 

be drawn that in the obtained VLA scenario, the effective work function of the 

PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO) stack is greater than the electron affinity of C60, i.e. the Fermi level of 

the latter stack (shown as a brown dashed line) is located above the bottom of the conduction 

band (the LUMO level) of C60, determined by inverse photoemission in the literature to be ~ 

4.0 eV.251-252 This scenario of EF being placed above the empty part of the conduction band is 

implausible from the point of view of thermodynamic equilibrium. By the ICT model, if the 

FLP at polaron (ICT) level occurs in the first organic layer, then, FLP might be expected as 

well in the organic overlayer if the conditions: EICT˗ > Фpoly/sub or Фpoly/sub > EICT+
 are fulfilled. 

Additionally, in Section 5.2.1. it was shown that deposition of fullerene C60 thin film on a 

nonreactive substrate with Фsub < 4.3 eV would lead to pinning of EF close to LUMO level of 

C60 at 4.3 eV referenced to the vacuum level. Regarding the fact that the conditions mentioned 
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above are fulfilled, pinning of EF at 4.3 eV with the formation of a substantial interface dipole 

(Δ) of 0.6 has been expected. Nevertheless, no EVL shift at the C60/PCPDTTBTT interface was 

found, and the vacuum level alignment is established, without charge transfer. This finding is 

further supported by the absence of the charging effect we observed during the photoemission 

measurements. The explanation for this outcome might be found in FLP regime at the trap states 

within the previously forbidden band gap of the donor material PCPDTTBTT, rather than at 

ICT- (negative polaron) level. It has been reported that the trap or gap states are significantly 

inherent to (especially polymer) organic semiconductor thin films which are far from having an 

ideal crystal structure, and their density of states is related to the microscopic 

structural/morphological imperfections and irregularities, to impurities originating from 

synthetic or material processing, and/or the molecular design of the copolymer itself. 57-58,61  

Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the density of states of the organic semiconductors, 

particularly gap states, critically influences the pinning position of Fermi level.253 254 However, 

the density of states of trap states is expected to be lower than in the valence band, i.e. trap 

states are not expected to possess that amount of charge as polymer states.255 Hence, in the case 

of the thin film of PCPDTTBTT, at the energy of 3.7 eV below the EVL, no significant charges 

can be found, and charge transfer cannot occur towards the LUMO level of fullerene at the 

C60/PCPDTTBTT interface. As a consequence, EF of the PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO) stack is not 

“pinned” in the proximity of the LUMO level (ICT- level) of C60, and no interface dipole can 

be observed. Thus, the reason for a different ELA of PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT films with 

low Фsub substrates PEI/ITO and ZnO, might be in the observed distinction in morphology and 

orientation properties measured for the thin films of the latter polymers, more precisely, the 

weaker self-organization properties found for PCPDTTBTT films. These observations about 

the difference in morphology between PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT thin films are going to be 

discussed in Section 5.4., as closely related to the change in the chemical structure of two 
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polymers. In addition, the energy level alignment diagram of the C60/PCPDTTBTT/ITO bilayer 

system is shown in Figure 5.11b. As presented, VLA is found at both donor/substrate and 

acceptor/donor interfaces. The absence of the EF pinning in the PCPDTTBTT layer means that 

no charge carriers are present at the energy of 3.8 eV below the vacuum level (this energy lies 

in the gap of PCPDTTBTT) and no pinning can occur in the second organic layer, in agreement 

with the literature.53 Although Fermi level is depicted in polymer and fullerene layers by the 

brown dashed line, no charge is expected to be at that energy represented by EF in both organic 

layers. Thus, as in the case presented above, thermodynamically is impossible that EF (charge) 

is present above the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the C60 layer. Moreover, 

the electrostatic interaction between the substrate and fullerene layer is not expected to occur, 

due to the polymer layer in between them which prevents the tunneling of charges.79 Hence, as 

a result, the vacuum level alignment at the acceptor/donor interface can be enclosed, without 

charge transfer taking place at the junction. Lastly, the ELA diagram of the C60 film prepared 

on the PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) system will be discussed. The latter diagram is presented in 

Figure 5.11c and as can be seen, at the PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) interface the substrate Fermi 

level is pinned 0.8 eV above the HOMO level of the polymer (at 4.1 eV below EVL), rising huge 

interface dipole of -0.9 eV. After the deposition of C60 film, interface dipole with opposite sign 

of 0.2 eV is measured at the fullerene/polymer interface. This leads to the increase of the 

effective work function from 4.1 eV to 4.3 eV, due to pinning of EF at 0.3 eV below the expected 

LUMO position of fullerene. In this case, where the effective work function of the 

PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) system is smaller than the ICT- level of C60, ICT model predicts FLP 

close to the LUMO level of fullerene C60. According to the obtained energy level alignment 

scenario at considered organic/organic interface, the electron transfer has occurred towards the 

LUMO level of the C60 layer. Truly, as it is shown, the Fermi level of PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) 

stack is pinned in the C60 overlayer at 4.3 eV below the vacuum level, what was found to be the 
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position of negative polaron level of C60. Thus, the observed pinning position in PCPDTTBTT 

polymer prepared on AuOx/Au substrate can be indeed recognized as the ICT+ level. From the 

analysis of obtained detailed XPS spectra, a chemical reaction between C60 and PCPDTTBTT, 

with measurable products, can be ruled out. From the above listed data, we could see that the 

largest photovoltaic gap is found for C60/PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) bilayer system.  

 

Here, the photovoltaic gap ΔEDA is expected to be around 1.0 eV, whilst, for the other two 

systems, ΔDA value of 0.8 eV is deduced. The interface dipole measured at the C60/PCPDTTBTT 

interface on the golden substrate is expected to have a positive influence on (i.e increase) the 

a) 

c) 

b) 

Figure 5.11: Energy level alignment diagrams of the fullerene C60 thin films deposited onto (a) 

PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO), (b) PCPDTTBTT/ITO and (c) PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au) systems.  
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open-circuit voltage (VOC).203 Moreover, the smallest Δh found for this bilayer system on 

AuOx/Au is expected also to boost the performance of a solar cell made of these materials, due 

to increased the built-in potential and fill factor.84 

 

Energetics at C60/PCPDTBBT interface prepared on PEI/ITO and AuOx/Au 

substrates    

 

The effective work function of the donor/electrode systems made by preparation of the thin 

films of BBT polymers on five substrates (with the 1.9 eV huge span of the work function), 

shows almost the same value. This localization of the position of EF within the band gap of the 

BBT polymers, it is believed to be mainly the consequence of the very narrow band gaps 

expected for these, rather than the presence of trap states. Here, the UPS study of the 

acceptor/donor interfaces prepared by the vacuum evaporation of fullerene C60 onto 

PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) and PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) systems, is presented. The aim of the 

study is to explore the influence of the electronic structure parameters found at the 

polymer/substrate interface, on interaction at the C60/polymer interface. As aforementioned in 

the text, for the PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) interface FLP close to the LUMO is expected, whilst 

for the PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) interface is anticipated FLP close to the HOMO level. Hence, 

in Figure 5.12, the UPS spectra are presented for the C60 film prepared on 

PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO)  and  PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) stacks. From the bottom spectra of the 

SECO panel, it can be seen that after evaporation of 6-7 ML of C60, onset position is shifted for 

0.1 eV to lower binding energy side, taking the new value of 16.9 eV. The observed shift brings 

an upward deviation of EVL creating an interface dipole, hence, an increase of the work function 

is found for the new bilayer stack. The new value of the work function is now calculated to be 

ФC60/poly/sub = 4.3 eV. On the right-hand side panel, the bottom spectrum of C60 shows fully 
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developed characteristic HOMO features, with onset position of 2.1 eV below the Fermi level 

(0 eV). Furthermore, after preparation of the 4 nm thick fullerene C60 film onto the PCPDTBBT 

coated AuOx/Au substrate, the SECO shift of the same magnitude and direction is observed as 

in the above presented case. It can be seen in Figure 5.12 from the left top spectra, that the 

SECO onset position decreases for 0.1 eV, i.e. the work function value increases to 4.3 eV. The 

HOMO onset of the C60 film is measured to be at 2.1 as can be seen from the top right spectrum. 

For both fullerene C60 films, after addition of the SECO and HOMO onset values, the ionization 

potential of 6.4 eV is obtained.  

 

The obtained ELA diagrams for C60/PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) and C60/PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) 

bilayer systems are summarized in Figure 5.13. Firstly, as shown in the left diagram, after the 

preparation of the thin film of PCPDTBBT onto PEI/ITO, a huge vacuum level shift was 

observed and Δ of 0.9 eV was measured. The FLP regime was established at this interface, with 

EF in the band gap of 4.2 eV beneath EVL, and 0.4 eV above the measured HOMO level of the 

polymer. After the evaporation of fullerene C60 film, EVL shifts upward for 0.1 eV, which is the 

Figure 5.12: The UPS spectra of the fullerene C60 thin films, deposited onto 

PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) and PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) stacks. 
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value of established interface dipole at the C60/PCPDTBBT interface. Thus, the FLP regime 

might be deduced at the C60/PCPDTBBT interface, with the interfacial charge transfer of 

electrons to the C60 overlayer. In agreement with ICT model, EF is found pinned at 4.3 eV 

referenced to the vacuum level, which is exactly the position of which was regarded as the ICT- 

level of fullerene C60.  

 

We find here that the acquired ELA scenario for C60/PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) stack is well 

explainable by the ICT model. The ELA diagram of the second bilayer stack 

C60/PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) is presented in Figure 5.13b. After huge interface dipole (-0.8 eV) 

was found at the PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) interface and the effective work function of 4.2 eV 

was measured, at the C60/PCPDTBBT interface small deviation of the vacuum level is observed 

(Δ = 0.1 eV), and the work function of 4.3 eV is measured. The diagram shows that after blade 

casting of the PCPDTBBT thin film onto the electrode AuOx/Au which work function was 

found to be higher than the ionization potential of the polymer, the effective work function was 

acquired to be 4.2 eV, for 0.1 eV lower than the ICT- level of C60. This may explain why the 

FLP regime is established with a small shift of EVL at the C60/PCPDTBBT interface. From the 

Figure 5.13: Energy level alignment diagrams of the fullerene C60 thin films deposited on (a) 

PCPDTBBT/(PEI/ITO) and (b) PCPDTBBT/(AuOx/Au) systems.  

a) b) 
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obtained ELA scenario, the HOMO (D) – LUMO (A) gap is expected to stay at about 0.7 eV, 

as in the case of the previous C60/PCPDTBBT interface. As it was the case with donor/acceptor 

interfaces presented in the previous section, also at C60/PCPDTBBT there is no proof in XPS 

spectra of the chemical reaction between materials.  

 

5.2.3. Donor/acceptor interface in bulk heterojunction 

 

Unlike the planar heterojunctions (PHJ) presented in the previous section, the interfacial 

electronic properties of the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) are more complicated for the 

characterization using established surface analysis methods such as UPS. In the case of above-

presented PHJs, due to expected more abrupt separation between donor and acceptor materials, 

the interface energetics could be studied in a thorough manner. On the other hand, in the blend 

systems, the work function of a single component is only partially accessible and relevant 

energy levels are frequently overlapped. Nonetheless, the valence energy level alignment in the 

BHJ can be studied via core level shifts related to each component, assuming a constant 

energetic separation between the corresponding core level and the HOMO level.256-257 The 

focus of this section is on the ELA in BHJ, made by LBG semiconducting polymer PCPDTBT 

as a donor and fullerene derivative PCBM as an acceptor material. Samples of 

PCPDTBT:PCBM blends with 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 mixing ratio, as well as pristine film of 

PCPDTBT, are prepared from 1 w% solution in orthodichlorobenzene on ITO substrates, with 

the work function of 4.0 eV. The XPS technique is employed for the acquisition of data. The 

energy level alignment is determined by relating binding energies of signals characteristic for 

a single component, hence, the S2p peak is taken for PCPDTBT and O1s for PCBM. More 

precisely, the S2p3/2 signal which stems from sulfur atoms of dithiophene part of the polymer, 

and oxygen O1s from the methoxy group of PCBM, are used. The XPS is recognized to be a 
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suitable technique for the assessment of ELA in blend films. For the blends of similar polymer 

systems such as P3HT,258 PCDTBT,259 an accumulation of PCBM close to the substrate is 

found, even for the 1:1 ratio blends, whilst polymer wetting layer occurred at the surface of the 

blend films. Thus, according to ref.158 calculated mean free path of S2p and O1s electrons are 

estimated to be about 3.3 and 2.6 nm, respectively, indicating that the bulk of the thin film is 

probed more than just a surface, which should represent the blend faithfully. Yet, before XPS 

data of the PCPDTBT:PCBM blends are shown, it would be useful to recall findings collected 

for PCPDTBT and PCBM prepared on ITO substrate, listed in previous sections. In Section 

5.1.2. it has been shown, that for the thin film of PCPDTBT, FLP is expected for substrates 

with Фsub > 4.1 eV, whilst on the other three used substrates VLA was found. Hence, for 

PCPDTBT cast on ITO with Фsub = 3.8 eV, vacuum level alignment was inferred. For this 

PCPDTBT/ITO stack, the binding energy of S2p3/2 signal was determined to be 163.5 eV 

relative to the HOMO onset, and 168.3 eV relative to EVL, where in Figure 5.14 is shown the 

peak binding energy position related to the Fermi level. On the other side, at the beginning of 

this section, FLP regime with EF at 4.2 eV below the vacuum level, was found for the PCBM 

thin film on ITO (Фsub  = 4.0 eV). For the high binding energy component of the O1s core level 

(oxygen from the methoxy group), energy distances (O1s-HOMO) and (O1s-EVL) were 

determined to be 531.6 eV and 537.7 eV, respectively. In Figure 5.14 is presented the 

aforementioned O1s signal with the binding energy of the oxygen from the methoxy group 

referenced to EF. Here should be stressed that in the following text, the energetic distance core 

level to vacuum level will be used for the determination of the ELA of two materials with the 

substrate and in between them in BHJ, taking into account that the HOMO to core level and the 

HOMO to vacuum level (IE) are constants. Thus, for the ITO substrate (Фsub = 4.0 eV), the 

vacuum level alignment is expected at the interface with PCPDTBT, but the Fermi level pinning 

at the junction with PCBM material. Moreover, the vacuum level alignment regime might be 
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expected between PCPDTBT and PCBM in the blend according to their electronic structure, 

i.e. the position of relevant frontier orbitals. The energy position of the LUMO level of PCBM 

is above the HOMO of polymer, hence, no direct ground state charge transfer is expected to 

occur. In that case of VLA, calculated energy distance between the S2p signal from PCPDTBT 

and O1s signal from PCBM, should be: O1s ˗ S2p = 537.7 ˗ 168.3 = 369.4 eV.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turning back now to XPS data of PCPDTBT:PCBM blends, in Figure 5.15a are presented 

overview spectra of pristine PCPDTBT and three corresponding blend films, plus detail spectra 

of S2p and O1s core levels of latter films. The S2p peak binding energy found for the pristine 

polymer is measured to be 164.4 eV, which is for 0.1 eV smaller than the peak position 

measured for the same polymer on ITO with Фsub = 3.8 eV. Considering that peak positions are 

referenced to EF (0 eV), this would mean that the HOMO level of the PCPDTBT polymer is for 

0.1 eV closer to the substrate Fermi level, in the new experiment. Having in mind that IP of 

PCPDTBT showed constant value by preparation on different substrates, i.e. the HOMO level 

to EVL distance is constant, the measured S2p position is expected in terms of the higher value 

of the work function. Although 0.2 eV smaller binding energy of S2p signal is expected in the 

new experiment due to the difference in work function values of two ITO substrates, obtained 

Figure 5.14: The XPS S2p signal of PCPDTBT thin film on ITO with Фsub = 3.8 eV (left), and 

O1s signal of PCBM deposited onto ITO with Фsub = 4.0 eV (right). 

b) a) 
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binding energy of S2p might suggest (taking into account the measurement error of technique) 

that the foreseen VLA is established at the interface of PCPDTBT with ITO (Фsub = 4.0 eV).  

 

In Figure 5.15 (b and c) can be seen that S2p signal for the blend 1:1 thin film is measured at a 

binding energy of 164.0 eV, while O1s signal at 533.5 eV. It is noteworthy to remind here that 

for PCBM deposited on ITO substrate with the same work function value, the O1s peak was 

found at the same position, as can be seen in the previous figure. This would imply that energy 

levels of PCBM in the 1:1 blend are measured at the same position relative to the Fermi level, 

as it was the case for the pristine film. Different shape of the O1s peak observed for this blend 

is the result of lower film thickness (see the red spectrum with In3d signal in Figure 5.15) and 

contribution from the substrate oxygen signal (not a signal from the product of chemical 

Figure 5.15: The XPS overview spectra of pristine PCPDTBT and two blends with PCBM with 

designated regions of S2p and O1s peaks are shown in (a), whilst in (b) and (c) are shown 

enlarged regions of S2p and O1s signals, respectively. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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reaction at the interface), and should not have a substantial influence on the ELA in the blend. 

On the contrary, the obtained binding energy of the S2p3/2 peak in the 1:1 blend film is shifted 

for 0.4 eV to the lower binding energy in comparison to the pristine film, which suggests that 

PCPDTBT in the blend shows different energy level alignment. Obtained ELA diagram, at the 

PCPDTBT/PCBM interface for 1:1 blend is shown in Figure 5.16a. Calculated energetic 

distance between S2p3/2 and (methoxy) O1s core levels for 1:1 blend stands 369.5 eV, hence, 

corresponds to an interface dipole of Δ= ˗0.1 eV at the interface of PCPDTBT and PCBM in 

the 1:1 blend. Moreover, while O1s signal preserves the same position in the 1:2 blend, S2p 

peak is shifted for an additional 0.1 eV to lower binding energy.  The energetic distance between 

S2p and O1s is found to be 369.6 eV in a more diluted blend, which would mean that Δ at the 

polymer:fullerene interfaces in 1:2 blend is ˗0.2 eV, depicted in Figure 5.16b. Lastly, in 1:3 

blend, S2p signal is shifted by 0.1 eV while O1s by 0.2 eV towards lower binding energy, 

creating interface dipole at their interface of - 0.1 eV, as shown in Figure 5.16c. Hence, for this 

blend, neither the polymer nor PCBM is in the vacuum level alignment regime with ITO 

substrate. From three ELA diagrams shown above, it can be inferred that resulting ELA in the 

PCPDTBT:PCBM blend seems dependent on the mixing ratio of the blend, causing a variation 

in energy offsets with EF, which is found pinned close to the LUMO of PCBM. Observed shift 

of energy level which belongs to the polymer in prepared blends, in comparison to the pristine 

polymer film, might be understood as a function of the blending amount of PCBM. Indeed, it 

was observed that in polymer:fullerene derivative blends, change in the position of the polymer 

valence band occurs due to polarization effects, i.e. the change in an electrostatic environment 

of the polymer caused by the presence of fullerene molecules, having in mind that PCBM 

possesses a permanent dipole moment.260-261
 Minor interface dipoles at the PCPDTBT:PCBM 

interface in blend films, might be supported by the electronic structure of participating 

materials, as commented above, and the weak interaction between materials might be inferred, 
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still, the charge transfer between materials cannot be ruled out. The HOMO level (IP) of 

PCPDTBT was measured to be around 4.8 eV, while the literature reported LUMO level (EA) 

value of PCBM, obtained via IPES was 3.8 eV.251   

 

Thus, as aforementioned, no direct charge transfer from the HOMO level of donor to the LUMO 

level of acceptor is expected even in the blend solutions, however, the potential transfer of an 

excited electron from the LUMO of PCPDTBT to the LUMO of PCBM is expected to be 

possible for all mixing ratios according to energies of these frontier orbitals. Generally, electron 

transfer processes occur at different interfaces in various types of (opto)electronic devices such 

a) b) 

Figure 5.16: Schematic energy level alignment diagrams of the PCPDTBT:PCBM blend with 

three mixing ratios a) 1:1, b) 1:2 and c) 1:3. Here should be noted that both materials obtain 

contact with the substrate, hence diagrams might look bit misleading. Nonetheless, from the 

extended line (dashed) which represents EVL of substrate, reader can easily find the electronic 

structure parameters at the PCBM/ITO interface. For the polymer is used the optical gap (Eg
opt) 

for an estimation of the LUMO position, while for PCBM is taken literature value of the band 

gap, obtained via IPES.  

c) 
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as solar cells and light emitting diodes, and they are crucial for the functioning of the latter. 

Thus, for the potential utilization of a certain blend as active layer for an efficient BHJ based 

solar cell, the information about the efficiency of the local electron dynamics at the interface of 

constituent parts of BHJ, as an essential point of the solar cell where the initial charge separation 

occurs, should be obtained. For the presented three PCPDTBT:PCBM blends, the charge 

transfer time dynamics at the donor:acceptor interfaces was studied by the core-hole clock 

method.22,23,262 This method is frequently used to study the charge transfer dynamics at different 

interfaces with the core-hole lifetime as an internal time reference to track the charge transfer 

process. The core-hole clock method can be described as a two step model, with the core 

excitation as a first and the core-hole decay as the second step. In short, a core electron of the 

material (in this work PCPDTBT polymer) is excited to the unoccupied orbitals by absorption 

of a soft x-ray photon. Hence, one valence electron falls to the core hole while another valence 

electron leaves into the vacuum as an Auger electron. During the lifetime of core-hole, the 

excited electron can either stay at the core-hole site and screens the decay as a spectator 

(spectator Auger decay) or can take part in the decay process (participator Auger decay). On 

the other hand, the excited electron can be transfered to the band or unoccupied state of the 

contact material (substrate or acceptor material such as PCBM used in this work) in charge 

transfer decay (CT Auger decay). In this work, PCPDTBT in pristine and in blend films has 

been studied with the core-hole clock method applied to electron spectra containing kinetic 

energies in the vicinity of the S KL2,3L2,3 normal Auger transition with the X-ray photon energy 

varied over the S K edge resonance. In the blends, unoccupied electronic states are shared 

between materials, where the π* orbital of the thiophene unit (S-C bond) is expected to have a 

larger overlap with the π* system of PCBM, in comparison to the π* orbital that is more localized 

on the S-N bond of the benzothiadiazole unit. The excitation of the S2p core electron via photon 

energies below the photoionization threshold close to S-K edge, shows that PCPDTBT:PCBM 
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favours delocalization of the core-excited electrons via intermolecular charge transfer to 

PCBM. The charge transfer time decreases with the addition of PCBM, up to mixing ratio 

somewhere between 1:2 and 1:3 (this ratio is found generally to be the best ratio for the 

photovoltaic performance), when is expected that an interfacial area does not increase any more, 

and no further increase of the density of states at the interface occurs. The observed decrease in 

the charge transfer time for the blend system compared to the pristine polymer is 86%, and the 

blend also exhibits the fastest charge transfer recorded up to now for the polymer:PCBM blend 

of 170 as (220 as was previously fastest charge transfer time, measured for the P3HT:PCBM 

blend).  

Finalizing this section, from the above shown and discussed results a few conclusions can be 

drawn about presented PCPDTBT:PCBM blends. Firstly, obtained ELA scenarios to some 

extent differ from what is being expected from the electronic structure of materials (energy of 

frontier orbitals) and substrate (work function) considered separately. The electrostatic 

polarization in  an intimate 3-dimensional mixture such as BHJ is perceived as different than in 

the PHJ where 2-dimensional contact between materials is expected, hence, the donor:acceptor 

ratio in BHJ is expected to have an influence on the ELA in between materials and latter with 

the substrate. For studied thin films, this can be nicely seen on the example of the ELA of 

PCPDTBT in blends. Furthermore, it is inferred that the ICT model cannot be applied 

straightforwardly for the explanation of the obtained ELA pictures. Finally, shortly discussed 

charge transfer dynamics measurements have shown that studied blends have a certain potential 

for the implementation as active material in solar cells. Additionally, these measurements 

brought new information about the interaction between PCPDTBT and PCBM in the BHJ. 
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5.2.4. Summary of Section 5.2. 

 

In this section, an interaction at the organic acceptor/donor interface, prepared in planar and 

bulk heterojunction, was studied. For the donor/acceptor interfaces presented here, the only 

weak interaction (physisorption) is found to govern the energy level alignment at the junction 

between materials.  

Firstly, at the beginning of this section, we reviewed the electronic structure of two state of the 

art acceptor molecules C60 and PCBM, important for the further understanding of energetics at 

the donor/acceptor interfaces. Then, as a model for the description of the interaction at 

donor/acceptor interface, planar heterojunctions (PHJ) consist of two conjugated polymers with 

related chemical structures  PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT (used as donor materials), and C60 

as the acceptor material, were prepared. In the case of PCPDTTBTT thin films as donor 

materials, PEI/ITO and AuOx/Au were used as the substrates, for which FLP regime with EF 

pinned close to LUMO and HOMO level of the polymer, respectively, has been demonstrated. 

Additionally, a thin film of fullerene C60 was sublimated on the vacuum level aligned 

PCPDTTBTT/ITO stack. Overall, the fullerene C60 thin layer was prepared on thin films of 

PCPDTTBTT polymer which shows three possible ELA scenarios with three different 

substrates. In the case of C60 deposited onto PCPDTTBTT/(PEI/ITO), the VLA was found at 

the fullerene/polymer interface. Lack of large interface dipole expected at the C60/PCPDTTBTT 

was explained by FLP at the trap (gap) states at the polymer/substrate interface. From the study 

of the latter interface, we could also additionally learn about the electronic structure of 

PCPDTTBTT low band gap polymer. For the following interface of C60 prepared on 

PCPDTTBTT/ITO, the vacuum level alignment was found at the C60/PCPDTTBTT interface, 

as a result of VLA at the polymer/substrate interface. In the last two cases, the polymer thin 

film prevents the electrostatic interaction of fullerene with the substrate beneath, which could 
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lead to electrostatic polarization at the acceptor/donor interface and rise of interface dipole at 

the latter junction.79 Hence, for these two PHJs, the electrostatic potential is not expected to 

change across the donor/acceptor interface. 

Lastly, at the interface of C60 on PCPDTTBTT/(AuOx/Au), EF pinning was obtained according 

to positions of relevant ICT levels of fullerene and polymer. For this interface, charge transfer 

is expected to occur across the donor/acceptor interface, creating an interface dipole of 0.2 eV. 

On the other side, for C60 deposited on the thin films of PCPDTBBT, as substrates were used 

PEI/ITO and AuOx/Au. These two substrates induce FLP in the proximity of frontier orbitals 

of PCPDTBBT, two only ELA scenarios found for the BBT polymers. In the case of both 

C60/PCPDTBBT interfaces, minor interface dipoles of 0.1 eV were measured. Although 

observed interface dipoles are within the error of measurement technique and the vacuum level 

alignment might be equally deduced, obtained ELA scenarios are well expected and dictated 

by determined pinning positions (ICT levels) of fullerene C60 and PCPDTBBT. Hence, for all 

donor/acceptor flat heterojunctions presented here, only weak interaction might be deduced, 

with the energy level alignment scenarios well explainable via used ICT model. Based on the 

electronic structure of all used polymers and fullerenes, no ground state charge transfer is found 

at the presented donor/acceptor interfaces. Thus, from interfaces made by fullerene C60 with 

PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT, can be inferred that the difference in electronic structure 

between BT and BBT polymer pairs, especially substantial difference expected in the band gap, 

might have essential effect to interaction at interface with potential acceptor molecules, hence, 

on the performance of potential OPV device. Also, it is was shown that the electronic structure 

of the substrate, has a huge influence on the ELA at the donor/acceptor interface. On the other 

side, for the series of PCPDTBT:PCBM blends an average interface dipole of about -0.1 eV, 

was found, which can vouch about weak interaction at the acceptor/donor interface, also in 

BHJ. Nevertheless, the ELA in the bulk heterojunction made of PCPDTBT and PCBM is found 
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to be not easily interpretable via ICT model, and different than what might be expected from 

the electronic structure of pristine materials or potential flat heterojunction created with them. 

The reason for this energy level shifts, especially referenced to the underneath ITO substrate, 

we found in electrostatic interactions between the polymer and fullerene different than in PHJ, 

caused by intimate mixing of materials in BHJ.260 The photovoltaic gap (ΔEDA) is found to be 

0.7 eV on average, the value that is lower to what was expected assuming VLA between 

PCPDTBT and PCBM in potential PCBM/PCPDTBT/ITO bilayer stack. On the other hand, the 

different ELA of PCPDTBT with model anode ITO is observed than expected for the PHJ 

between these materials, giving the smaller value of the hole injection barrier which might be 

regarded as a positive outcome. 

 

5.3. Controlling the interface energetics of PCPDTBT thin film 

by p-doping with F-TCNQ 

 

One of the main drawbacks in the fabrication of highly efficient OPV devices are nonoptimized 

organic-inorganic and organic-organic contacts.263-265 In Section 5.1.2., where the focus was on 

the scrutiny of the ELA between potential donor materials (hole transport layers) for OPVs and 

different model electrodes, we could see versatile outcome regarding ELA, hence, the 

magnitude of the hole injection barrier. In the case of the second polymer pair with BBT 

electron withdrawing subunit, for which ultralow band gaps are perceived, we could see that 

the hole injection barrier takes almost the same values independently of the used substrate. On 

the other side, obtained values of the hole injection barrier for the PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT 

thin films showed a greater span of values, 0.7-1.5 eV and 0.7-1.1 eV, respectively. For all 

polymers, the best result, i.e. smallest Δh, was obtained when films were prepared on (two) the 
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highest work function substrates, with Фsub greater than IP of polymers. Employing the high 

work function substrate as an anode is a common approach in building OPV devices with 

regular device architecture.  

As earlier mentioned, it has been demonstrated, that for every semiconducting polymer a certain 

lower limit of the substrate work function should exist, which is expected to bring EF of the 

substrate closest possible to the transport (HOMO) level of the polymer. This value is expected 

to be specific for every used semiconducting polymer, and a further Фsub increase is not 

expected to result in a smaller hole injection barrier. Achieving the smallest possible Δh (also 

electron injection barrier i.e. Δe) is very important, in order to decrease losses to the open-circuit 

voltage of an OPV device. It has been reported that when the contact EF of the anode (cathode) 

lies close to the HOMO of a donor material (the LUMO of an acceptor material), the VOC is 

independent of the contact work function.265-266 In this case, an Ohmic contact between the 

electrode and active material is established, and VOC depends more on the width of the relevant 

density of states (the HOMO of donor and the LUMO of acceptor).263 Also, smaller Δh is 

expected to promote charge carrier extraction in comparison to detrimental competitive 

processes like recombination within the bulk of the active material.267  

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the energy level onset between the Fermi 

level of electrode and transport states of an organic semiconductor, like an introduction of 

buffer layer at the interface with electrode or molecular doping of the organic semiconductor 

film. It has been demonstrated, that the molecular doping of the organic semiconductor film, 

not only (very often) leads to Quasi-Ohmic contacts, but also to the increase of the hole mobility 

and electrical conductivity for few orders of magnitude demonstrated by means of optical 

spectroscopy and electronic characterization measurements.237, 268-271 Hence, in this section we 

will describe how F4-TCNQ molecular p-doping of the polymer thin film influences on the 

energetics and ELA with the electrode beneath and overlayer acceptor material. For that 
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purpose, a bilayer prototype OPV device structure consisting of the low band gap polymer 

PCPDTBT as donor material and fullerene C60 as electron accepting material is firstly prepared, 

using indium tin oxide-ITO (common anode material in organic solar cells) as a substrate with 

Фsub = 3.8 eV. The PCPDTBT and ITO are chosen, because the interface made of these two 

widely used materials, showed large Δh of about 1.0 eV (presented in Section 5.1.2.), which is 

not a favourable scenario for the fabrication of efficient solar cell. 

Then, the similar device architecture with F4-TCNQ doped PCPDTBT film is prepared, in order 

to understand the influence of the doping on the ELA of PCPDTBT thin film with electrode 

beneath and C60 overlayer, and its potential implications on parameters important for the 

performance of an OPV device. For the investigation of the interface Ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy is used. Also, the distribution of dopant in the polymer thin film is probed by 

changing the surface sensitivity of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, because, it has been 

shown that electrical parameters and the energy level alignment (ELA) of the materials in thin 

films clearly depend on the dopant distribution.243, 272  

 

5.3.1. Interfaces of pristine and doped PCPDTBT thin films with 

electrode and acceptor overlayer, in bilayer prototype organic solar cell 

structure 

 

The UPS spectra recorded for a prepared C60/PCPDTBT/ITO bilayer stack are shown in Figure 

5.17. Although spectra and corresponding ELA of PCPDTBT thin film on ITO have been 

already discussed, it is worthy to remind on them once again here. In Section 5.1.2. it was shown 

that for the PCPDTBT thin film blade cast on five different substrates, whose span of the work 

function stands from 3.3 to 5.2 eV, the Fermi level pinning regime is only observed on two 
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substrates with Фsub higher than IP of the polymer. For the PCPDTBT thin film prepared on 

ITO with the work function of 3.8 eV, VLA was found, because the Fermi level of ITO is 

expected to be positioned within the band gap in between ICT levels of the polymer. Whereas 

the pining position in proximity of the HOMO level of PCPDTBT was deduced to be 0.7 eV 

above the HOMO level, at 4.1 eV referenced to EVL, the position of the negative polaron (ICT-

) level of the PCPDTBT thin film could not be measured. 

 

Returning to Figure 5.17, it can be seen that after vacuum sublimation of 4 nm (~ 4 monolayers, 

ML) C60 on the polymer, the position of SECO is not changed (left panel), i.e. the effective 

work function of the C60/PCPDTBT/ITO stack preserves the value of 3.8 eV afore measured 

for the PCPDTBT/ITO stack beneath. The right-side panel, of the same figure, shows the 

HOMO onset at 2.6 eV beneath the EF (0 eV), and we arrive at an ionization potential for C60 

of 6.4 eV, which indicates that the polymer is entirely covered with C60. The energy level 

alignment for the complete bilayer stack is summarized in Figure 5.18. As presented, in the 

case of the undoped PCPDTBT, the Fermi level of ITO is expected to be located between the 

Figure 5.17: The UPS spectra of bilayer stack, made of fullerene C60 deposited on thin film of 

PCPDTBT coated on ITO. 
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ICT levels of PCPDTBT, resulting in the vacuum level alignment (VLA) and hole injection 

barrier of 1.0 eV. The C60 overlayer follows also the VLA regime, although the Fermi level of 

ITO substrate is located above the ICT- level of C60  found at 4.3 eV and even above the LUMO 

determined from inverse photoemission (~ 4.0 eV), both referenced to EVL.251 However, due to 

the absence of Fermi level pinning in the PCPDTBT layer and the polymer film thickness, no 

charge carriers are present at the energy of 3.8 eV close to the interface with fullerene (this 

energy lies in the gap of PCPDTBT) and no EF pinning can occur at this organic-organic 

junction, in agreement with the literature.53, 71 

 

On the other hand, it has been found that the p-doping of organic semiconductors can distinctly 

affect the ELA at interfaces with different layers or electrodes in an OPV device,237, 273 since 

the removal of electrons causes significant changes in the electronic structure of the doped 

material. Hence, for the efficient doping of polymers, complete (integer) charge transfer 

between the dopant and the organic semiconductor occurs. This can be ensured if the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the organic semiconductor is lower than the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the dopant (n-doping), or, vice versa, the HOMO of the 

organic semiconductor is higher than the LUMO of the dopant (p-doping). A simple sketch 

Figure 5.18: Energy level alignment of bilayer stack  made by fullerene C60 thin films deposited 

on undoped PCPDTBBT coated on ITO. The LUMO of polymer is deduced from the optical 

band gap, shown in Section 5.1.1., while the position of LUMO level of fullerene C60 is taken 

from the literature. 
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which depicts principles of the molecular doping in organic semiconductors is shown in Figure 

5.19. 

 

Therefore, for the efficient p-doping, an organic dopant with high ionization potential (IP) is 

needed such as F4-TCNQ, a strong oxidizing agent with high electron affinity (EA) of 5.24 eV 

and ionization potential (IP) around 8.4 eV.238, 274 Several studies have shown that the insertion 

of a thin interlayer of F4-TCNQ between the electrode and the organic active layer can optimize 

contact properties, i.e. a significant decrease of the energy level offset between the Fermi level 

of the electrode and the HOMO of the organic semiconductor was observed.81, 183 Such doped 

intermediate layers can be prepared by both, a premixing of the semiconducting material and 

the dopant in solution237, 275 or by co-evaporation.274 As an example, the doping of polymers 

with F4-TCNQ has been shown to boost the performance of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar 

cells. The doping can occur either in the bulk of the active layer prepared by mixing TCNQ 

with the polymer:fullerene blend,276-277 or a doped (interface) layer is introduced.278 In some 

cases, the ability of F4-TCNQ to diffuse in the organic thin films is utilized for the purpose of 

efficient/guided doping.274, 278-279 Indeed, it has been shown, that in some cases upon preparation 

of the F4-TCNQ doped polymer thin films, dopant segregates atop the polymer film, affecting 

the alignment of energy levels at the interface with another organic film.243
 Therefore, recent 

Figure 5.19: Graphic representation of molecular doping in organic semiconductors via integer 

charge transfer. 
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scientific efforts were also focused on the determination of the distribution of dopants in 

polymer thin films. It was shown that electrical parameters and the energy level alignment of 

the materials in thin films clearly depend on the dopant distribution.243, 272 Here, the study goal 

is to investigate the influence of p-doping on the ELA in a bilayer prototype organic solar cell 

structure, consisting of the polymer PCPDTBT blade cast on ITO substrate as donor material, 

and fullerene C60 as an electron accepting material.  

 

The p-doping of PCPDTBT was performed by adding F4-TCNQ to the polymer solution, the 

doping ratio was 5 wt % corresponding to one F4-TCNQ molecule per 10 monomer units of 

PCPDTBT. The UPS spectra of the C60/F4-TCNQ:PCPDTBT/ITO system is depicted in Figure 

5.20. As it can be seen, in opposite to the undoped PCPDTBT film in Figure 5.17, a clear change 

of the SECO position is visible after deposition of the doped PCPDTBT film on ITO (Фsub = 

3.8 eV). The rigid shift of the SECO and all valence band features (also core levels) by 0.9 eV 

towards lower binding energy, is observed. This energy shift reveals the formation of an 

interface dipole Δ of 0.9 eV at the PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ/ITO interface, whereas the HOMO 

Figure 5.20: The UPS spectra of bilayer stack, made of fullerene C60 deposited on thin film of 

PCPDTBT 5% doped by F4-TCNQ, coated on ITO. 
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onset binding energy is found very close to the Fermi level of ITO. Surprisingly, IP is not 

affected by the doping of the polymer (IP = 4.8 eV), this might be a first hint that a pronounced 

aggregation of F4-TCNQ on top of the polymer film, as observed for related systems,237 did not 

take place in this case.  

The question now arises, whether or not the presence of charges in the polymer and/or the varied 

ELA for the doped PCPDTBT/ITO interface affects the ELA of the subsequent C60 overlayer. 

It is clearly visible in the left pane of Figure 5.20 that after deposition of 2 nm (~2 ML) C60, no 

shift of the SECO is observable, hence, the vacuum level alignment is found at the 

C60/PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ interface. The fully developed HOMO feature and the characteristic 

IP of 6.4 eV for C60, indicates that the doped PCPDTBT film is fully covered with the fullerene. 

The energy level alignment, for the latter UPS data, is summarized in Figure 5.21. In contrast 

to the PCPDTBT/ITO system, for PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ on ITO pinning close to the HOMO 

occurs, i.e. electrons from the ITO substrate can fill empty states close to the HOMO of the 

polymer, induced by p-doping. The Fermi level is found close to the HOMO of the polymer, 

establishing the hole injection barrier of only 0.1 eV which might lead to Ohmic-like contact at 

the interface. The Fermi level at 4.7 eV below EVL, settles in the band gap of the C60 overlayer, 

between ICT levels.73  

Figure 5.21: Energy level alignment of bilayer stack  made by fullerene C60 thin film deposited 

onto PCPDTBT 5% doped by F4-TCNQ, precoated on ITO. 
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As a result, at the C60/PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ interface VLA regime is established, as it was the 

case for the C60/PCPDTBT interface. This means that the energy difference between the HOMO 

of PCPDTBT and the HOMO and LUMO of C60 is independent on the p-doping of the polymer 

with F4-TCNQ. The changed ELA upon doping might have distinct consequences for solar cell 

devices based on these materials. It is known that the difference between the HOMO of a donor 

(e.g. PCPDTBT) and the LUMO of an acceptor material (e.g. a fullerene) determines the 

photovoltaic gap, hence, it can affect the open circuit voltage (VOC) of a solar cell device. In the 

example shown above, this value is not changed by the doping of the potential donor material 

PCPDTBT. However, as mentioned above, the energetic barriers at electrode interfaces have to 

be considered as they represent losses to VOC. More exactly, VOC is discussed to be dependent 

on the work function differences between the electrodes or the built-in potential.265, 280 Thus, a 

substantial decrease of Δh is expected to increase the built-in potential and fill factor in BHJ 

solar cells, hence, the overall performance of a solar cell.280 It is worth to mention that such a 

significant decrease of Δh has not been observed in the case of F4-TCNQ doped poly-3- 

hexylthiophene (P3HT, a reference donor material for BHJ solar cells), for equal or even higher 

doping concentrations.237 In the case of polyfuran, even an increase of the hole injection barrier 

is reported after doping with F4-TCNQ, with an increment of the dopant amount.243 Other 

approaches reported for the reduction of the HOMO level onset include, on the other hand, the 

insertion of a buffer layer between the electrode and the polymer281 and doping of the polymer 

at the electrode/polymer interface.282 Therefore, the question arises how the dopant F4-TCNQ 

is distributed within the polymer film. In order to distinguish between the stoichiometry in the 

bulk of PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ film and close to the surface, the angle-dependent XPS 

measurements at normal and grazing (60o in respect to the surface normal) emission angles, 

were performed, and can be seen in Figure 5.22a. Thus, the probed depth at normal emission is 

two times larger compared to grazing emission. According to ref.158 the mean free path of C1s 
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electrons is estimated to be about 3.2 nm, indicating that the surface of the organic film is 

probed. The results of the angle-dependent measurements are summarized in Table 5.5. For the 

more bulk sensitive measurement at normal emission, the stoichiometry that fits very well to 

values expected from the atomic composition is obtained. However, in the case of the more 

surface sensitive measurement, a distinct decrease of nitrogen and fluorine content is visible, 

indicating a lower concentration of the dopant F4-TCNQ at the surface of the sample. 

Additionally, there is no evidence that subsequent annealing performed for 5 min at 120oC has 

an effect on the distribution of the elements. The inhomogeneous distribution of F4-TCNQ in 

the film could be a result of the well-known ability of this molecule to diffuse in an organic 

matrix.274, 278-279, 283  

 

Hence, the higher concentration of F4-TCNQ closer to the interface with ITO substrate in 

combination with the favourable electronic structure of the polymer (HOMO = 4.8 eV) and 

dopant (LUMO = 5.24 eV) might be reasons for the observed effective doping at this interface. 

The distribution of F4-TCNQ is illustrated in Figure 5.22b. This behaviour is distinctly different 

from P3HT:F4-TCNQ and polyfuran:F4-TCNQ where not depletion but an enrichment of F4-

Figure 5.22: The XPS overview spectra (normalized at C1s signal) of 5% doped by F4-TCNQ 

thin film of PCPDTBT, taken at normal and grazing emission with marked F1s signals, are 

shown in (a). Sketch of the F4-TCNQ dopant distribution in a thin film of PCPDTBT, 

illustrating the depletion at the polymer surface, is shown in (b). 

a) b) 
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TCNQ was found on the polymer surface for the similar concentrations.237, 243
 It seems that the 

structure and chemical properties of the conjugated polymer and dopant are important in this 

context, i.e. they determine the interaction between materials.284 It has been reported that in 

particular for PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ intrinsic on-chain dipoles preserve F4-TCNQ from 

clustering.272  

 

 

 

Although the four LBG polymers which are the focus of this whole work, possess similarity in 

their chemical structures (especially within pairs), the F4-TCNQ doped P3HT films could be 

the example why the potential prediction of effects of the p-doping on the ELA of other three 

polymers could be misleading. Nonetheless, the p-doping of PCPDTBT with F4-TCNQ in a 

prototype planar heterojunction solar cell structure decreases significantly the energetic barrier 

at the interface to the electrode material ITO, whereas the energy level alignment to C60 is not 

affected by doping. Since such barriers are expected to represent losses of the open circuit 

voltage in organic solar cells, a comparably weak molecular p-doping might improve the 

performance of devices based on these materials. A possible reason for this behaviour is the 

depletion of the dopant at the surface of the polymer film and homogeneous distribution in the 

bulk or even an enrichment at the interface to ITO.  

 

 

 

 

Element C S N F 

Expected  values 84.7 7.9 6.3 1.1 
Normal emission φ = 90

o
 85.6 7.6 5.8 1.0 

Grazing emission φ = 30
o
 86.9 7.8 4.9 0.4 

Table 5.5: Stoichiometry of the PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ thin film presented in the relative atomic 

concentrations, expected from the chemical structure of the polymer monomer unit and dopant 

molecule, and two obtained values. 
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5.3.2. Summary of Section 5.3. 

 

The influence of p-doping of the donor material PCPDTBT polymer by F4-TCNQ, on the 

energy level alignment in a prototype organic solar cell structure with ITO as an anode and 

fullerene C60 as an electron accepting material, was studied in this section. Firstly, as a 

reference, the thin film overlayer of fullerene C60 was vacuum deposited onto the 

PCPDTBT/ITO system with VLA at the interface. After evaporation of the C60 thin film, the 

VLA is again established, which is believed to be the consequence of the same alignment 

regime at the polymer/substrate interface. For the following solar cell structure 

C60/PCPDTBT/ITO, the hole injection barrier of 1.0 eV is found at the polymer/substrate 

interface, which is expected to cause a significant contribution in losses of the open circuit 

voltage VOC. Then, the C60/PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ/ITO system was prepared, where the thin film 

of PCPDTBT was 5 wt %  p-doped with F4-TCNQ. As shown, after casting of the p-doped 

PCPDTBT thin film onto ITO, a large shift of EVL was observed at the PCPDTBT/ITO 

interface, bringing interface dipole of 0.9 eV. Now, the Fermi level was found in the close 

proximity of the HOMO level of the polymer, at 4.7 eV below the vacuum level, and Δh was 

measured to be 0.1 eV, i.e. an almost Ohmic contact was created at the PCPDTBT/ITO 

interface. After evaporation of the fullerene C60 overlayer, at the newly made 

C60/PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ interface, the vacuum level alignment was measured. The reason for 

this ELA scenario was found in EF of the PCPDTBT:F4-TCNQ/ITO system being positioned 

between ICT levels of C60. Therefore, it could be seen that upon p-doping of the donor polymer 

PCPDTBT, a significant change of ELA occurred at the donor/electrode interface, while the 

ELA at the acceptor/donor interface stayed the same in as in the case of the undoped film of 

PCPDTBT. This outcome could be beneficial for the performance of an OPV device, as it is 

shown to decrease Δh whilst preserving the photovoltaic gap ΔDA intact. Substantial decrease of 
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Δh found for the p-doped film, which has not been seen in that magnitude for similar systems, 

was later elucidated via angle dependent XPS measurements. It was shown that a higher 

concentration of F4-TCNQ could be expected closer to ITO substrate, and could be the reason 

for the observed huge decrease of Δh, due to the effective doping at this interface. The section 

was summarized by the inference that the magnitude of (p-) doping effect, and consequent ELA 

of the doped polymer thin film in a solar cell structure, might substantially depend on the 

chemical structure of used polymer. 

 

5.4. Self-organization properties of low band gap polymers in 

pristine and blend thin films 

 

In the previous sections, the interaction energetics and following energy level alignment were 

scrutinized at donor/substrate, acceptor/substrate, and donor/acceptor interfaces. These sections 

aimed to explore the electronic structure of organic semiconducting materials, relevant for their 

interaction at interfaces throughout the whole OPV device, hence, important for the device work 

and performance. Nevertheless, beside from the high importance of the electronic structure of 

active materials and electrodes involved in the work of device, the orientation and ordering of 

the polymer backbone in the active layer of solar cells, have also huge importance. This is 

especially the case for the bulk heterojunction based (BHJ) solar cells, where the active material 

is a three-dimensional mixture (network) of the donor and acceptor compounds. The reason is 

that microscopic ordering of the donor (polymer) material has a significant influence on 

different processes, such as the exciton diffusion, charge separation, and charge carrier 

transport.118, 228, 285-286 Also, the polymer orientation relative to the donor/acceptor 

heterointerface might be an important parameter for/regarding the optimization of device 
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operation, hence efficiency overall.285 Recently, it has been shown via employing near edge X-

ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) that for the workhorse polymer of 

community P3HT and also the widely studied PCPDTBT, a preferred orientation in the thin 

films can be inferred.99 Also, it has been demonstrated that the addition of new thiadiazole 

moiety to PCPDTBT (leading to PCPDTBBT) causes an almost complete loss of the preferred 

orientation in thin films.287 Thus, it might be concluded that ability for self-organization of LBG 

polymers depends strongly on the chemical structure. Since the very good self-organization 

properties were found for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT),288-291  the introduction of additional 

thiophene moieties might positively influence the ability for the ordering of LBG polymers in 

thin films. 

In this section, the influence of the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene spacer rings on 

the ability for self-organization of low band gap polymers in the thin films, is studied. Addition 

of two thiophene rings to monomer structure of PCPDTBT leads to PCPDTTBTT, while the 

addition of a pair of hexylthiophene rings into the structure of PCPDTBBT gives the new 

structure of PCPDTTBBTT. Moreover, the influence on the molecular orientation of blending 

with PCBM and post-processing thermal annealing, is probed.  

 

5.4.1. Molecular orientation of low band gap polymers in pristine thin 

films – influence of introduction of additional thiophene moieties 

 

Firstly, it will be discussed how the molecular orientation is affected by the introduction of 

additional thiophene moieties. For the polymer thin film, preferential molecular orientation 

implies the high degree of ordering due to the ability of self-organization. An appropriate 

approach to probe the molecular orientation of the π-conjugated moieties of the polymers is the 
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analysis of the dichroism of sulfur K-edge NEXAFS spectra.99, 287 In Figure 5.23, the angle 

dependent sulfur K-edge absorption spectra are presented for PCPDTBT (a) and PCPDTBBT 

(c), which will be further compared to PCPDTTBTT (b) and PCPDTTBBTT (d), respectively. 

Data for PCPDTBT and PCPDTBBT are taken from refs.99, 287 In the case of PCPDTTBBTT 

(Figure 5.23d) an obvious change of the peak shape with the change of the incidence angle of 

the incoming beam can be easily noticed, whilst it is much less evident for the PCPDTBBT 

counterpart (Figure 5.23c). On the other hand, for the “polymer pair” PCPDTBT and 

PCPDTTBTT, the angular dependence is more pronounced in the case of PCPDTBT (Figure 

5.23a) than for the new structure PCPDTTBTT (Figure 5.23b) for which a loss of the dichroism 

is obtained. Observed weak dichroism can be a clear sign of the absence of preferred orientation 

in the thin film. However, we should have in mind that beside disorder, other ordered films with 

differently oriented molecules or an orientation close to the magic angle may also be responsible 

for the decrease or loss of dichroism. 

In the following text, the shape of the S-K XAS spectra of PCPDTTBTT (Figure 5.23b) and 

PCPDTTBBTT (Figure 5.23d) will be analyzed in a more detailed manner. Similar to the 

spectra of related polymers based on thiophene and thiadiazole moieties: PCPDTBT, Si-

PCPDTBT, PCPDTBBT and PSIF-DBT, four main components can be recognized in the 

energy region between 2470 and 2480 eV.4, 99, 287  On the other side, for the polymer P3HT, the 

spectrum is mainly determined by a single feature T1 at 2473.8 eV.99 Hence, features in the 

close vicinity to this energy in XAS spectra of LBG polymers can be regarded as thiophene-

related, for PCPDTBT found at 2474.1 eV.287 Remaining peaks in the considered LBG 

polymers might originate predominantly from the electron withdrawing moieties, i.e. 

benzobisthiadiazole (BBT) and benzothiadiazole (BT). These features are labeled B1 and B2 in 

Figure 5.23 (b and d); shaded green (BBT) and orange (BT) in the corresponding chemical 

structure (see insets). In particular, for B2, a superposition with a thiophene related transition 
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cannot be ruled out. For feature C, a liable assignment to dominant contributions from a 

particular subunit is not evident. This kind of assignment of signals according to the part of the 

molecule from which signal is expected to originate is based on so-called building block 

approach. The building blocks approach is originally proposed for interpretation and analysis 

of the larger molecules NEXAFS spectra. In this semi-quantitative method, the NEXAFS 

spectra are envisioned by the superposition of spectra stemming from building blocks, i.e. from 

specific atomic groups (simplest is the diatom) where large molecules are viewed as an 

assembly of such building blocks. Hence, the method is frequently used for an interpretation of 

the polymer NEXAFS spectra, and followed by theoretical calculations brought considerable 

insight into understanding of such spectra chemical structure of studied materials.171, 292-293 

Figure 5.23: (a-d) The S1s excitation spectra of four low band gap polymer films on ITO as a 

function of the angle θ between the sample surface and direction of the (p-polarized) 

synchrotron light (see inset of a).The insets of b) and d) illustrate the origin of feature T1 

(thiophene related gray); features B1 and B2 are assigned to benzobisthiadiazole (green) and 

benzothiadiazole (orange). The figure is taken from the reference3. 

c) d) 

b) a) 
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The results of the peak fit analysis for PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT are presented in Figure 

5.24 close to normal incidence (θ=75°), for angle in between (θ=50°) and grazing incidence 

spectra (θ=15°). All NEXAFS spectra were normalized to the same step height and the analysis 

of the spectra was done by the peak-fit analysis software UNIFIT, using various peaks with the 

same Voigt profile and a special step background function.294 The step energy position is related 

to (represents) the ionization threshold energy and was estimated by summing the S1s binding 

energy and the work function Φ of the sample. The binding energies of S1s were deduced from 

the measured S2p binding energies assuming a constant energetic separation S1s to S2p of 

2307.4 eV (as found for S8).
295 Because of the difference in the S2p binding energy for sulfur 

in thiophene and benzothiadiazole subunits, the background of the low band gap polymer is 

described by two step edges with fixed energy. The position of the step edges was determined 

to be 2475.7 and 2477.1 eV for PCPDTTBBTT, and 2475.8 and 2477.1 eV for PCPDTTBTT. 

Turning back to the result of the analysis, for the PCPDTTBBTT thin film the peak fit procedure 

brings following peak positions (energies of transition): B1=2472.9 eV, T1=2473.9 eV, 

B2=2475.0 eV, C=2476.7eV, while for PCPDTTBTT B1=2472.9 eV, T1=2473.9 eV, B2=2475.0 

eV, C=2476.6 eV. The obtained transition energy for T1 is in very good agreement with the 

expected values for thiophene moieties (see above); slight changes might be the result of the 

different chemical structure of the polymers. What can be noticed is that the obtained energies 

for B1 and B2 are exactly the same for the benzobisthiadiazole (BB) and benzothiadiazole (BT) 

moieties, indicating that the close chemical environment may determine the energy of transition 

in these cases. In Figure 5.24, where the angle-dependent intensities for the lowest lying 

transitions in S K NEXAFS spectra of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT as obtained from the 

peak fit analysis together with the cos2θ and sin2θ are recapped, it can be seen that the highest 

intensity of T1 is found for both polymers at normal incidence (75°), particularly for 

PCPDTTBBTT where the data of T1 follow well the sin2θ curve.  
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d) c) 

a) b) 

Figure 5.24: Example for a peak fit of S1s excitation spectra: (a) PCPDTTBBTT and b) 

PCPDTTBTT films on ITO, with θ equals 20, 50 and 75 degrees. Peaks are coloured according 

to their origin from particular polymer subunits as shaded in corresponding insets (Fig 5.23b 

and d). Angular dependence of the intensity of T1 and B1 peaks shown in (c) and (d). The 

expected intensity profiles for out of plane transitions of perfectly lying and standing molecules 

are indicated by black (cos2θ) and red (sin2θ) lines, respectively. Assuming that T1 corresponds 

to a transition polarized parallel to the polymer backbone, the data points for PCPDTTBBTT 

follow well the curve expected for molecules with their π-conjugated backbone oriented 

perpendicular to the substrate surface. The figure is adapted from the reference3. 
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This indicates that the thiophene moieties of the polymer backbone are preferably oriented 

parallel to the sample surface, either “flat-lying” or “edge on”. In contrast, B1 shows the 

reversed trend in comparison to T1 for both polymers and increases with a decrease of the 

incidence angle, as visible from Figure 5.24 (c and d). This behaviour reminds on that found 

for PCPDTBT and Si-PCPDTBT polymers in the thin films.99, 287 The angular dependence of 

B1 peak, which has maximal intensity at grazing incidence, points to a preferred flat lying or 

“face-on” orientation of the benzobisthiadiazole moieties. However, a distinct twist between 

BBT and all thiophene moieties is unlikely because such a twist would result in a strong 

reduction of the effective conjugation length and as a consequence in a poor efficiency of these 

materials in devices. Moreover, for PCPDTBT in the thin films has been found a remarkably 

high exciton diffusion length.296 Comparing PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT, it is clearly 

visible that the data points for T1 and B1 in Figure 5.24 (c and d) tend to follow sin2θ and cos2θ, 

respectively, as expected for molecules with a preferred orientation. Nonetheless, the variation 

of intensity is stronger in the case of PCPDTTBBTT indicating a preferred orientation of the 

backbone, thus a high degree of ordering. In contrast, for PCPDTTBTT the addition of 

thiophenes moieties without hexyl side chains results in a loss of the preferred orientation 

observed for PCPDTBT.  

The empirical curve fitting has shown notable success in the determination of how much order 

is present in films and the molecular orientation of the polymer. Nonetheless, the calculations 

may additionally help with the identification of the angular dependence of transitions and their 

potential overlapping. Calculations based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) are now at a 

stage where this can be attempted for closed shell systems. Hence, for the sake of better 

understanding of the molecular orientation, for polymers PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBBTT which 

have shown high degree of ordering in the thin film, two fits: an orthogonal two component tilt 

single film and three film simple texture model, are performed.4 The theoretical analysis was 
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essentially done by Dr. David Batchelor from ANKA synchrotron light source facility at 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, but discussed together within our team. From the 

calculations might be inferred that intensity around T1 is mainly polarized in the plane, parallel 

to the polymer backbone (denoted x′), i.e. their intensity is a maximum if the electric field vector 

E of the radiation is parallel to the polymer chain. In contrast, the intensity close to B1 is mainly 

defined by out of plane transitions (z′) and in the energy range of B2 in plane transitions, 

perpendicular to the backbone (y′) were observed (see ref.4). Used axis can be seen in Figure 

5.25. Assuming 100% linear polarization of the incoming light and a perfect “edge-on” 

orientation of the polymer chain,  the angular dependence of T1 transition should follow a 

simple sin2θ function and a cos2θ dependence is expected for z’ polarized transitions (B1), 

supporting findings obtained above from the empirical curve fitting of  the data (compare with 

ref.171).  

Figure 5.25: Polymers for which DFT calculations and fits to experimental data have been 

done, PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBBTT, are shown on the left side of figure. The axes relevant 

to the calculations are shown on the right side drawing; the z′ axis is out of the plane of the 

paper and y′ axis down the page. Diagram illustrating the rotation (ϕ) and tilt (θ) with respect 

to the surface normal (Z) and X axis used for the modelling. Text and figure are adapted from 

the reference4. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchrotron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsruhe_Institute_of_Technology
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Detailed analysis of simulated spectra for different polarizations has shown a preferred “face-

on” orientation for PCPDTTBBTT, hence, it is in agreement with the discussion above. On the 

other side, for PCPDTBT polymer, calculations have shown equal amounts of “face-on” and 

“edge-on” orientations.4  

Hence, turning back to the thin films of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT polymers, the higher 

degree of orientation was found for the former polymer. This observation might be further 

supported by AFM measurements. The AFM today is frequently used for the morphology 

studies of the polymer thin films, allowing insight into the correlation between preparation 

procedure (usage of different solvents, additives, post-deposition thermal annealing, and etc.) 

and morphology, which is of crucial importance for the performance of the semiconductive π-

conjugated polymers as materials applied in organic electronic device. Being initially developed 

for probing non-conductive surfaces, modern AFM provides three-dimensional topography at 

sub-nanometer of conductors and insulators (even biological samples), in the air or under 

vacuum, having a lateral resolution around 1 nm and vertical resolution at sub-angstrom level. 

The AFM images of the thin films of four polymers are shown in Figure 5.26, where can be 

seen that the grain-like structures, which can be interpreted as crystallites, are visible only for 

PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTBT. Thus, the conclusion is that the introduction of hexylthiophene 

for PCPDTBBT/PCPDTTBBTT results in better ordering, whereas for 

PCPDTBT/PCPDTTBTT the ordering is practically lost after the introduction of thiophene. 

Here it should be mentioned, that for P3HT was reported how/that the molecular weight can 

affect the crystallinity of polymers to certain extent.94, 297 However, in neat P3HT, films the 

fraction of the aggregated polymer over the total polymer varied only by about 5 % for a broad 

range of the molecular weight (Mw=11–91 kg/mol).297 Therefore, in the case presented here a 

conclusion may be that the alkyl chains might play a leading role in the orientation and ordering 

in thin films. On the other side, the addition of thiophene spacer rings without hexyl side chains 
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might affect the rigidity of the polymer backbone leading to a loss of the preferred molecular 

orientation in thin films. In general, the interplay between chemical structure and the tendency 

for self-organization is complex and still under investigation. Furthermore, it was shown that 

the length and position of side chains have a significant impact on the self-organization 

behaviour of polymers in the thin films.25 Thus, from the presented data, we may conclude that 

in particular the introduction of alkylthiophene moieties is a promising way to optimize the 

orientation and ordering in thin films. 

Figure 5.26: The AFM images (taken in tapping mode) of the two polymer pairs PCPDTBT & 

PCPDTTBTT (top) and PCPDTBBT & PCPDTTBBTT (bottom). Pronounced crystalline 

structures are visible for PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTBT, only. Thus, the introduction of 

hexylthiophene for PCPDTBBT/PCPDTTBBTT results in a higher ordering, whereas the 

ordering is practically lost after the introduction of thiophene to PCPDTBT. The crystallinity 

appears to correlate well with the preferred orientation found by NEXAFS. In presented images, 

a presence of holes in the thin films might be deduced. However, we believe that the presence 

of holes do not substantially affect the message we want to convey about the morphology of 

prepared films. The images were taken in tapping (non-contact) mode at a high-resolution 

multimode AFM device NanoScope IIIa. The figure is taken from the reference3. 
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5.4.2. Molecular orientation of PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTTBBTT 

polymers in 1:1 blend films with PCBM – the effect of blending 

 

As commented in the preceding section, for the application of LBG polymers in BHJ based 

solar cells, their properties and behaviour in the active layer (donor-acceptor blend) are of high 

significance. Therefore, the impact of mixing with the fullerene PCBM (ratio 1:1) on the 

molecular orientation of the two polymers PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT, is studied. In 

Figure 5.27 angle dependent S K edge absorption spectra for PCPDTTBBTT/PCBM and 

PCPDTTBTT/PCBM blends are shown together with the evaluation of the intensity of T1 and 

B1.  

Figure 5.27: The S1s excitation spectra of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT in blend films 

with PCBM (1:1) as a function of θ (a and b). The angle dependence of the intensity for T1 and 

B1 (cf. Fig. 5.51) is summarized in (c and d). Generally, the dichroism is less pronounced after 

blending with PCBM pointing to a weaker ability for self-organization. 

b) 

d) c) 

a) 
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For the PCPDTTBBTT/PCBM blend, the change of the peak shape and the trend of data points 

are reminiscent to that of the pure polymer (cf. Figure 5.23c), but with clearly weaker dichroism. 

Thus, in spite of that the presence of PCBM molecules disrupt the π-π interaction of polymer 

chains, the preferred orientation of PCPDTTBBTT is at least partially preserved. On the other 

hand, the (weaker) dichroism of pristine PCPDTTBTT (cf. Figure 5.23d) is hardly visible in 

the PCPDTTBTT/PCBM blend. This indicates that the blending with PCBM most likely 

weakens self-organization properties of the polymers. This conclusion is in good agreement 

with what was found for related polymer systems PCPDTBT and PCPDTBBT (as well as 

P3HT), utilizing NEXAFS and complementary methods, such as X-ray diffraction.287, 298 

Previously reported structural investigations upon blend films, utilizing NEXAFS spectroscopy 

and X-ray diffraction method287, 298-300 showed that introduced PCBM prevents self-

organization of polymers which appear then disordered (amorphous polymer/PCBM domains 

were found).287 In general, it can be concluded that blending with fullerene derivative PCBM 

results in weaker preferred molecular orientation of polymers PCPDTTBBTT and 

PCPDTTBTT in the blend thin films, which is similar to what is found for LBG polymers 

previously studied.287  

 

5.4.3. The effect of post-deposition thermal annealing on molecular 

orientation of PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTTBBTT polymers in pristine 

and blend films 

 

The post-deposition annealing is a proven method for tailoring the morphology of the BHJ 

active layer thin film through separation and reorganization of the donor and the acceptor 
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phases,301-302 it has been demonstrated to improve the long-range order and thus hole transport 

within the polymer,120, 303-304 and consequently increases the photovoltaic efficiency of BHJ 

based OPVs.120, 305-308 It has been shown for related blend systems that the dichroism of the 

sulfur absorption edge increases upon annealing, finally comparable to the pure polymer.287 

Hence, here will be discussed in more detail how the post-process annealing influences 

molecular orientation and self-ordering of polymers PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT in neat 

and blend films. In Figure 5.28 are presented angle dependent S K excitation spectra of 

PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT after annealing at 120 °C, and evaluation of B1 and T1 

intensities of the latter two spectra.  

 

Figure 5.28: The S1s excitation spectra of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT films annealed 

at 120 o C as a function of angle θ (a and b). The angle dependence of the intensity for T1 and 

B1 is summarized in (c and d).  

c) d) 

a) b) 
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It can be clearly seen, that the angular dependence of B1 and T1 features for both polymers is 

very similar to the situation before annealing (cf. Figure 5.23c and 5.23d) indicating only minor 

changes of the molecular orientation. Still, the small improvement of molecular orientation is 

noticeable for the PCPDTTBTT film.  Furthermore, it will be discussed how the post-deposition 

annealing affects an ordering and orientation of polymer in the blend, for 

PCPDTTBBTT/PCBM and PCPDTTBBTT/PCBM blends with 1:1 ratio. In Figure 5.29 can be 

seen S-K absorption spectra of the PCPDTTBBTT/PCBM blend 1:1 sample as deposited and 

corresponding blend samples annealed at 120oC, and 180oC.  

 

After the annealing at 120oC minor changes can be observed in the spectra, therefore, the 

annealing at 120oC has an only minor influence on the preferred orientation of π-conjugated 

system of PCPDTTBBTT in the blend film. Thus, the degree of orientation is still lower 

comparing to the neat material thin film. Phase separation and the diffusion of molecules in the 

blend are necessary for an improvement of the orientation and ordering. Also, the temperature 

of annealing which may improve the molecular orintation of polymer under consideration might 

be significantly higher than 120oC; an important parameter in this context is e.g. the respective 

Figure 5.29: Angle dependent S K excitation spectra of PCPDTTBBTT:PCBM 1:1 blends 

before annealing and after annealing to 120 °C and 180 °C. The figure is adapted from the 

reference3. 
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glass transition temperature, which is not known for materials presented here. Nevertheless, 

after the second annealing step at 150oC (not shown here) no further changes can be observed, 

and upon the last annealing step at 180oC complete loss of the orientation happens. The reason 

for the weak improvement of polymer ordering in the blend after annealing steps at 120oC and 

150oC may be found in the polymer matrix of PCPDTTBBTT which preserves diffusion of 

fullerene PCBM molecules. Succeeding complete loss of the angular dichroism of the 

absorption spectra, hence loss of orientation, after annealing at 180oC might be explained by 

the occurrence of a degradation of the polymer which happens due to potentially too high 

temperature used for the annealing process. The same experiment was performed for the 

PCPDTTBTT/PCBM 1:1 blend shown in Figure 5.30, and upon thermal annealing at three 

temperatures 120oC, 150 oC (not shown here) and 180 oC no effect on the angular dependence 

of the absorption spectra, hence, no improvement of ordering can be observed in the case of  

PCPDTTBTT.  

 

Figure 5.30: Angle dependent S K excitation spectra of PCPDTTBBTT:PCBM 1:1 blend films 

before annealing and after annealing to 120 °C and 180 °C. The figure is adapted from the 

reference3. 
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An explanation could be that even higher temperature than 180oC is necessary for the 

improvement of ordering for the polymer in the blend film, nevertheless, what can be clearly 

seen from everything afore presented is that PCPDTTBTT in general shows very weak degree 

of orientation in the thin films. On the other hand, the related polymer PCPDTBT in 1:1 blend 

with PCBM, has shown to be much more sensitive to the annealing process. Apparent changes 

in the dichroism of spectra after annealing step at 150oC and even further at 175oC, may indicate 

about improved molecular ordering of PCPDTBT film, similar to the neat film.287 Therefore, 

the summary of this section is, that the annealing of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT thin 

films as well as of the corresponding blends with PCBM, results only in minor changes in the 

molecular orientation and ordering in the thin films.  

 

5.4.4. Summary of Section 5.4. 

 

In this chapter, the influence of the introduction of additional (hexyl)thiophene subunits in LGB 

polymers on the molecular orientation in the thin films, was studied. Concretely, the effect of 

the introduction of additional hexylthiophene spacer rings in the case of PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT polymer pair, and thiophene rings without alkyl side chains for PCPDTBT and 

PCPDTTBTT pair, was studied. Obtained results show that in the case of BBT polymer pair, 

that the dichroism of the NEXAFS spectra is more pronounced after the introduction of 

additional hexylthiophene spacer rings, whereas introduction of thiophene in the case of BT 

polymer pair cause an almost complete loss of the preferred orientation. It was commented that 

the presence of the alkyl side chains might have a substantial influence on the self-organization 

ability of polymers in the thin films. The blending with PCBM in 1:1 ratio, was shown to inhibit 

the self-organization properties of both polymers, which is good agreement with NEXAFS 

experiments previously performed on PCPDTBT and PCPDTBBT.99, 287 The post-deposition 
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annealing of the thin films of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT, along with corresponding 

blends was performed. The XAS experiments showed that the annealing has a small influence 

on the orientation of the polymers, resulting in only minor changes. Therefore, the conclusion 

might be drawn that the introduction of alkyl-thiophene moieties shows an encouraging 

potential to be utilized as the method to optimize film forming properties in the thin films of 

LBG polymers. 
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Chapter 6 

 

General summary 

 

 

The donor-acceptor (D-A) conjugated copolymers have gained huge interest in recent years for 

the application in organic photovoltaic cells. Through the fine molecular and supramolecular 

design, the chemical structure of polymers can be finely tuned in order to adjust their electronic 

structure and ordering properties in the solid state (thin films), hence, improve their 

performance in devices. The goal of the presented study was to correlate the difference in 

chemical structure within LBG polymer pairs PCPDTBT & PCPDTTBTT and PCPDTBBT & 

PCPDTTBBTT and in between them, with their electronic structure, interaction at different 

interfaces and self-organization properties in the thin films.  

Accordingly, the Chapter 5 named Results and Discussion is divided into four parts: 

1. donor/electrode interfaces 

2. donor/acceptor interfaces in PHJ and BHJ 

3. influence of the p-doping on donor/electrode and donor/acceptor interfaces 

4. molecular orientation of polymers in the neat and blend thin films  

In the first part, UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy measurements showed that polymer pair 

PCPDTBBT and PCPDTTBBTT have about twice narrower optical band gaps than the 
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counterparts PCPDTBT and PCPDTTBTT, respectively. This outcome was subscribed to the 

presence of stronger electron withdrawing subunit BBT in the chemical structure of former 

polymers. Hence, it was further discussed that the electronic band gap (HOMO-LUMO gap) is 

also expected to be lower for the BBT-holding polymer pair. On the other hand, within one 

polymer pair, optical band gaps show very similar values, not substantially affected by the 

difference in the chemical structure of two polymers, hence, it is expected that Eg holds similar 

values for two polymers. The photoemission measurements showed that the ionization potential 

(IP) within one polymer pair is the same. However, different IP values were measured between 

two polymer pairs, which was again subscribed to the presence of different electron accepting 

subunit in their structures. Next, the thin film of PCPDTTBTT shows the FLP regime with the 

same parameters as PCPDTBT at the interfaces with two substrates with highest work 

functions, which can suggest that the difference in their chemical structure between them does 

not have substantial influence on the electronic structure (the HOMO and derived state 

positions) of these polymers relevant for the application in OPVs as donor materials. On the 

other side, it was found that the ELA scenarios with two substrates with the lowest work 

functions, where the LUMO level position is expected be an important parameter for the 

determination of ELA (interaction) at the interface, is different for PCPDTBT (VLA) and 

PCPDTTBTT (FLP). For the BBT polymer pair, the FLP regime is found for both polymer thin 

films prepared on five used substrates. In all cases, the substrate EF is found pinned in the middle 

of band gaps of polymers, at positions recognized as negative and positive polaronic levels, 

which show similar values. All these ELA outcomes suggest that PCPDTBBT and 

PCPDTTBBTT indeed have the ultralow band gaps which can be interesting for their 

application in OPV devices.  

In the second part, interfaces made by the organic acceptors, fullerene C60 and PCBM were 

explored firstly. Thin films of the latter two molecules were prepared on several substrates in 
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order to assess their electronic structure important for the ELA of these as acceptor materials. 

Then, the donor/acceptor interface in planar and bulk heterojunctions was studied. For that 

purpose, firstly, the thin film of fullerene C60 was deposited onto three PCPDTTBTT/electrode 

stacks. After the study of three C60/PCPDTTBTT interfaces, an important thing might be 

concluded, that the EF pinning in PCPDTTBTT prepared on PEI/ITO and ZnO is rather induced 

by trap states within the polymer band gap than the LUMO derived states, which is further 

indirectly supported by NEXAFS measurements. Thereafter, the donor/acceptor interfaces are 

created by deposition of fullerene C60 onto the PCPDTBBT covered PEI/ITO and AuOx/Au 

substrates. Obtained information support the idea about ultralow band gap in polymers with 

BBT subunit. For the presented donor/acceptor interfaces in PHJ, it was found that ELA of 

these is highly affected/determined by the ELA at donor/substrate interface. Generally, it was 

shown that the ELA and energetics at all studied PHJ interfaces are well explainable by the ICT 

model for weakly interacting interfaces. On the other hand, the ELA regimes in studied 

PCPDTBT:PCBM blends are found to be not easily interpretable via ICT model, and different 

than what had been expected from the separate experiments with neat materials. Different ELA 

of the polymer and PCBM in blend, might be understood as a result of the blending/mixing of 

materials, more precisely, different electrostatic environment (interaction between materials) in 

BHJ than in PHJ. 

The next part dealt with the p-doping of PCPDTBT by F4-TCNQ molecule, i.e. with its effect 

on ELA in a prototype organic solar cell structure prepared with ITO (anode) and fullerene C60 

(acceptor material). Unfavourable ELA scenario for the device functioning depicted in the large 

Δh at the PCPDTBT/ITO interface, was found to be much improved at the PCPDTBT:F4-

TCNQ/ITO interface, where quasi-Ohmic contact between the donor material and electrode is 

perceived. Additionally, it was demonstrated that doping of the donor material does not have 

an influence on the ELA with the acceptor material. Also, the measurements showed that F4-
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TCNQ is accumulated closer to the interface with the ITO substrate than the surface of polymer 

film, which might be the reason for successful doping at the latter interface.  

In the last part, the implications of the difference in chemical structure within polymer pairs on 

the molecular orientation of these in the thin films, were explored by NEXAFS spectroscopy. 

It is found that addition of hexylthiophene spacer rings to PCPDTBBT which leads to the new 

structure of PCPDTTBBTT polymer, also leads to the improved self-orientation properties in 

the thin film of the new polymer. On the other side, the introduction of thiophene rings without 

alkyl side chains into the structure of PCPDTBT giving PCPDTTBTT, had opposite effect on 

the molecular orientation of the derived polymer. The conclusion was made that the presence 

of side chains may have a strong influence on self-organization ability of polymers in the thin 

films. Further, the self-organization of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT in the blend films 

were hindered by the presence of PCBM, which had been earlier demonstrated for other two 

polymers PCPDTBT and PCPDTBBT. Finally, the post-deposition annealing of the thin films 

of PCPDTTBBTT and PCPDTTBTT along with corresponding blend films with PCBM, was 

performed, resulting in only minor improvements of the orientation of the polymers. 

The experimental results shown in this thesis raise additional questions for the future 

investigation. One of them is the effect of the different side chains (in polarity, structure, length, 

position and etc.) on the electronic structure and self-organization properties of the same 

polymer backbone. Moreover, an influence of the doping (with different kind of dopants), on 

the polymer thin film morphology, electronic structure, and interaction at interfaces, ought to 

be further scrutinized. By answering these questions, important new avenues towards a deeper 

understanding of the interplay between the chemical structure on the one side, and electronic 

and structural properties of conjugated polymers in the thin films on the other, might be opened. 
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Appendix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1: UPS valence band spectrum of P3HT thin film prepared on ITO. Inset presents 

zoom in into the HOMO onset region of the spectrum. Extended spectral feature with lower 

binding energy (between approximately 0.5 and 2.5 eV) is subscribed to delocalized frontier π-

band, which originates mainly from C 2p and partly from S 3p atomic orbitals.On the other 

side, signal at around 3.5 eV is expected to stem from localized π-band. This localized π-state 

is composed of S3p and less of C2s atomic orbitals. 
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